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I CS INTRODUCTION

1.1 CIRCULATION SUBSYSTEM

The CIRCULATION SUBSYSTEM is the pert of ILS which maintains the location
and disposition (information related to the status and patron responsibility)
of all items or pieces in the collection.

INFORMATION AVAILABLE

(1) Options of the Cizoulation Subsystem

(2) Overview of the Circulation Subsystem

(3) Special Features of the Circulation Subsystem

(4) Glossary of terms used in the ILS System

Select the number of the option desired:

1.1.1 CIRCULATION SUBSYSTEM OPTIONS

There are 15 different options in the CIRCULATION SUBSYSTEM (CS).
They aze:

I.,CI - CHECX IN ITEMS 9. 11 - RECEIPT FOR ITEMS CHECKED IY
2. CO - CHXCK ITEMS OUT 10. IV - RESERVE (HOLD) ITEMS FOR PATRONS
3. IL - INTERLISRARY LOAN 11. SH SHELF (ITEMS USED WITHIN LIBRARY)
4. ME - MESSAGES (PATRONS/ITEM3) 12. SN - SNAG (TRY LOCATING MISSING ITEMS)
S. MO - MAIL OUT ITEMS 13. SS - SET STATUS FOR ITEMS
6. PU - PULL ITEMS FROM SHELF 14. VE " VERIFY PATRO/ITEM INFORMATION
7. IC - RECALL ITEMS PREMATURELY 15. OF - GENERAL FUNCTIONS
8. RE - RENEW ITEMS OUT ON LOAM

Tot more information about any of these options select the number of the option
desired or press F to FORWARD to CS OVERVIEW.

1.1.2 CIRCULATION SUBSYSTEM OVERVIEW

The CIRCULATION SUBSYSTEM is composed of 15 circulation related options and
13 general function options which may be used in other subsystems as well.
All of these options are ozganized within the HELP system in the same general
tormet as follows:

(1) An ovezview of that op'.--
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(2) step by step procedures lor that option

(3) a special !eatuzes section for that option

rat more information on any specliic option:
Press 3 to go 3ACKWARDS to CS OPTIONS, or

F to go FORWARDS to CS SPEZIXAL FEATURES, or
T to return to the top of this discussion

1.1.3 CIRCULAT:ON SUBSYSTEM SPECIAL FEATURES

rLS has several special features which the user needs to know in order to use
the system effectively. Special Features used in the Circulation Subsystem
have been divided into two separate discussions. They are;

Cl) General Concepts

(2) Special Function Keys

Users should he aware of these general concepts and special function keys
since they are used throughout ILS.

Eater the number of the discussion you 'ish to read more about, or
Press F to FORWARD to the Glossary, or

B to BACKUP to CS Overview, or
T to TRAVEL to the top paragraph.

1.1.3.1 CS General Concepts

The following GENERAL CONCEPTS are those which the user needs to know to
work in the Circulation Subsystem. They are:

1. the DISPLAY (D) command - displaying the full record of an entry

2. the FORWARD (F) command - forwarding through Item and Patron Lists

3. the BACK UP (3) command - backing up through Item and Patron Lists

4. the COMBINE c) uommand - combining two instructions into one step

5. the TRAVEL C/) command - exiting out of a subsystem and into another or
going to another activity within a subsystem

5. item and Patron Lists - viewing item and patron records in !LS

. VIPS statement - vol/issue/part/suppl item characteristics

Page 2
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1.1.3.1 the DISPLAY command

3 ACXG:OUND
All indicies in ILS arm organized into a list like structure. To access any
ptron or item record in ILS the user mst first do a search and have 1LS

display all known entries which match the search request. ILS will display up
to S entries at a time. It there are more than 5 entries (which will moan some
same entries will be on the next screen) users may scan all entries using the
F or 3 command. (At this point users may, if they desire, press F once to read
about FORWARD, and press F again to read about BACKUP. From there, you can
return to this paragraph by pressing B once or twice).

The DISPLAY (D) command is used to display the full record of an entry so that
the user can be sure that it is the desired entry.

Example: A patron search for J. Jones might yield 6 matches.
IuS would display-

ID
I JOKES, 3.
2 ..ONKS. JACK
3 JONES. JAMES
14 JONES. JIMl
S JONES. JOHN

and on the second scetn:

6 JONES. JON 1.

R~EEER The user must pross r to view the entries on the next screen to be
sure that the correct entry is chosen. To make certain that the correct patron
is chosen the user must view the full Patron record to verily which 4.JCNES is
the right Patron. By pressing 0 followed by the entry's ID number, ILS will
display fox the user the full patron record of the entry. The samet procedure is

followed it the user wants to display a full item record in the MBF. In the
above example. the user would have to view the full patron record for all 6
JOKES entries, since the correct patron could have been any one of the 6
entries retrieved.

1.1.3.3 the FORWARD command

rhe FoRUAto (r) command is used whenever 11S finds more than 5 entries while
searching any IL3 index. It displays for the user the next set of 5 entries.
end can be pressed repeatedly for am many groups of 5 entries as there are.
The user need only press F to have the next set of entries displayed. ILS
will reply "NHO MOaRE ITEMI MATCHES" or "MO MORE MAHIE MIATCHES" when the last
set of entries is displayed on the screen.

Fot txAflPLE' in the previous discussion of the DISPLAY command (press B to
view that discussion if you desire), the user would have to press F to have
-displayed the 6th JONES entry.
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:f you desire, press 0 to get to a discussion of the F key To return to thIs

discussion Dress 5 again.

1.1.3.4 the BACKUP command

Tho BACKUP f3) command is used henever users want to return back to a
previous screen of entries which have already been displayed once.
If users scan through a list of matches using the FORWARD command.
the BACKUP command may subsequently be used to get back through the
list in reverse order. The user may press B as many times as necessary
to get back up to the top of the list of found entries.

FOR EXAMPLE: In the previous discussion of the DISPLAY command (press
B twice if you want to see that text) the user would have to press
3 once to get from the second screen back to the first. Users should
keep in mind that they can only choose, or display the full record
,f, those entries which currently appear on the screen. they can only. for
example, select from items I through 5 if the first screen is displayed.
They must use either the F or the 3 command to get to the screen of entries
that contains the exact entry whose record they wish to display oz choose.

Press 3 if you want a discussion of the 3 key. Press G again to gec back here.

1.1.3.5 the COMBINE command

The COiOBTY (:) key links commands and the search key used to retzieve entries.
7 coabines tvo separate steps intu ona by linking the first end second parts
of an %struction together. Users -.111 save a lot of time by usLng this option.
rOR LXAMPLE: If a user wanted to CHECK OUT an item, either one of these two
procedures could be followed:

WITHOUT COMBINE: WITH COMBINE:
ZIS asks for COMMAND: !IS ASKS FOR COMMAND:
User enters CO (return) User enters CO:SMiTH ( eturn)
ILS asks PATRON: ILS begins displaying Snith entries
User enters SMITH
7LS begins displaing Smith entries

YOTZEThe - key is used to retrieve item or patron entries faster, by typing the
3d option. -, and then the first few search key character; (e.g. for Anderson
as an author or as a patron type AU-AND or PA=AND). The - key is used only to
!io.k id options and search keys; the : key links comands and search keys.

1.1.3.6 the TRAVEL command

!he TRAVEL command (/) is used to get from one area to another within ILS. it
cki take the user to either dffetent activities aithin a given subsystem.
(e.g. from CHECK IN to PATRON STATUS) or across subsystems Ce.g. from
CHECK OUT to HELP for CHECK OU2). It can also be used to take users back
to wherever it ,as t:tey were before they traveled to where they are now.
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7he following scenarios :14ustrate the use of the TRAVEI command

CASE I TRAVELING FORWARD CONT:ZUOUSLY
A user logs onto :IS and Aants to go to ZHECK ^UT. The user ent ars C in
response to the ILS prompt ZOMMIAD. I.S takes the user to -HECK OUT and
prompts for PATRON:. After the user has completed :ECK OUT, a patron asks
for the correct time. The user enters /TD and :IS takes the user t T: .E AND
DATE. Next the user receives a returned item and wants to 70 to CHECK N. The
user then types in /CI and :IS begins the CHECK IN process by prompting for
:-,EM:.

CASE Z TRAVELING BACK TO WHERE YOU JUST WERE
A user is in the middle of a CHECK OUT and bocomes confused over what to do
next. By entering a /HE, !LS will take the user to HELP for the activity that
uas in process at the time. After the user reads HELP for CHECK OUT. enter:ng
a / will take the user back to CHECK OUT to continue in that activity. XOTE
that since the complete transaction Ae9

° 
was not pressed when the user went to

HELP for CHECK OUT. once the use: returns back to CHECK OUT the transaction
must be started over from the beginning since it was never entered into :LS.

1.1.3.7 Working with :tam and Patron Lists

All indicies in 1LS are organized into a list like structure. To access any
patron or Item record in :IS the user must first do a search and have ILS
display all known entries which match the search request. LS will display up
to 5 entries at a time. If there are more than 5 entries (which m ell iean some
some entries will be on the next screen) users may scan all entries using the
FORWARD (F) or BACKWARD (B) command. The DISPLAY (D) comsand may also be used
to display the full record of an entzy to verify that it is the correct one.
At this point the user nay press T and select a detailed discussion of these

commands. The user may then FORWARD back into this discussion.)

EXAMPLE: The user has asked to see all patron matches to the search key PRAJON
:LS would respond by dlisplaying;

NHDEXS TYPE NAME TITLE * The user may select an entry *

I CIVILIAN JONAS.JOHN DR. 2 by typing in either its name •
I FACULTY JONATHAN, SAM MR. or index number(on the left) 1
3 STUDENT JONES, ARTHUR NA. a5C5....eCS5Ca5XC... 55Z55Ct5ts5
q STAFF JONES, BETTY nS.

5 MIL:TARY JONES, ROGER DR.

and on the second screen:

6 CIVILIAN JONES. THOMAS Mr.

REMEMBER: The user must press F to view the entries on the next screen to be
sure that the correct entry is chosen. To make certain that the correct patron
is chosen the user must view the full patron record to verify which J JOKES is
the tight patron. By pressing 0 followed by the entry's :D number. :IS wil!
display for the user the full patron record of the entry. The same procedure is
followed if the user wants to display a full item record in the N1F. :n the
above example, the user would have to view the ull patron record or all
JONES entries, since the correct patron could have been any one of the 6
entries retrieved.
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.he /IPS statement bSess~r"-u '' prtper-y Pn~-jt a ptr;:e ch
~spart of a largeor grout or :tens 'a 7 one -.arue of serial or na, vo!u me
ofa sat of oclumss). Any bT'_ act:t 'h:nc a fir -a ;:sct'fic :tem to be

identified (e.g C 4tCK OUT -!yV ,t I~l reqgue troat th e V:PS
information about the roes be4 -:Lfrdbfoe S :Irn sot Por. t e er

request.

I1.1. 3. 9 CS n1tro!Uction Tot.' l uct:r vs

Some terminals are equipped with wjhet is known as special functior. <eysj or
simply functinn keys 7hese spe:r rcton cc ejs -rovide for q;centry of
frequently used 'L3 :oninds rtn exoop>. a -sor :OUild use a ±lctbof key to
hive displayed all th~e opt: oni ivaiobla at an~y pcit i.n :L. '.his wou ld be

faster than than ha~ing to enter A I and :hen a :zrraqo return.

Other spec:a& f2otonkys nay be se, to s'-r sobtute for severl- -niracters
cavin; to be typed, thereby, tic -! ......- otto EfVot r:Cs -As well as
saving -!me A!' -ntnns ot in be enco red zy spc: ucctoo n keys.
say elso o. enttrei .as-rq Woe EIA.kZ;.20R_ of a O;Rb tm nul to re are, rn

effact. two ways to tnnte: arny nso~uztion, one w4th thLc sperral fto kry
and one urtho-t FubctitO 4eys for trca wP:s? toIrm-co ae cz..:ently set up
ais listed eowF r 4aor- :ni ~onao-t -cn, enter the .- corera Ic hat key:

'kty-0,tion Itilo -, s P 'o 5C? 32D . 1 r. od e :.ac"d

- key-qo up to ths '-r 2 y F7c2 t~N t function
I. r key';, FoR;uego % 2-

,he ' unction (ey lisylakva all' :-rc pot. ns that a user oyclact at
any point in :LS 't ~s -tsod -n-ssinq a u nd then pressing a
carriage return. -he'If noc-ion -ve a c to me by elioainstin;, the need
to press return, and is offered ormrivi 3 :onvenience keiy COn a HEWLETT1-
PACXAA: .545S tersorel the 7 f.unc'..n "ay ' a rkred !dl

EXAMPLE, a user is nrytnq to identi~; a iaa-on. !LS prompts cc: oh ?A77ROS'
however. th, user toes not 'knou ii todc nesxt. 'ceasing fl or ? and a
return will camse -"-S to fasiplay

the user is shoi~n what: the
- prdo - P4bROM :no 'options are cond naoy procetd

name - pATAxMl~ A t iR rbv: foathis point forwarZd. a

DP - FTSD l:3RAR? tP:AVt04 .N
Pt -PIMS;:7tLb



1.1,3.11 THE - FUNCTION KEY

The - (circumflex or up arrow) is generally used in IL5 to mean GO UP to the
next level within & function, or to the top of the function the user is in
currently. On a HEWLETT PACKARD Z645A terminal this is the !Z key.

Example: A user. seerching for a patron in PATRON STATUS. types in the wrong
fias letter of the patron's last name (e.g. the user typed in M instead of M).
The user may enter a - and a return or press fZ to GO UP to the prompt PATRON:.

MOTE: This special function key takes on additional meaning in CHECK OUT, In
CHECK OUT the fZ or - key is used to instruct ILS to complete the transaction
by "filing away" the information lust entered. 1IS will then display the
prompt PATRON:. The user may now enter the next CHECK OUT transaction or travel
to any other activity in ILS.

1.1.3.12 THE F FUNCTION KEY

When scanning entries retrieved in ILS (see Lists in General Concepts) or when
proceeding through HELP text, users may need to search through the :ist or
branch to additional HELP discussion. The F or FORWARD command was designed to
enable the user to go on to view the next set of 5 entries or the next HELP
discussion. On a HEWLETT PACKARD 2645A terminal this is sot as the f3 key.

EXAMPLE: A user. searching for patron John Jones. has retrieved the following
entries:

1, Jones, Alfred E. ..s se:s*ssssassssssasesassssssss

2) Jones. Edward J. 9 The user should enter F and return or f3 8
3) Jones, J. R. * to see the second set of entries. In all -

4) Jones, Jim 9 cases where it seems the correct entry *

5) Jones. John 1. 2 is the last one displayed. use FORWARD a
- to display the next screen to be sure 9

and on the second screen: - the correct entry is chosen. a
6) Jones, John. T. ,SsZtzssss~astSWssxsasssats*$g:ss

1.1.3.13 THE a FUNCTION KEY

The BACK UP (3) key or f4 key is used to bring back on the screen data which
was already seen once, which the user wishes to see again. When viewing entries
during an XLS search, the user say have to go back and look over again an entry
which sight be the correct one. Entering a 5 and a return, or pressing the f4

key enables the user to back up through a list of entries or through a HELP

.discussion. (it this point the user may press G to go to a further discussion
of the 5 command in CS General Concepts. Pressing 0 at that point will get the
user beck to this discussion.)
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1.1.3.14 THE /HE FUNCTION KEY

The HELP (/HE) key has been designed to provide the user with a rapid means of
obtaining assistance while performing any activity in ILS. 11 the user is in
any Circulation Subsystem activity and becomes confused as to what to do next,
typing a /HE and a return or the ±5 key will cause uS to immediately take the
the user to the HELP discussion for that activity.

EXAMPLE: A user in CHECK OUT tries to identify an item in ILS, and forgets what
options can be used to get to the item record. When ILS prompts with ITEM: the
user may at this point type either /HE and return, or press the key. ZLS
will take the user to HELP text of Check Out, where he
can find information on how to chock out an item (including information
on how to tdentify an item).

For HEWLETT-PICKARD 264S terminals, the /HE function key is FS.
(Fox eoe information on the special functions keys and thei locations
see CS Special Functions Keys.)

.113.5 THE F6 FUHCTION KEY

AT THE PRESENT TIME THE F 6 KEY IS UNDEFINED

PRESS F TO CONTINUE FORWARD

OR

PRESS T TO GET TO THE TOP DISCUSSION

1.3,16 THE r7 FUNCTION KEY

AT THE PRESENT TIME THE F I KEY 1S UNDEFINED

PRE.S F TO GO FORWARD

OR

PRES3 T TO GET TO THE TOP DISCUSSION
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1.1.3.17 THE / TUNCTIOH KEY

The / key is used to get back to the place in the ZLS system where you were
JUST BFORE you arrievd where you are now. If, for example, a user begins
working in ILS by logging onto the system and goes to CHECK OUT, and then
enters a / and a return. ILS will take the usez back to the subsystem CCMMAND
level. If, however, the user goes from (i.e.) logging onto tAe system, to
CHECK OUT, and then to CHECK IN, entering the / key will take the user back to
CHECK OUT, which is where the user was lust prior to going to CHECK :1.

REMEMBER: ILS remembers only one previous function. If the user goes from
CHECK OUT to RENEW and then from RENEW into CHECK IN, the user has passed
through 3 functions. If the user uses the / to go back to RENEW CHECK :
this is going back one function. How if the user used the / again.
ILS will return not to CHECK OUT, but will go to the subsystem COMMHAND
level instead. ILS only remembers one previous function; using the / twice in
succession will cause ZIS to revert back to the subsystem command level.

1.1.4 SYSTEM GLOSSARY

The following is a glossary of terms that should aid the user in performing

functions in any subsystem:

item .............. Any individual piece that can be circulated or used
within the library is referred to as an item. Items may
range from a copy of a book to an anatomical model or a
piece of hardware or equipment such as a calculator. The
ILS Bibliographic structure is sufficiently flexible to
'catalog" anything that the library may wish to own and
circulate.

user .............. A user is a staff member of the library such as a clerk

at the circulation desk, or a reference librarian or
a cataloger.
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2 CHECK IM

Z.1 IXTRODUCTIO(

The CHECK 1M procedure permits authorized users to absolve patrons of any
further responsibility for items. It breaks the established link between the
patron and the item, so that the patron is no longer responsible for the item.

AVAILABLE INFORMATIOM

1. Overview of Check In

2. Step by Step Procedures For Check In

3. Special Features of Check In

Please enter the number of the type of information you desire:

2. 1. C! Overview

CHECK ZM is the process by which a patron is absolved from the responsibility
of having checked out a given item. Items may be checked in immediately
upon being returned, or they may be checked in at some later time when
the circulation desk is not very busy. After an item has been checked
in 'the patron is no longer responsible for the itea.

2.1.2 C! Step By Step

CHECK IN requires the user to do 2 things,

1. rDENTIFY THE ITEM!S) TO BE CHECKED IM
Search ILS for this item's record or

it the item is bar coded
Wand the bar code label on the item.

2. EXIT FROM CHECK IM
Terminate CHECK IM by entering a /.

For more HELP concerning either of these steps enter the number of that
step and press RETURM.
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2.1.3 Identify Item

IDENTIFYING ITEMS ,WITH THE :ARCODE SCAMER
The bazcode scanner is the fastest way to complete any transaction in ILS.
Using the barcode wand eIiainates the need for having to type in lengthy
patron data, item data and the transaction symbols (e.g. /CO or /CI). By
handing over a coded version of this sam data, ILS users will not experience
the problems associated with miskaying this important information.
To identify an Item using the barcode scanner, the user must first be sure
that ILS is prompting the user with ITEM. At this point the user must put the
point of the wand on the baroode label, and move the point of the wand
over the pattern of black vertical lines. It does not matter if the wand moves
from the left to right side or vice versa. Sometimes it helps if the wend is
held directly over the item, instead of at a slant the way one would hold a
pen. It is not necessary to scratch the barcode label, A little smooth stroke
is all that is needed. Once ILS has recognized the item, it will respond by
beeping once. This is to say. "I recognize this iteml' After a little practice
with the wand users will feel more comfortable using it.

IDENTIFYING ITEMS WITHOUT A BARCODC SCNNER
It is sometimes the case that users either cannot or do not want to use the
barcode wand. Under these circumstances users may instead access the ILS
Master Bibliographic rile through alternate options. In response to the prompt
ITEM, enter ? and a carriage return. ILS will display 8 access options and an
additional option which affixes short messages to an item record. They are:

(XOTE: ONCE YOU'RE DOME READING AM ITEM IDExTIYICATION OPTION
ENTER A 'T' AND A RETURN TO GET BACK TO THIS DISCUSSION )

1. IID#. Item Identification 0 6. TK - Title Kay
Z. AU - Author 7. AT - Author/Title Key
3. CA - Call Mumber a. SE - Series
4. IS - ISN/ISBM 9. MI - Message (for item 3ust entered)
5. LC 0- Library of Congress 4

2.1.3.1 Access by Item Identification Number

Identifying items by their ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER is one possible, yet
uncommon way to access an item in the ILS system. The IID* is the alpha and
numeric equivalent to the pattern of vertical black lines which make up the bar
code and is found on the bar code label. It can be up to 10 characters long.

To access by the item identification number, enter the key "lIDe" in response
to the ILS prompt ITEM. ILS will then ask for the IIDS and the user should
enter the symbols as they appear on the item's bar code label.If a user chooses
this option, it is essential that the characters be entered exactly as they
appear.Any discrepancies in the spacing of the characters or typos will yield a
wrong match or no match. The user may combine these steps into one step by

entering IIO-O 90 1 90 4 in response to the prompt ITEM.

SAMPLE: ILS prompts ITEM' ILS prompts ITEM!
USER types ZIDS OR USER replies IIDO.O so 1 90 4
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:LS asks for the ::DO
USER enters :De value

1.1.3.2 Access by Author

Accessing en ite, by the AUTHOR is a popular access option. The :LS system
will accept either a full author surname or a partial surname. This is done
to aiford the user the r:eatest amount of flemibility to view e'ther an
individual or range of entries:

SAMPLE: AUaAKDERSOK ILS will display all entries with ANDERSON as
author, without regard to which ANDERSON. The
user may select the desired ites by its item
number. If there are more than 5 entries the
USer may scan through them by pressing r to
FORWARD thro-h the list or 3 to BACKUP.

ID TITLE AND AUTHOR
I The Silver Skates by Anderson. Hans Christianson
2 The Biography of by Anderson, Sandy E.

DISPLAYING THE FULL ENTRY

If the user is unsure about an entry being the correct entry the D command
(DISPLAY) can be invoked to display the full record of this item, to verify
that it is the correct entry. The 0 coomend is particularly useful when the
truncated title string gives ext."er little or *mbiguous Information or is
otherwise not fully meaningful to the user. If the correct record cannot be
found using this access option. the user ary select another search key or
quit entirely.

2.1.3.3 Access by Call Number

Located in most instanceb on the spine or some other visible part of an Item,
the CALL NUMBER is perhaps the most efficient, and popular way of gaining
access to the record of a specific item. Although various call numbering
schemes are used by libraries all over the world, (Dewey. Library of Congress.
and the National Library of MQdicine's being the moL* renown schemes) they
each require that a unique number be assigned to each piece in the collection.
The call number can be as long as is the collection requires. Sometimes thin
items have long call numbars and thick items have short ones.

To access by call number the user must type in CA In response to the ILS
-prompt :TEM. ILS will reply with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL CALL NUMBER. Then
the user can enter the call number desired. If instead the user wishes to
combine these two steps the user may enter CA=RA76.15 in response to the ILS
prompt ITEM. This may save some time. If the user wishes to see a range of
entries beginning with the same call number ILS will display 5 entries at a
time on the screen-The user may press r to FORWARD or B to go BACKWARDS through

the List.To see the full record of an item enter D and the item's ID number.
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2.1.3.4 Access by ISSM or ISBN

The 1SS and ISBN are nuaerIc conventions which have been established to
standardize the zdentztZies of both serials and monographs respectively.
They are heavily used in the acquiitzonls prceass by publishecs and
lbzaries alice as they afford a succInct ..ans of specifying a desired
itea. The numbers are a code uhich identLfies both the publIsher and
the speaific Item.

To Eccess by eitheor the TSSN or ISBN enter IS In asponse to the ILS prompt
I . 1L3 will respond ith ZXTtR THE FULL OR PARTIAL ZSS /TSBX. The user
must then enter in the value. The user say instead coabine these two steps
inte one by typing IS-0700223738 in responae to the I13 prompt ITEM. ILS will
retrieve and then display on the screelt all items which match. if the user
wants a specific item. care must be exercised to enter the value exactly
.orect. It the user wishes to see a range of entzies beginning with the same
numbers then only a partial SSH or ISBN need be entered.

SIMPLE: IL prompts ITEM ILS prompts ITEM
USER replies IS OR USER replies 1S0700223738

ILS says ENTER THE FULL...
USER enters 0700223738

ILS will then search the ISSH/ISBX index to find all possible matches, and will
display them on the screen. If there ate mae than 5 matches ILS will display
the first S end say THEWS'S MORE. The jser may bzowso through the matches by
typing F tor rORWARD or B tor BACKWARDS. If the correct entry is found the user
est type the ID 8 of the cozect match. if the user wants to see the full
record for any entry. enter D and that entry's :D S.

2.1 1.5 Access by LC Cazd Number

£ l1sYa 7O IONBES3 ZARD NUMBER is assigned to each itm cataloged by the
.Lbr ry f Congress This number s used fby Ibraries to order printed
catalog ards from the 'ibrary of Congress The number is usually one of the
cataloging elements included in publishers' Cataloging In Publication (CIP)
lata :t 4s typically composed of . characters followed by a hyphen and
I to 6 additiona. numbers

.o access by he -I he u ser Must type :n 'C in response to the It3 prompt
ITM :LS jill then respond with ENTER THE FiJLL 0a PARTIAL LC 0 liser
must then type in the C 0 :t is possible to combine these 2 steps into one
_3 entering *:"'1- 2145a in :esponse to the :LS proept :Tt. :LS will then
sesxcn oe ': 0 indeo o t:nd appropriate satches :i the entire LC 6 jas
entered !hote al oe Only in* match if a partial .C 6 jet entered there may
te Iset&. mlthee 'ha oar may br,se *hrough the iatches by pressing r to
FTIA113 and I ! SACKUP :f the -or:.c entry is found. anter the :D 9 for that

ear ft t ~ Ise90 .21 c)t $UK* f-%t it is !he correct record toe dUll record
_ say on pa.e y pressing 7and the entry-s :1
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SAMPLE: I-S prompts ITEM :2s prompts :Tor
USER replies LCO OR ISER enters :Z=79-123456
:LS says ENTER THE FULL
USER enters 79-123456

2.1.3.6 Access by Title Key

Title access in the ILS system is almost the same as what is lone in the OCLC
system. Users may type in a truncated search key composed of the first few
characters of the first few significant words in the title. Articles and
other stop listed words eg. a. an, the, and. United States) are ignored. The
key 3,,2.1 is used to match the first 3 characters of the first word. the
first 2 characters of the second word, the first 2 characters of the third
word. and the first character of the fourth word in the title.

To access by title key. the user must enter TK in response to the ILS prompt
ITEM. XLS will respond with ENTER THE TITLE KEY IN FORMAT 3.2,2,1. (NOTE; if
a title has fewer than 4 words enter commas consecutively to fill in the key.)
These 2 steps may be combined by typing 7 OX'DOR.:L.MED. CLS will reply
by searching for and displaying all entries which match the sehrch key. If
there are more than 5 matches the systew will say THERE'S "ORE and the user mey
browse through the entries by typing F for FORWARD or S for BACKWARDS. To be
sure that you have the correct record type D and the entry's ID 4.

2.1.3.7 Access by Author Title Key

The AUTHORITITLE key is a combination key used to sort out more quickly a
desired record. Although the same wordp may be found in the titles of different
works. it is likely that differsnt auth.rs may be associated with each title.
In this case a 4.4 combination key of both author and title would yield a more
precise retrieval than a 3.2,2,1 title key.

To access by author/title key the user must enter AT in response to the ILS
prompt ITEM. ILS will respond with ENTER 1ST 4 CHARS OF AUTHOR'S LAST NAME L
IST 4 CHARS OF TITLE IN FORMAT 4,4. The user must thin enter the characters
as prescribed. It is possible to combine these 2 steps by typing (e.g.)
AT-ALLR,BODY for the entry Body Functions by Jon Allred. CLS will respond by
searching for all author title combinations with these characters And display
them in groups of 5 on the screen. If there are more than 5 entries ILS will
say THERE'S MORE and the user can press Rt'JRN to view them. Tc scan through
the list press F for FORWARD and B for BACKWARD. To be sure that an entry is
for the correct record the user may press 0 for DISPLAf and the :D number of
the entry to see the full record of the entry.
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2.1.3.8 Access by Series

Under the ILS system it is possible to access records in th. Master
Bibliographic Tile by the SERIES heedlng. Catalogers end other library staff

fay find this access point partIcuasly convenient f they have series a hich
comprise many issues. These are most notable in the biomedical and physical
sciences and in special libraries that contain the reports of their agency or
coxporaton.

To access ILS via the series option the user must enter SE in response to the
prout ITEM. (NOTE: This item option should not be confused with the /SE command
for seriels check in which is another feature of the circulation subsystem
and uses the SE command. Remember that the serials check in commeand requires
a /SE to get out to that transaction activity, whereas accessing a record by
series heading requires only SE in response to the ILS prompt ITEM.) :LS will
reply with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL SERIES. The user may then enter any or all
words of the series heading that are known and ILS will search the series index
to find a match. ILS will display all matches and if there are more than 5, the
user may view them by entering F for FORWARD or B for BACKUP.

2.1.3.9 Message (Item Just Entered)

Immediately after a user has identified an item in the Circulation
Subsystem, ILS allows for a short message to be entered.

2.1.3.10 CI Complete Transaction

Exiting from CHECK IN is unlike exiting from any other circulation subsystem
activity. Although the / key is used to exit out of CHECK IN, it does not do
entirely the same thing that it does when it is used to exit from any other
circulation activity. In any other circulation activity the / key will erase
whatever transaction had lust been entered lust prior to entering the / and
going up to the circulation subsystem level. IN CHECK IN, however. while the
/ will still get you up to the circulation subsystem level, it will not erase

the transaction which lust absolved the patron from responsibility over the
item just checked in. In other words, the erasure between patron and item still
stands as the user is moved up to the circulation subsystem level.

Z.1.4 CI Special Features

The CHECK IN proceduz has the following special features associated with it:

I. BEEPING TONE - It the user hears a beeping tone while checking in
an item, it means that there is a message about
that item appearing on the CRT screen. The message

will tell the user what to do with the item. Typical
messages could tell the user that the book is needed
in binding, or that it is a temporary item and must
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be Sent to cataloging ior processing.

2. TEMPORARY As items are checked In, it is important that the

'kBLS 4ser look 11osely at the bar code label. if it i
or a temporary label the item must go directly to the
MOT cataloging department to be processed. Zf the item

has NO BAR CODE LABEL on it. the user must search
!or it using any one of the 8 item id options (see

ident :fy Item under CI Step by Step procedures).
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3 ZHECK OUT

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The CHECK OUT procedure permits authorized -scts to assign responsbilit7
for items to patrons. :t establishes a ink ba:ween the patrcn and the item,
making the patron responsible for the item 4ntil it is returned to the library.

AVAILABLE INFORMATIOH

1. Overview of Check Out

2. Step by Step Procedures For Check Out

3. Special Features for Check Out

Ptease enter the number of the type of information you desire:

3.1.1 CO Overview

CHECK OUT is the procedure used by the library to maintain control of its
collection. This procedure permits patrons to use the items owned by the
library while providing the library with information about which patrons
hold specific items and when items are due to be returned to the library.
CHFCK OUT reqvizes the following tuo pieces of information:

1. A Patron Identifier - A patron's full name registered in :LS
or the bar code number for the patron,

uhich is equal to the number 175 uses
internally to identify the patron.

2. An Item Identifier - Any one of eight pieces of information

about an item (e.g. title, author, call*)
or the bar code number for the indi7idual
item (a unique number for each piece)
which uLS uses internally identify
the item.

3.1. CO Step By Step ?rocedures

Check out should follow these steps:

I. 1DEXTIFY THE PATRON
Search ILS for this patron's record or
do patron registration
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PATRON RE:STRAT:OM - :f the petrtn s rot alreaoy relistered in the patz n
i st, t wil =a necessary ta enter _ne-r ?atn lata into tne system zefire

any transact:on can be recorded into :LS &caZ :L: sites may devise thei: ;wn

procedures for gathering patron iniicmation. putting ;i into tne system at some

later time. For a fullez discussion vf patron registzat-on refer to the path

PATRON REGISTRAT:O?.

3.1.2Z Identify :tem

-DENTTYTNG :T!S C:TH THE 3ARCODE SCANNER
The barcode scanner is the fastest way to complete any transaction in :LS.

Using the barcode wand eliminates the need for having to type in lengthy
patron data. item data and the transaction symbols Ie.; /CO or /C). By
wending over a coded version of this same data, :15 users will not expertence
the problems assocLated with miukeying this important information.

To identify an item using the barcode scanner, the user must first be sure
that 1S i:s prompting the user with OTEM. At this point the user must put the
point of the wand on the barcode label, and move the point of the wand
over the pattern of black vertical lines. :t does not matter if the wand moves
from the left to right side or vice versa. Sometimes it helps if the wand is
held directli over the item, instead of at a slant the way one would hold a
pen. :t is not necessary to scratch the barcode label. A little smooth stroke
is all that is needed. Once :S has recogniced the item, it will respond by
beeping once. This is to sey, "I recognize this itemi" After a :lttle practoce

with the wand users will feel mors comfortable using it.

IDENTTFYING :TENS WITHOUT i BARCODE SCAM(E1
:t is sometimes the case that users either cannot or do not want to use the
barcode wand. Under thase circumstahces ustzs may instead access the 01S
,laster Bibliographic File through alternstte options. In response to the prompt
ITEM, enter ? and a carriage retvtn. :1S uill display 8 access options and an
additional option which affixes short messages to an item record. They are;

(NOTE: ONCE YOU'RE DONE READ:NG AN :7!M DESNTF:CATCN OPT:ON
ENTER A 'T' AXD A RETURN TO GET BACK TO TH:S DISCUSS:ONI)

1. ::D*:tem 1dent-fice.tion * 6. T * Title Key
2. AU * Author - AT Author/Title Key
3. CA * Call Number 8. SE * Series
4. :S = s5$/ISBN 3 !1 , nessage Ifor item ;ust entered)
5. ,C 0- lbrary of Congress

3.1.2.3 Acciss by :tam ldentifocat: n '(umber

:dentifying items by their !TEM :0ENT:TICAT::4 NUMBER is one possible. yet
uncommon way to access an item in the :LS system. The ::DO is the alpha and
numeric equivalent to the pattern of vertical black lines whoch make up the bar
code and is found on the bar code label- It can be up to 10 characters long.

To access by the item identification number, enter the key "TfDt" in response
to the 1S prompt :TEM. :LS jil then asA for the ::DO and the user should
enter the -ymbols as they appear or, the item's bar code label.=f a user chooses
this option, it is essential that the :haracters 6e entered exactly as they
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appear.Any lsocrepairc-as in the spacing of the characters or typos a jll yeld a

wrong match or no match. The user may corsne these steps into one step by
entering ::34O0 S# T 90 4 :n response to the prompt 1T1.

SAMPLE: 1'S prompts ITEM: L5 prompts :tEM;
USER types 11D$ OR USER replies ::00=0 S# i ?0

11S asks for the 1:10

USER enters ZID# value

3.1.Z,4 Access by Author

Accessing an item by the AUTHOR Is a popular access option. The :'S system
will accept either a full author surname or a partial surname. This is done
to afford the user the greatest amount of flexibility to view either an
individual or range of entries:

SAMPLE: AU1ADERSOX :'w vill display all entries with ANDERSOK as
author, without regard to which ANDERSON. The

user may select the desired item by its item
number. :f there are more than 5 antres the
user may scan through them by pressing F to
FORWARD through the list or 3 to SACKUP.

:0 TlTE AND AUTHOR
I The Silver Skates by, Anderson, Xa:.s htistianscri
2 The Biography of by Anderson, Scrdy E.

DISPLAYIHG THE FULL EMTILY

If the user is unsure about an entry being the correct entry the D command
(DISPLAY) can be invoked to display the full record of this item. to verify
that it is the correct entry. The D commend is particularly useful when the
truncated title string gives either little or ambiguous informetion or is
utheruise not fully meaningful to the user. If the correct record cannot be
found using this access option, the user may select another search key or
quit entirely.

3.1.2.5 Access by Call Number

located in most instances on the spine or some other visible part of an item,
the CALL NUMBER is perhaps the most efficient, and popular way of gaining
access to the record of a specific item. Although various call numbering
schemes are used by libraries all over the world, (Dewey. Library of Congress.
and the National library of Medicine's being the more renown schemes) they
each require that a unique number be assigned to each place in the collect!on.
The call number can be as long as is the collection requires. Sometimes thin
items have long call numbers and thick items have short ones.

To access by call number the user must type in CA in response to the 115

-prompt ITEM. :LS will reply 'ith ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL CALL HUMBER. Then
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th. user can enter the call number desired. If insts•J th. user wishes to
combine these two steps the user may enter CA-QA76.15 in response to -he :15
prompt :TEM. This may save some time. :f the user wishes to sea a range oi
antries beginning with the same call number 1LS will 4isplay 5 entries at a
time on the screen.The user may press F to FORWARD or 3 to 7o BACKWARDS through
the list.To see the full record om an item enter D and the item's :D number.

3.1.2.6 Access by ISSM or ISBN

The ISSN and ISBN are numeric conventions which have been established to
standardize the identities of both serials and monographs respectively.
They are heavily used in the acquisitions process by publishers and
libraries alike as they afford a succinct means of specifying a desired
item. The numbers are a code which identifies both the publisher and
the specific item.

To access by either the ISSN or ISBN enter IS in response to the ILS prompt
ITEM. ILS will respond with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL ISSN/ISBN. The user
must then enter in the value. The user may instead combine these two steps
into one by typing IS=07O0Z23738 in xespinse to the ILS prompt :TEM. ILS will
retrieve and then display on the screen all items which match. If the user
wants a specific item, care must be exercised to enter the value exactly
correct. If the user wishes to see a range of entries beginning with the same
numbers then only a partial ISSN or ISBN need be entered.

SAMPLE: ILS prompts ITEM ILS prompts ITEM
USER replLes IS OR USER replies !S-0700223738
IL3 says ENTER THE FULL...
USER enters 0700223738

ILS will then search the ISSN/ISBH index to find all possible matches, end will
display them on the screen. If there are more than 5 matches ILS will display
the first S and say THERE'S MORE. The user may browse through the matches by
typing F for FORWARD or B for BACXWARDS. I the correct entry is found the user
must type the ID I of the correct match. If the user wants to see the full
record for any entry. enter 0 and that entry's ID 0.

3.1.2.7 Access by LC Card Number

A LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CARD NUMBER is assigned to each item cataloged by the
Library of Congress. This number is used by libraries to order printed
catalog cards from the librazy of Congress. The number is usually one of the
cataloging elements included in publishers' Cataloging In Publication (CIP)
data. It is typically composed of 2 characters followed by a hyphen and
3 to 6 additional numbers.

To access by the LC * the user aust type in LC in response to the ILS prompt
ITEM. ILS will then respond with ENTER THE FULL OR PkITIAL LC # user
must then type in the LC S. It is possible to combine these 2 steps into one
by entering LC-79-123456 in response to the ILS prompt ITEM. ILS will then
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atrch the %C I index to find approprcia natoho :- a -en*e-:3s e 4a

entered t'e a wi2. he o one match, w a oaror-v. L-e #as e:Adtn 'ay
be ,4eyatl matcneACU. The aser may orvwse thro qn the oatcnes -y Pressn t D
FORWARD and 3 to 3ACKUP. if the torrect entry s found. ant:r the :D'4 S-,r that
entry. :1 the user is not sure th at it th~e :,rze'y racordl the iu -ecor:
aay be called up by pressing D and the entry's 0.

SAMPLE: :-S Prompts 1:T7 :Ls prompts :Tr!
USER :eplies $ZS R ER enters ..- '

:LS says ENTER THE FULL...
USER enters 79-IZ3456

3.1.2.3 Access by Title Key

Title access in the 1L5 system is almost the sime as what is done in the OCIC
system. Users may type in a truncated search key composed of the first few
characters of the first few significant words n the title. Articles and
other stop listed words (e.g. a, an. the, and, United States) are i;nored. The
key 3.Z,Z,1 is used to match the first 3 characters of the first Aord. the
first 2 characters of the second word, the first 2 characters of the third
word, and the first character of the fourth word in the title.

To access by title key. the user must enter TK in response to the :TS prompt
ITEM. 1L5 will respond with ENTER THE T LE KEI !X FORMAT 3,Z2.,. (MCTE: if

a title hes fewer than 4 words enter commas consecutvely to fill in the key.)
These Z steps may be cotbined by typxng (e.g.) TK=DORZt.,ED. :L5 oill reply
by searching for and displaying .ll entries which riatch the search key. If
there are more than 5 matches the system will say THERE'S MCORE and the user may
browse through the entries by typing F for FORWARD or 3 IOr BACKW kJS. To be
sure that you have the correct record type D and the entry's ID S.

3.1.2.9 Access by Author Title Key

The AUTHOR/TITLE key is a combination key used to sort out more quickly a
desired record. Although the same words may be found In the titles of differenz
works, it is likely that different authors may be associated with each title.
In this case a 4,4 combination key of both author and title wouli yield a more
precise retrieval than a 3,2,2,1 title key.

To access by author/title key the user must enter AT in response to the ILS
prompt ITEM. :IS will respond with ENTER 1ST a CMRS OF AUTMOR'S LASI NAME C
IST 4 CHARS OF T:TLE !H FORMAT 4,4. The user must then enter the characters
as prescribed. It is possible to combine these Z steps by typing (e.g.)
AT-XLLR,3ODY for the entry Sody Functions by Jon Allred. ILS will respond by
searching for all author title combinations with these characters and display
them in groups of 5 on the screen. If there are more than 5 ent:es LS will
say THERE'S MORE and the user can press RETURN to view them. To scan through
the list press F for FORWARD and 3 for 3ACKWARD. To be sure that an entry is
for the correct record the user may press 0 for DISPLAY and the 13 number of
the entry to see the full record of the entry
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3.1.2.10 Access by Series

Under the ILS system it is possible to access records in the master
Bibliographic File by the SERIES heading. Catalogers and other library staff
may find this access point particularly convenient it they have series which
comprise many issues. These are most notable in the biomedical and physical
sciences and in special libraries that contain the reports of their agency or

corporaton.

To access LS via the series option the user must enter SE in response to the
proat ITEM. (NOTE: This item option should not be confused with the ISE command
for serials check in which is another feature of the circulation subsystem
and uses the SE command. Remember that the serials check in command requires
a /SE to get out to that transaction activity, whereas accessing a record by
series heading requires only SE in response to the :LS prompt ITEM.) 1L3 will
reply with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL SERIES. The user may then enter any or all
words of the series heeding that are known and IL5 will search the series index
to find a match. IL3 will display all matches and if there are sore than 5. the
user may view them by entering F for FORWARD or 3 for BACKUP.

3.1-1.11 Message (Item Just Entered)

Immediately after a user has identified an item in the Circulation
Subsystem. ILS allows for a short message to be entered.

3.1.2.12 Complete Transaction

After the correct patron end the correct item(s) have been identified into the
ILS, the user must now COMPLETE THE TRANSACTION. It is not sufficient to stop
here, because up to this point the data has not been permanently filed away.
The user must complete the transaction by pressing the - and a return or by
pressing the f2 key in order to have ILS permanently file the transaction away.

To complete a circulation subsystem transaction, the user must press either
special function key 2 or the up arrow or - key. This will cause the data
stored in the terminal to be transmitted to the computer and recorded in the
Master Bibliographic File. In the event that a user does not want to complete
the transaction (e.g. if a demo is being given, or if a patron decides at the
last minute not to check out this blak after all) PRESS ABORT or the SPECIAL
FUMCTION 8 key or / and return and the transaction will be erased completely.
It will be the same as if the data had never been typed in in the first place.
This also means, however, that if the user fails to press - or function 2 key
IMMEDIATELY after entering the last item, the good data could be erased toolil

3.1.3 CO Special Features

There are some special features in CHECK OUT that users should be aware
of which may be of help when performing CHECK OUT. They are:
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D'.e Data Ove:ride - 'sers may o've-iide the Jue jate !or an item
aiter it has -4st been :hec~ed ou't y entering
two characters. tD :or 0ue atae. :LS 41: then
ask for a new 1ue late Jser3 may then enter an
actual new due date or a syoo ic rtew due date.

An actual new due date means entering the actual
date an item is due 4/30/80. A symbolic due
late means advancing the lue date a certain
number of days from today and is entered as

T-some number :! the item as otig:nally due
4/15, by typing T+15 it wlll now e due on 4/30.
NOTE' Zf the item 3ust checked in is a serial
temporary item, type 'S" instead of T'. 'S'
is equal to one loan period of - days.

Z. The Patron at the - when seerthing the :iS Patron List for the correct
"Bottom" of the patron, users must 4OT assume that the last patron
Patron List on the screen (the 5th one displayed) is the only

patron with that name. if the last name on the
screen seems to be the correct entry, users should
still go FORWARD one screen to find out if there
are any more entries with the same name. The
chances of this happening are especially high for
common surnames such as Smith, Jones or Brown.

3. Special use of The / key used in CHECK OUT does something IORE
the / Key to thax it does generally in :L5 (see CS Special
2uit and Erare Featuips for a general discussion of the / key).
the txansaction Here, if you want to quit checking out an item

because (e.g.) you made an error oz uant to go to
some other function and if you DO HO want ZLS to
make ary record of this event (you must not have
Pressed the COMPLETE TRAHSACTION key yet), you may
then enter / or / and some other functiun code
(I.e. /CI or /HE) and ILS will take you there.
Mote that if you enter only the /, ILS will take

you wherever you were before you came to CHECK
OUT. REMEMBER: the / will not record any items
that were in the process of being checked out to
the last identified patron.
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Z XNTER-LIBRARY LOAM

4. :NTRODUCTION

The INTERLIBRARY LOAN procedure :s uSed when borrowing items from or
lending items to other Institutians. 4hen used in on]uction with CHECK
OUT and CHECK IN it permits the library to Aeep an accurate record of

all Interlibrary Loan activity.

AVAILABLE INFORMATION

I. Overview of IL

2. Stop by Step Procedures For IL

3. Special Features for IL

Please enter the number of the type of information you desire:

4.1.1 IL Overview

HELP TEXT FOR THIS ACTIVITY IS IN PROCESS. FUTURE RELEASES OF ILS
SOFTWARE WILL INCLUDE THIS MATERIAL.

LOCAL ILS SITES THAT WISH TO CREATE THEIR OWN HELP DISCUSSIONS ARE

REFERRED TO THE ONLINE DOCUMENTATION IN ILS "HELP".

4.1.2 IL Step By Step

HELP TEXT FOR THIS ACTIVITY IS IN PROCESS. FuTURE RELEASES OF :Ls

SOFTWARE WILL INCLUDE THIS MATERIAL.

LOCAL ILS SITES THAT WISH TO CREATE THEIR OWN HELP DISCUSSIONS ARE
ERRED TO THE ONLINE DOCUMENTATION IN ILS "HELP".

4.1.3 IL Special Features

When uslng the ILL routine, users must remember to first create a temporary
record for the item to be borrowed from another library. ILL only serves to
record the fact that an interlibrary loan trznsaction has taken ?lace, it
DOES NOT do anything to directly affect the CHECK I or the CHECK OUT of
the item.
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5 1 ESS A :E

5, I 7RODUCT7tN

!he nESSAGE procedure allows the :-brary stafdf oD attach a free text message
to the patron record or the item record

ovy.:lAs:£ :Mt:?ATIc'

1. Overview of Message

Z. Step by Step Procedures For "essage

3. Spec ia Features or essage

Please enter the number of the type of information you desire

5.11 FE 3verview

MESSAGE

IESSAGE allows the ilbrary staff to ttach P free tent message to the patron
record or the item recor Fox axasuple. a oessag2 attpthsd to the i.tem record
might note torn or missil.g pages. A patrvn mersage coWd notify the patron
that. e.g.. the reference department had found information which he or she
had requested earlier. Me;.ages are autowa(:cally displayed whenever the
record to which they axe are attached is callei up. These messages may be
saved or deleted after being displayed.

5.I.Z E Step By Step

MESSAGE allows the authorized user to leave a message associated with
either a: I. patron record or

2. item record

If the user wants to leave a massage in a patron record, the necessary res-
ponse to the question (P Oa 1) .s . "o assign 'he messaqe to a sprcific
patron. the user has 4our op-ions for idertts.Iying the patron. Type in
either:

a. the patron's identiication number in the system
b. the patroa's name 'surname first) or a trzncation of surname
C. OP. then the identification code of a library department
d, PR. then a full, new patron registration (for unregistered

ones).
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Mote that the patron's bar code can also be wanded for identification.

DETAILED PROCEDURES fox Patron Message

a. Enter either the patron's id number or his surname or a truncated version
of it. The id number is the numeric version of the bar coda. if the sys-

tam is able to locate the patron's record, you will be prompted to retype

the id number based on the found record (found from name).

You may also retype a truncated version of the name for the same effect.

The screen will then display 1> at the left margin. You may now enter the

first line of the message. Two more lines may be added (6•i-en you soe Z>
and 3> ). Mote that any messages already assigned to the patron are dis-
played before the I> appears.

b. Provide patron's surname, first name. etc. or a truncation. 1f his record
is found, the I> will appear at the left margin. You may type the first
line of the message and continue to line Z (at Z> ) and line 3 (at 3>

a. Not currently operational.
d. See HELP instructions for Patron Registration. Go to the General Func-

tions module (selection $16 under Circulation module) and select 813
(Patron Registration).

If you wish to associate a message with an item in the library's collection,

respond to the (P OR 1) question with 1. To assign a message to an item.
there are nine options. Type in either:

a. The item's id number
b. AU (to identify by author's name)
o. CA (to locate by call number)
d. 1S (to find the item by Z3BM or ISSM)
e. LC (to identify by Library of Congress number)
f. TK (to identify by author key)
g. AT (to find by author-titla key)

h. SE (to find by series)
i. MI (to leave a message for the previously entered item).

Mote that if the item is in hand, its label can be wanded for Ldentilication.

DETAILED PROCEDURES for Item Message

a. Provide the item's id number. If the item's record is found, the 1> will
appear at the left margin. You may type the first line of the and
continue to line 2 (at 2>) and line 3 (at 3>). Mote that any messages

already assigned to the item appear above the 1>.

b. Key in the author's name, surname first, or a truncation of it. Then pro-
vide the index number indicated when the retrieved name is displayed.
If the number is accepted, the 1> will appear at the left margin as before.

Proceed to key in your message.
a. Type in the call number or a truncation of the item for which you wish to

leave a massage. Provide the index numbo as in b. above. When the 1>
appears. type in your message.

d. Key in the number of the item or a truncation of it. If multiple options
are offered, select the correct one and enter its index numbs. When the
the 1> appears, key in your message.

a. Provide the LC catalog number of the item. When the 1> appears, type the

message.
f. Type the appropriate characters of the title key (the first 3 characters

of the first word, first 2 of the next, first 2 of the third, and first

of the fourth, each separated by commas). When the item is found, type
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its index number. Kay in the message when the 1> appears at ft margir,.
g. Provide the appropriate letters for the author-t-tle key (first 4 charac-

tars of each. separated by comma). Next key in the index numown.
Provide the 2essage when I> appears.

h. Type the series heading or a tzuncation of it. :1 a truncation, select

the appropriate index number wnen it appears. When the 1> appears type
in the message.

i. ILS will display the item you had !as, entered in the Circulation Sub-
system. A message may be added when the I> appears at the left margin.

5.1.3 ME Special Features

I. Meassage is a generalized form of Pull. Thus when a patron or
item record is retrieved, othez messages may already be assigned to it.

2. When displaying information retrieved from a search of the files based
on a truncated term, ZILS will display flive (5) retrieved entitios at a
time. There may be more than five that were retrieved. To view all
entities retrieved, continue to press F to advance in the list. When
the list is exhausted, there will no longer be a prompt at the bottom
of the screen saying THERE'S MORE. To go backward in the list, push B.
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6 MALOUT

6.1 INTRODUCTICH

The MA:L OUT procedure is used to produce a mailing label for items sent out

of the library.

AVAILABLE :XFORMAT:OM

. Overview of mail Out

Z. Step by Stop Procedures For Mail Out

3. Special Features for Mail Out

Please enter the number of the type of information you desire

6.1.1 10 Overview

?il Out generates a meiling label to send an item in the library collection
to a patron. Both the patron xnd the item eMSt be identified by the system
to generate the correct label. The patron may be identified by id number.
by nmee. as a library department, or by defining a new patron through patron
registration. The item mey be identified y one of eight identifiers or as
the previously entered item which the system will identify for you.

6.t.z M0 Step By Step

PU Special Features

1. When displaying information retrieved from a search of the files based
on a truncated term, ILS will display five (5) retrieved entities at a
time. There may be more than five that were zetrieved. To view all
entities retrieved, continue to press F to advance in the list. When
the list is exhausted, there will no longer be a prompt at the bottom
of the screen saying THERE'S MORE. To go backward in the list, push S.

6.1.3 MO Special Features

As of June 23. 1980. there are no special features for the MAILOUT function.
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7 PULL

7.1 ZXTRODUCT:CM

:7he PULL procedure is 'Ased to identify &.Lns th.-t are 'o be removed
from the shelf Ia. 7., periodicals to --e zu

AVAILABLE :<t!.rt

I. Overview Q4 Pull

2. Step by Step Procedures For Pull

3. Special Features for Pull

?lease enter the number -f the type of inforoation ycu desire

7.1 1 ?U tvervlew

The PULl procedure is used :o -dentify items that are to he removed
from the shelf (e. g., periodizils to be bound'. This Mod4ie nrks
Jase lsage in that both patron and item reccrds ara ilagged 4ith a mes-
sea. :n -his case. the message :.s to pull an item (which aay be vssiged
to a lllzazy patron or dzpartnent1 iron iricuiation.

7.1.2 PU Step By Step

PULL allows the authorized user to identify an itemk (and a patron currently
asociated with it) so that the item can be removed from circulatlon. First
the item must be identified to the system. The user must eqter one of the
followinq:

a. the patron's identification number in the system
b. the patron's name (surname first) or a truncation of it
c. DP, then the identification code of a library department
d. PR. then full, -ew patron registration 'for unregistered ones).

Mote: the patron's bar code can also be wanded to identify the patron

to the system.

3eteiled Ptocedures-Patron ID for PULL
a. Enter the patron's id number, if known. Ihe next Proupr w-1ll be fir the

item identification. See OETAILED PROCEDURES for Item :dentflica-
teon fot Pull below.

b, Enter the patron's surname or a right truncation of it. if known. if a
truncation of the name is entered, a ohoLce of candidates will be dis-
played. Select the corresponding index number and type it in. The SuE-
name and its id number in parentheses will be displayed. The next prompt
will be for the id of the tea to be pulled.
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c. Mot presently operational.
- Se. MELP instructions for Patron Registzat-on G0 up to the Circula-
tion module and select $16 for General Functions. Select 413 of General
Functions for HELP on Patron Registration.

NeXt the system will prompt you for the item identification. The following
choices are available to identify an item. Enter either:

a. the item's id number
b. AU (to identify by author's name)
c. Ck (to locate by call number)
d. :s (to find the item by ZSBH or :SSM]
a. LC (to identify by Library of Congress number)
f. TK (to identify by author key)
g. AT (to find by author-tirle key)
h. St (to find by series)
i. M1 (to flag the previously entered item to be pulled).

Detailed Procedures-Item ID for PULL
a. Provide the item's id number. If the item's record is found, the data is

needed next.
b. Key in the author's name, surname first, or a truncation of it. If a trun-

cation, provide the index number indicated when the name is displayed.
c. Type in the cell numb- or a truncation of it for the item to be pulled.

If a truncation, provide the index number as in b. above.
d. Key in the number of the item or its truncation. If a truncation. key in

the index number which corresponds to the listed item to be pulled.
a. Provide the LC catalog number of the item.
f. Type the appropriate characters of the title key (the first 3 characters

of the first word, flirst Z of the next, first Z of the third, and first
of the fourth, separated by commas). When the item is found, type the in-
dex number of the correct item in the list.

g. Provide the appropriate letters for the auth.or-title key (first 4 charac-
ters of each, separated by a comma). Rent key in the index number shown.

h. Type the series heading or a truncation of it. I a truncation, enter
the index number of the appzopriate item.

i. 1LS will display the item you hed last entered in the system.

7. 1.3 PU Special Features

1. Pull is a speoialized form of Message. Thus when a patron or
item record is retrieved, other messages may already be assigned to it.

Z. When displaying information retrieved from a search of the files
on a truncatoed term, LS will display five (5) retrieved enties at a
time. Th -Bay be more than five that were retrieved. To view all
entities ,_rieved, continue to press r to advance in the list. When
the list is exhausted, there will no longer , a prompt at the bottom
of the screen saying THERE'S MORE. To go ba&k-ard in the list, push 3.
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3 E511

-tm urentlt -o et el I ut to i at, : e :-ed to t1he zry tJ
.ould be toiat anothenr z7at:n n~s to t th at th e e

ia b in; h r :hit an et n :st

AV A: 'A3BZ:Z :MFc?,-t

I vertosew of Recall-

2step by zteprPocez:iZes 'oIr O~

3. Spensal Featurxes tot Recall'

PlEa.se an set the number of the tYre or iniOrmat-.on you destre

3 c Overvocew

tT:'.i% usec to geerate a rstnwnuttca to a natr-on. asking that an
-ts ':tently chechad cut t, trnbe re-ndt h irt he :..S

Patron Recocd keeps tra.ck or the patrzois address and other idant-,uysng
i n o2:,m t:Lon . and th).s Lnfotla :Lon -,s. tlherefore .typed ou--t onto the recallI
no 1i auzta~al the user is zequirad *o enter only item :±enMi~icatlor

I C Stcp 5?' Step

EIIIt@u'.tes the user t

:SEXT:rY IrE VTEI: 7he user may ise any one of the varsous :teo
,Ianitttttca'ton oprsons Fr an :n. depth
discuirsion oi this, press t o 5 ontinue.

I 2.Z :dentoify I'tem

lI~nS~IZMTIE 3AprIZDE SCAXXER
:he oarc.ode ocanner :s the fastest 4ay to complete any transaction in 2LS,
'szn; the oaccode wadelimxnates the need for having to type in lengthy
satmon data. Itemf data and the tcon-saction sy-bols e.g. *CC or IC).B

-tnoting oIver c- ooded 'erson of th%!3 same data. 11:5 users oiil- nlot expertence
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the robIem associated with miskeying this important iif)rmation.
to dentiy an itet using the bartode scanner. the 'se r oUsf -*Zt t,. sure

that :.5 is prompting the user with ITEM. At this poin . e *user must put the

point of the wand on the barcode label, and move tne pc;-% of -he jand

over the pattern of black vertical lines. It does not atter il the wand moves
from the left to tight side or vice versa. Sometimes Lt helps if te Wand is

held directly over the Ltam. instead o4 at a slant the way one would nold a

pen. It is not necassary to scratch the barzode label. A little smooth st:oe

is all that is needed. Once 01S has recognized the item, it 4ill respond :v
beeping once. This -s to say, ' recognize i.ls :temi" Alter a little practice
with the wend users will feel more comfortable using it.

IDENTITYING :TEVS wITHOUT A BARCODE SCANNER
It is sometimes the case that users either cannot or do not want to use the
barcode wend. Under thes -ircumstances users may instead access the 5S
.aster Sibliogzaphic File through alternate options. in -esponse to the prompt
ITEM. *ntez I and a carriage return. :_S will display 8 access options and an
additional option which affixes short messages to an itea record. They are

(NOTE: ONCE YOU'RE OONE READMNG AM 1EN :DENTIrZCAT:OX OpT:CN
ENTER A 'T' AND A RETUR 7TO GET BACK 70 TH:S D;SCJSSIMI)

1. 1 D8- Item identil-cation * 6. T7X Title Key
Z. AU - Author 7. AT AuthorlTltle Key
3. CA - -all Number S. SE - Series
4. IS I SSN SSN 9. Mi * Message (for item 3ust entered
S. LC t- Libzary of Congress *

8.1..2A Access by item Tdanttfication Number

:dentifying items by their ITVEM IXI TFICATION NUMBER is one possible. yet
uncommon way to access an item in the lIS system. The =1D# is the alpha aid
numeric equivalent to the pattern of vertical black lines whlc"< make up the bar
code and is found on the bar code label. it ca., be up to 10 characters long.

to access by the itpm identification number, enter the key "MIDV' in response

to the 1L$ Prompt ITEM. -13 w11l then ask !or the 11D# and the user shou'd
enter the symbols as they appemn on the item's bar code label.11 a user chooses
this option, it is essential that the characters be entered exactly as they
appear.Any discrepancies in the spacing of the characters or typos will yield a
wrong match or no match. The user may combine these steps into one step by
entering 110D-O SS 1 90 4 in response to the prompt !IT7.

S)MPLE: 1lS prompts !TE": ILS prompts MTEW:
USER types I12# OR USER replies :ID-O0 so I 90 4
1LS asks for the I:D4
USER enters :IDO value

8.1.2.3 Access by Author

Accessing an item by the AUTHOR is a pupular access option. The ILS system
will accept either a full author surname or a uaeztal sirname. This is done
to afford the user the gretest amount of flexibility to view either an
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the specific item

To access by either the :SSM or :S3x enter :S in res;cnse to the :.S prompt
:TE1 :LS will respond with ENTER ?ME FULL OR PAR T: L :SSM/SB. The ser
must then enter In the va!4e The user say instead comaine these two steps
into one by typing :S-0700223738 in response to the :'-S prompt JTSM. :LZ i1
retrieve and then lisplay on the screen all items which match. :f the iser
wants a specific item, care must be exercised to enter the value exactly
correct. i! the ser wishes to see a rangae of entries beginning with the same
numbers then only a partial ISSM or lSBH need be entered.

SAMPLE: :LS prompts ITEM tS prompts ITE
USER replies is OR USER replies :S-070Z23-38
lLS says ENTER THE FULL.
USER enters 0700ZZ3738

:LS will then search the ISS./153N index to find all possible matches, and wall
display them n the screen I there are more than 5 matches ZL5 will display
the first 5 and say THERE'S MORE, The user may browse through the matches by

typing F for FORWAR3 or 3 for 3ACKWARDS. if the correct entry is found the .ser
must type the ID 0 of the correct match if the user wants to see the iull
record for any entry. enter D and that entry's ID 0.

8.1.2,6 Access by LC Card X mber

A LIBRARY OF COxGRESS CARD NUMBER is a.asiged to erch item cataloged by the
Library of Congress. This number Ls used by librarits to order prLnted
catalog cards from the library of Congress. The number is usually one of the
cataloging elements included in publishere' Cataloging in Publication (CIP!
data. It is typically composed of Z characters followed by a hyphen and

3 to 6 additional numbers.

To access by the LC 0 the user must type in LC in response to the I.S prompt
ITEM. ZLS will then respond with EMTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL *C #.user
must then type in the LC 0. It is possible to combine these Z steps into one
by entering LC-7g-1Z3456 in response to the 1L3 prompt ITEM. IlS will then
search the LC index to find appropriate matches. (If the entire LC 0 was
entered there will be only one match; if a partial IC 0 was entered there may
be several matches). The user may browse through the matches by pressing F to
FORWARD and 3 to 3ACKUP. It the correct entry is found, enter the 1D 0 for that
entry. If the user is not sure that it is the correct record the 2ull record
may be called up by pressing D and the entry's 10 t.

SAMPLE: ILS prompts ITEM :LS prompts :7TM
USER replies LC# OR USER enters LC-19-1Z3456
1LS says ENTER THE FULL...
USER enters 74-123Q56
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8.1,.< Access by Tutle ey

Title access in the 1'S sys-teu s almost the sane as ohat is ona tn tre :CL:
system. Users may type in a truncatad search Aey comptse ): the first ze
characters of the -irot few si:n ftant iaorts tn the title Artlcles and
other stop A-,sted words Ce.;. a. an. the., ano. nt.'ted States) are --;n'cred .The
key 3,2,2,1 is used to maton the first I =harac:ers ot the first word. tce
first 2 characters of the second ord , the fx..st 2 characters of the thrd
word, and the first character of the fourth word .i the I:tl.

:o access by title key. the use: oust enter -K :.n response to the ::S prompt
ITEM. LS will respond with EMTER THE ':MThE KEY IN ORA"t 3,Z2.2,. M NOTE: if
a title has fewer than 4 words enter commas consecutively to fill in the key.
These 2 steps may be combined ry typing e.g.3 TK=DCR,l,'E.U. :IS sill reply
by searzhing for and displayicg all entries 4hich mat:n the search ey :1
there are more than 5 matches the system wzIl say THE7E' S nORE and the user may
browse through the entries ny typing F for FORWARD or 3 for 3ACK.CARDS. To be
sure that you have the correct record type 3 and the entry's 1D t.

8.1.2 8 Access by Author Title Key

the AU1O/iT.TE hey is a combx.nation key used to sort out more quickly a
'asizad record. Although the same words may be found -n the titles rE dliffeent
', orkYo it is likzyi chat dlffermnt such-rS may be associated Ljth each title.
:., tht$ zase a 4,u corabinacion Aev of both author and ;Ute would ylel& a more
pro:2a rateneval than a 3,2,Z ti.t.a ey

to zcess vy author.titla key the useT mus" enter AT .n ccsponse to the :IS
promp iTEM. Z,.S a.ill respond vith -NTER IST V CHARS OF Z11OR'S 'AST 2 AME C
IST 4 CHARS OF IINZ IX FORIMAT 0,4. The user wusc then enter the characters
as pzascrtbed. :t is possible to combine these Z steps by typing Ce.;.)
AT-ALLA,30DY for the e'stry Body Functuns by Jon Allred. 112S will raspond by,

searching for all author title cnmbinations with these characters And displa:
tlhes in groups of 5 on the screen. If there are sore than S entries :LS will
say THERE'S SURE and the use: can press PETURN to view them. To scan through
the li t press T for FORRARD and B for BACKWARD. to be sure that an entry is

for the correct record the user may press : foz ):SPLAY and the :D number of
the entry to see the full record of the entry.

8.1.2.9 Acress by Series

Under the 2LS system it is possible to access records in the Naster
Zibliograpic File by the SER7ES heeding. Catalogers and other library staff
may find this access rcrnt particularly convenient if they have series wh-ch
comprise many issues. these are cost notable in the biomedical and physical
sciences and in special libraries that contain the reports of their agency or
corporation.

To acoess :LS via the series opt-on the user must enter SE -n response to the

_.romt wE . )MOTE This item option should not be confused with the /E command
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for serials checic in which is another feature of the circulation subsystem

and uses the SE command. Remember that the serials :heck in commend requires
a /St to get out to that transaction activity. heaeas accessing a record by
series heading requires only SE in response to the :LS prompt TZM.) :L5 will
reply with EXTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL SERIZS. The user may then enter any or all
words of the series heeding that are known and .S will search the serias index
to find a match. ILS will display all matches and if there are nore than S. the
user may view them by entering r for FORWARD or 3 for BACKUP.

8.1.2.10 Message (Item Just Entered)

Immediately after a user has identified an item in the Circulation
Subsystem. ILS allows for a short message to be entered.

8.1.3 RC Special Features

Local ILS sites may wish to design their own forms for recall notices, as there
is no current ILS standard for the design of these forms.
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9 RENEW

9.1 :XTaonuc:Iox

RENEW is the process by wnich patrons are allowed to extend the:r loan -f

an item for some longer period. Renewal policies are locally eterined
and it is anticipated that each ILS library -il! gant to add thei: own
documentation in the HELP system. o)utlining local ?al_.sies.

AVAILABLE :NFCRMAT:XC

I. Overview of RENEW

2. Step by Step Procedures dot RENEW

3. Spec:al Features ud ESEw

Please enter the number of the type o information you desire:

9.1.1 RE Overview

An %tem oay be zenewed by a yatron by .olehoae a: when both the patron
aud the item are present a the libzan, ziZic:la:on desk. The item to be
:erneiad may be due that lay, overaic. of even ;Lave some time left on the
initial circulation per:!o<. tlitdrLS vary in leil pal.1::es on rene'al.
,lpending on the rtype o-. patron, or hecher th.e itel was loaned via oer
library loan or not, the item n.y :.z may not be renewable. loe policies
are:

o Items may be renewed for en additional crzrv2.ation perzod.
o Items may be rr.reved, but only for a shorter period--one

week t.ther than three.
o Items may be renewed only once yr they nay be renewed in-

delinitely as long as ther- are no '

o No item nay ae renewed if it has been resarved for another
patron

Each LS library will have to incorporate the:: local pol:::es into REMEW.

3.1; ?2E Step BY Step

To RENEZ an item that has been checked out. the user must*

1. :DENTTFY THE PhARON
Locate the record of a registered
patron in the :1S Patzon List.
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2. IDENTIFY THE ITEM
Locate the record of the item to
be renewed in the ILS system.

3. COMPLETE THE TRANSACTION
Transmit the record of this renewal
transaction into the ILS computer.

For more information on any of these steps enter the number of the type
of information you want or:

/DIR - Directory of all available HELP infozmation

9.1.2.1 Identifying the Patron

Any and all ZILS functions involving patron data require that the patron be
accurately identified in the ILS. A patron may be identified by either wending
the bar code on their library card, or entering the equivalent baz code number
or the patron's last name. (If the wand is not used, enter the patron's last
name instead of the barcode number to avoid typing mistakes).

PATRON IDENTIFICATION OPTIONS

NAME-This is the most common way to enter the patron data. Enter the full last
name or enough characters of the last name to narrow the list down sufficiently
to display the desired patron entry. It there are more than 5 matches, ILS will
say (THERE'S MORE) and the user may then press F or B to view additional
entries that match. If the 5th entry stems to be the correct one, press F to be
sure that the 6th or 7th cnes are not identical names. To see more information
for a patron in the list, tnter D followed by the index number beside the
patron's name. For enautplt, if you hed a list like;

JONCS. JOHN S.

3 JONES, JOHN D.
3 JON s, JOmx D.
$ JONES, ,JOHM F.
5 JONES, JOHN R.

and you wanted to display more information from zhe patron's record to select
the correct entry, you could enter D2 or D3 to view further information from
the patron record to accurately identify the patron from the list.

Once you're sure that you'le found the correct entry. enter the index & wnlch
appears in the first column in response to tae prompt PATRON:.

PATRON ID 0- The Patron ID I is equivalent to the bar code ronfiguzation which
appears on each patron's library card. It is made up of Numbers and other
characters which are transformed into a pattern of thick and thin lines and
spaces which together make a code to identify both items and patrons. A patron
my be identified by this code, however, it is suggested that the staff use the
-and or type in the patron name whenever possible, thereby minimizing the
chance of a typing error.
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PATRON REG:STRATION - i the patron is not already registered tn the patron
list, it will be necessary to enc:c their patron data into the system before

any transection can be recorded into Z:S. Local :IS sites may devise their own

procedures for gathering patron information, putting it into the system at some

later time. For a iuller discussion of patron registration refer to the Path

PATRON REGISTRATION.

9,1,Z.2 :denti y item

'ONTIFY:NG ::'TS 'JITH THE BARCODE SCANNER
The barcode scannez is the fastest way to complete any transaction in :IS.
Using the barcode wand eliminates the need for having to type in lengthy
patron data, item date and the transaction symbols (e.g. /CO or /Cl). By
wending over a coded version of this same data, MIS users will not experience
the problems associated with :skeyrng this important information.
To identify an item using the barcode scanner. the user must first be sure
that :IS is prompting the user with 1TZM. At this point the user must put the
point of the wand on the barcode label, and move the point of tle wand
over the pattern of black vertical lines. It does riot matter if the vand moves
from the left to right side or vice versa. Sometimes it helps if the wand is
held directly over the item, instead of at a slant the way one would hold a
pen. It is not necessary to scratch the barcode label. A little smooth stroke

is all that is needed. Once :1S has recognized the itew, it wlll respond by
heeping once. This is to say, "I recognize this iteml" After a little practice
with the wand users will feel more coefortable using I,.

IDENTIFYING ITEMS ITHOUT A BARCODE SCANNER
It is Sometimes the case that users either cannot or do not qant to use the
barvoda wand. tinder therm circumstances users cay instead access the TLS
Iastcer Bibliograpnic rila through alternate options. in response to the prompt
12!?!, enter 7 and a carriage return. ILS will display 8 access options end an
additional option which affixes short messages to an item record. They are:

(NOE: ONCE YOU'RE DONE READING AN ITEN IDENTIFICATION OPTION
ENIER A ':' AND L RETURN TO GET BACK TO THIS DISCUSS:OhI)

1. IrDne Item Identification # 6. TK - Title Key
2. AU - Author 7. AT * Author/Title Key
3. CA = Call Number S. SE - Series
. IS - ISSM/:SBN 9. NI - Message (for -tam just entered)

5. LC 0- Library of Congress %

9.1.2.3 Access by item Identificaton Number

Identifying items sy their ITEM IDENTITICATION NUNISER is one possible. yet
_uncowmon way to access an item in the ILS system. tha 2!D# is the alpha and
numeric equivalent to the pattern of vertical black lines hich make up the bar
code and is found on the bar code label. It can be up to 10 characters long.

To access by the item identification number, enter the key "':!D" in response
to the 1LS prompt ITEM. ItS will Then ask for the 1ID. and the user should
enter the symbols as they appear on the item's bar code label.:f a user chooses
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this option, it is essential that the characters be entered exactly as they
appear.Any discrepancies in the spacing of the characters or :ypos wi yield a
wrong match or no match. The user may combine these steps into one step by
entering IDS-0 s* 1 90 4 in response to the prompt :TEN.

SAMPLE: ILS prompts ITEM: ILS prompts iTEN:
USER types ZIDO OR USE2 replies ::o*-o St i 40 4
ILS asks for the 1IDO
USER enters rID* value

9.1.2.4 Access by Author

Accessing an item by the AUTHOR is a popular access option. The ItS system
will accept either a full author surname or a partial surname. This is done
to afford the user the greatest amount of flexibility to view either an
individual or range of entries:

SAMPLE: AU-AHDERSOM ILS will display all entries with ANDERSON as
author, without regard to which ANDERSON. The
user say select the desired item by its item
number. 1f there are sore than 5 entries the
user may scan through them by pressing F to
FORWARD through the list or 5 to BACKUP.

TD TITLE AND AUTHOR
I The Silver Skates by Anderson, Hans Christianson
2 The Biography oi by Anderson, Sandy E.

DISPLAYING THE FULL ENTRY

If the user is unsure about an entry being the correct entry the D command
(DISPLAY) can be invoked to display the full record of this item, to verify
that it is the correct entry. The D command is particularly useful when the
truncated title string gives either little or ambiguous information or is
otherwise not fully meaningful to the user. If the correct record cannot be
found using this access option, the user may select another search key or
quit entirely.

9.1.2.5 Access by Call Number

Located in most instances on the spiane or some other visible part of an item,
the CALL HUMBER is perhaps the most efficient, and popular way of gaining
access to the record of a specific item. Although various call numbering
schemes are used by libraries all over the world, (Dewey, Library of Congress.
and the National Library of Medicine's being the more renown schemes) they
each require that a unique number be assigned to each piece in the collection.
The call number can be as long as is the collection requires. Sometimes thin
items have long call numbers and thick items have short ones.

To access by call number the user must type in CA in response to tho :LS
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prompt ITEM. :L5 will reply with -MTER THE FULL OR PRTIAL CALL r 'W13ER. Then
the user can enter the call number desired. :f instead the user wisnes to
combine these two steps the user Aay enter CA=2A7S.15 in response to the :.5
prompt ITEN. This may save some time. If the user wishes to see a range of
entries beginntng with the same call number :LS will display 5 entries at a
toae on the screen. The user may press F to FORWARD or 3 to go SACKUARDS through
the list.To see the full record of an item enter D and the item's :D number.

.2.6 Access by :SSn or S5N

The TSSN and IS3N are numeric conventions which have been established to
standardize tne :dentities of both serzals and monographs respectively.
They are heavily used !n the acquisitions process ny publishers and
libraries alike as they afford a succinct means of specidying a desized
item. The numbers axe a code which identilfes both the publisher and
the specific item.

To access by either the ISSN or ISBM enter CS in response to the :LS prompt
:T-L. :L5 will respond with ENTER THE FULL OR ?ART:AI ISSX/TS3N. The user
must then enter in the value. The user may instead combine these t wo steps
into one by typing IS:070023738 in response to the :'S prompt ITEM. 113 will
retrieve and then display on the screen all items which match. If the user
wants a specific item. care must be exercised to enter the value exactly
correct. If the user wishes to see a range of entries beginning with the came
numbers then only a partial :SS or ISBN need be entered.

SAMPLE: 1LS prompts ITEl :IS prompts ITEN
USER replies S OR USER reploes :S=07002273b
ILS says ENTzER THE FULL...
USER enters 0700223738

:IS uIli then search the ISSN/ISBN index to find all possible matches, and will
display them on the screen. Lf there are more than 5 matches ILS will display
the first 5 and say THERE'S MORE. The user may browse through the 'atches by
*ypiwq F for FORWARD or B for BACkWARDS. if the correct entry is found the user
must type the ID I of the correct match. Tb the user wants to see the full
record for any entry, enter D and that entry's ID A.

9.1.Z.7 Access by LC Card Number

A LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CARD MNUMBFR is assigned to each .tem cataloged by the
Library of Congress. This nuaber is used by libraries to order printed
catalog cards from the library of Congress. The number is usually one of the
cataloging elements included in publishers' Cataloging in publication (CI?)
date. it is typically cooposed of Z characters followed by a hyphen and
3 to - additional numbers.

To access by the LC 4 the user must type in iC in response to the 1L prompt
IE. :LS wall then respond with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL IT *.user
must then type in the IC t. it os possible to combine these Z steps into one
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by entering LC-79-12356 in response to tthe :L prompt :TEN C 't S :s111 then
search the LC index to find appr P iate Utarchs. . ! the entire 1-: W as
&ntered there will be only one oatcn; if a partia' *c $ was entered there say
be several atches). The user ay browse through the a aches by ress ng I to
FORWARD and 3 to BACKUP. If the corrct entry is t ouy.d, enter the ID 0 for that
entry. I the user is not sure that it is the correct record the full record
msy be celled up by pressing D and the eatry's C C.

SAMPLE: ILS prompts ITEM ILS prompts CT 1
USER replies IC# OR USER enters LC-79-123456
ILS says ENTER THE FULL...
USER enters 79-123456

9.1.2.8 Access by Title Key

Title access in the rLS system is almost the same as what is done in tI'e OCiC
system. Users say type in a truncated search sey composed of the first dew
characetrs of the first few significant words in the title. Articles and
other stop listed words (e.g. a, an, the, and, United States) are ignored. The
key 3,2,2,1 is used to match the first 3 characters of the first word, the
first 2 characters of the second word, the first 2 characters of the third
word. and the first character of the fourth word in the title.

To access by title key, the user must enter TV in response to the IS prompt
ITEM. ILS will respond with ENTER THE TITLE KEY IN FORMAT 3,2,2.1. (NOTE: id
a title has fewer than 4 words enter commas consecutively to fill in the key.)
These Z steps may be combined by typing (e.g.) T RCLME,D. LS will reply
by seeching fox and displaying all entries which match the search key. if
there axe more than 5 matches the system will say THERE'S MORE and the user may
browse through the entries by typing F for FORWARD or 3 for BACKWARDS. To be
sure that you have the correct record type D and the entry's ID .

9.1.2.9 Access by Author Title Key

The AUTHOR/TITIE key is a combination key used to sort out more quickly a
desired record. Although the same words may be found in the titles of different
works, it is likely that different authors may be associated with each title.
In this case a 4,4 combination key of both author and title would yield a more
precise retrieval than a 3.2,2,1 title key.

To access by author/title key the user must enter AT in response to the CLS
prompt ITEM. ILS will respond with ENTER 1ST 4 CHARS OF AUTHOR'S LAST NAME t
IST 4 CHARS or TITLE IN FORMAT 4,4. The user must then enter the characters
as prescribed. It is possible to combine these 2 steps by typing (e.g.)
AT-ALLR,BODY for the entry Body Functions by Jon Allced. :iS will respond by
seerching for all author title combinations with these characters and display
them in groups of 5 on the screen. If there are more than 5 entries :iS ill
say THERE'S MORE and the user can press RETURN to view them. To scan through
the list press F for FORWARD and 3 for BACKVARD. To be sure that an entry is
for the correct record the user may press 0 for DISPLAY and the :D number of
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the entry to see the dull record vf the encr?.

9.1.2.10 Access by Series

Under the :tS system it is possible to access records in the Master
3ibliographic File by the SERIES heading. Catalogers and other library staff
may find this access point particularly convenient if they have series inlcn
comprise many issues. These are most notable in the biomedical and physical
sciences and in special libraries that contain the reports - thet: agency or

corporation.

To access ILS via the series opt-on the user must enter SE ;n response to the
proet IXEN. (NOTE: This item option should not be coniused :ith the /SE command
for serials check in which is another feature of the circulation subsystem
and uses the SE command. Remember that the serials check in command requ-res
a /SE to get out to that transaction activity, whereas accessing a record hy

sernes heading requres only SE in response to the 115 prompt ItEM.) :L5 All!
reply with EXTER ZE FULL OR ?ARTIAL SERIES. The usez may tnen enter any or all
words of the series headi!g that are kno- Pnd ILS will search the series index

to find a match. ZLS will 1isplay all matches and if there are more than 5. te

user may view them by entering F for FORWARD or 3 for 3ACKUP.

9.1.2.11 essage (Item Just Entered)

7mmedately after a user has identi- ed an item in the Circulation
Subsystem, :LS allows do: a short message to be entered.

9.1.2.12 RE Co plets Tzana.r.ticn

Alter the correct patron and the correct stem(s) have been identified into
the :S, the user must %ow COMPLETE THE TRANSACTIOX. It is not sufficient
to stop here. because up to this point -ha data has only been sent to the
terminal; it has NOT bean transmitted i:rto the computer. Completing the

transaction 7.v the way by which the infoiantion is transmitted from the
ter1 al :ntO the Computer.

To complete a circulation subsystem transactioa, the user must press either
special functioni eV _ r vhe up arrow or - key. This '!4Il cause the data
stored in the termincl to be transmitted to the computer and recorded in the
,'aster Bibliographxc File. in the event thrt a user does not want to complete
the tzcnsaction (e.g. 'f a deio cs being gLven, or .f a patron decides at the
last ninute not to ,enn, the bookV r aftecr ll) 'ESS o BORT or the SPECIAL
FrUCTION 8 key or / ,ne eruzn and the trarsactzor, %,]i 3 be erased completely.
:t will be the nie as if the data had never bce:t typed in :n the first place
This also means. Aowever, thot if the user a.ls to press - or functlon Z key
:iaMEDXA:ELY after entering the last item, the 4uod data could be erased too,.,
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9 .3 RE Special Features

There are some special features in CHEC Kt that jses should be aware

of which may be of help wnen per=orming 7HEC SiUT. they are

1. Due Date Override - Users may override the due date for an item
after it has ,ust been checked out by entering
two characters. DO tor Oue Date :LS Ail1 then

ask for a new due late. Users may then enter an
actual new due date or a symbolic new due date.
An actual new due date means entering the actual
date an item Is due (4,30/S0). A symboluc due
date means advancing the die data a certain
number of days from today and us entered as
T-some number. If the utem :ias originally due
a/15. by typing T-S5 it will now be due on 4/1

NOTE' 1f the ite 'ust rhecked in is a serial
temporary utem. type 'S' instead ofyTl '
is equal to one loan period of - days.

2. The Patron at the When searcnng the :15 Patron lst for the correct

"Bottom' of the patron, users must NOT assume that the last patrzn
Patron List on the screen (the 5th one dsplayed) is the only

patron with that name. :f the last name on the
screen seems to be the correct entry. users should

still go FCIRARD one screen to find out if there
are any more entries with the same name the
chances of chis happe:.ing are especually high for
commot surnames such as Smith, ;ones or 3roun.

3. Telephone versus Z1S has been desined to accommodate renewaoi mae
In Person Renewal In person or over the phone. : the renewal is a

telephone renewal the joer 3Qst locate the item tc
be renewed from the u-st hil- appears after toe

patron has ceen i~enrufued : the renewa- us
made in persoL. by eutme: the borrower or scoeone

else for them, the -ser say -trer select .he --em
from the lust, or may wand he nar codes of the

items instead. 3efore anduoq 3uer the :ar codes.
however, the user shoul! me ce:taun that the
correct patron has been uuentiu:ed. otherwise vou

could renew an item ':o a person wno never rhecned
ii out in the :i.:st p-ace *see above the Patron
at the Bottom of 'he :is.
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t Z ttp SAtep-by Steprcedurs For: Receipt

2. SneClal tatures for Receipt :hec.K P

?-ease enter th e nuonmer of the type of 0ruectf yo

A 1 4: I ,;or , e w

REE?:CHECSS :SM is used -whenever a Patron s'scxfies -hat a receipt ne
;enezctIi. temiz:n; -rt they have Just return1eA t_ thie I-brac!y. 7 hs -'- c n
has zeen }esi;ned! to accommodate thosp_ :LS sites ineixe ;esue cu-:
mtay require documentation of a clear account before fumaL attta:. a,
( i. e final payroll .atulet-on. seleave of cclie-po Scansrtp, ' :dy -a t a. -

MOCE the software required for Zh ,s actIv ity .:s c iirrently be --- dcC 2zFveU
St is ixspestpi tnhat future ::S releases will :nc!lufe totsfoe

'. 1 aZ: Step 3y Step

:n R: the user is reautref, to;

1. :SNTr: HE :7Et!! Access ::LS via any me of thleavlue

:- zem xdesitifirat-on cpt:.ons -odtly
the Aesiced record -

. R A-' k. iEtaEp? - 5: cr'{ ase :( 'm'. :5::'::
*7 -I~k :FAtSS~2btHsPi tR

:MmJz !-:S =35ir



- : EY 3:-o ,l2U4a AZ ES Z

Sisnt t e a tr e na 1to t h

p a t ron tat, W an; -

,ending osra-,a eg.' ---z'apre~

the a ebleom &5 e *i > S -c a. e- -, --

.0o :dent : an -'ams- . - a - - e Se

that 'l iso Prolpnit 2* n 5* I- S -t

point of the wand in am :a.r ',e -a

oier the pattern o n ha de a - e.ss -e - an1 O ' oc:

from the lef4t t or;tgl :r . a -as -c q~ s -, _anO _s

held tILr e cty :;e ? h n2 e2 ' ' r -.! I -4 -e _n a

pen. :t :s not -eesSat to S-r . a; . T . A -- e sct st

i s a l that :s needed Thc :1S as te - ze:s -e- ~~pond c/

beeping once Ths is to say : &eZe t , "/ e a t-e pract-ce

-with the wand Nserc a r a 5 ees

::Ex:T:/Y:'{ :7Etz 41riv UT A BAR::ZE :n

:t is sometimes thie -ase thiat .sers me r ac- it or to not -ant to _set the

barcodeo wand Under these rr mstahcese,3o sy ay nstaea arOess the ahes

astmer 3iblioq apnic ro le theougn olterinate plas. n response to the prompt

TEN1. enter ' and a carriage return . :1.Z ij: display aPccesS opt: and an

additional. option which aflixes short aassges to an item recor, hey r .

XOMTE: ONCE YOU'RE DONE READING IN :TV'1 :nrxT::C T1II( sFT:c

ENTER A 'T' AND A RZIURS* l;E7 BACK KTaHTSIICSI

o :2*. Item Identfcaticn t . T!, Title Key

2. AU . Author 7. _-. .A -hor/7:ae Key

3 CA --Call Number S.SE Ser~es

4 S :SSMiISBx N.hI tissg (for :tem ;ust entered)

S. LC *.Library of Congress

..22 Access by item identification Number

dentiyling items sy their lIE :DENaZI:CATI$N 4M odER is one possible. yet

uncommon way to access an i'em - the rS system. :he nerd 15 the aipha and

numeric equivalent to the pattern of ver tcal black lines which ae up the b:ar

code and is found on the br code label- it can be up to 0 rharacters long.

-o acress f ,y the item :identircatin number, enter the .y In response

to the %S.Z prompt sE :LS will then ask for the 1:D$ and he user snould

enter the symbols as they appear on the i-em 's bar code label-f a -ser chooses

tnis option. it is essential tha- the characters be entered exactly as they

ipar Any listepancles in the spicing of the characters or typos will yield a

wronj match ir no satza. !he user -say com~bine these steps into one step fly

enterinq ASt t 30A 4 in response -,o the prompt UEIC.

3A'PI -I prmtLl~ S prompts lIEM:

2SER types Z2*n OR JSER replies I:nt'S $* 1 90
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- '.3 Access by A.thcr

h nessinq in item by the AUTMOR is a 'ocular .ccess ot n the :LS system
wi:. Accept either a r'll author ; 'rname ,r a sr:;. 7-naoe t'ins t; cone
to afford the user the greatest amount ,r tleetbtlttj 0i itew e tter .n
i -cijidual DL ranqa of entries

SAMPLE: A'-JANCERSCH :Lg: 411 dsi'lay a_' entries .cth AN:ERt t as
author, u thoJt rearj to S -, the
sars may select the ieslreb tte, by! ts item

number. Cl there are nore Than ent:res tine
user may scan through them by pressin; F o
FORWARD through the Is:t or 3 t721<1?

D .. T7 AND AUTHOR
* the Silver Skates by Anderson. Mans Christianson
- The 3ography of by Xnderson. Sandy E.

ACSPLAYCNGATHE t FLL ENTRY

C. the user :s unsure about an entry being the correct entry the D c-o..asnd
(DISPLAY) can be invoked to disnlay the full rccord of this item, to 'aslfy
that it is The correct entry. The A coulund is particularly usefu! when te
truncated tls string gives either I.t:le or t..iguous i mroacto z i: :s
otherwise not fully meaningful to :ha usct. ",d :00 c-liecl recorC cp;annot be
found using this access option, the user ay rftlcI an, other search key or
quit entirely.

10.1,Z.4 Access by Call Number

Located in most instances on the spine or souie o:her visible part of an itmu.
the :AlL UtBE is "erhaps the most afficlent, and popular way of gaining
access to the record of a specific item. Although various call numbering
schemes are used by ilbraries all over the ,orld. tDewey. Library oi Congress,
and the National Library of Medicine's being the more renown schemes) they
each require that a unique number be assigned to each piece in the collection.
The call number can be as long as is the collection requires. Sometimes thin
items have long cail numbers and thick items have short ones

To access by tall number the user must type in CA in response to the -I

prompt T 5. ill reply with ENTER THE tULL OR PART:IL CALL NUh'BER. Then
the user can enter the call number desired. Cf instead the user wishes to
combine these two steps the usel may enter CA=QA7S 5 in response to the :LS
prompt ITEM, This may save some time. C'f the user wishes 'o see a range of
entries beginning with the same call iuabez LS wilL display A entries at a
time on the ecreen. The user may pzess F to FORWARD or 3 to go 3ACWARDS through
the 1Lest.T see the full record of an item enter A and the item's ,D number.
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10.1.2.5 Access by :SS4 or l5AN

The :SSW and ISBN are numeric conventions 4nish have been established to
standardize the identities of both serials and monor-apns zespec-i'ey V
They are heavily used in the acqulsitions process zy o..cl-soers an
libraries alixe as they afford a succinct means of speciiying a desired
item. The numbers are a code which identifies both cne yuulsner and
the specific item.

To access by either the 1SS or ISBN enter IS in response to the :LS prompt
:TEM. 1LS will, respond with ENTER THE FULL OR ?ARI7AL ISSN/ISAN. The user
must then enter in the value. The user may instead combine these two steps
into one by typing :S-0700223738 in response to the :15 prompt ITS 5 11. will
retrieve and then display on the screen all .tems .jnich match. If the user
wants a specific item. care must be exercised to enter the value exactly
correct. If the user wishes to see a range of entries beqinning with the same
numbers then only a partial ISS or ISBN need be entered.

SAMPLE: ILS prompts :TEM ILS prompts ITEM
USER replies IS OR USER replies IS-0700ZZ3738
ILS says ENTER THE FULL...
USER enters 0700223738

:LS uxll then search the 1SS/ISBN index to find all possible matches, and 'il!
display them on the screen. i there are more than 5 matches ILS will display
the first s end say THERE'S MORE. The use, oay bro'se thzough the matches by
typing F for FORWARD or B for BACKWARDS. If the correct entry is found the user
must type the ID 6 of the correct match. If the user wants to see the full
record for any entry, enter D and that entry's :D t.

10.1.Z.6 Access by LC Card Number

A LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CARD NUMBER is ass:;nel to each item cataloged by the
Library of Congress. This number is used by *:rar:es to orir printed
catalog cards from the library of longress the numer is usually one of the
cataloging elements included in publishers' Iataloglng In Publication (CIP)
date. It :q typically composed of 2 characters followed by a hyphen and
3 to 6 additional numbers.

To access by the IC S the user must type in IC in response to the :LS prompt
ITEM. 1LS will then respond with ENTER THE FULL 1R PARI!AL LC O ,ser
must then type in the LC 4. It is possible to :omcine these 2 steps Into one
by entering LCe79-123456 in response to the :LS prompt ITEM. 1L5 will then
search the LC 6 index to find appropriate maones If the entire LC 6 4AS

entered there will be only one match, i af paztral I $as enteied there may
be several matches). The user may browse througn the matches by pressing F to
FORWARD and B to BACKUP. If the correct entry is found. enter the ID f for that
entry. If the user is not sure that it is the correct record the full record
may be called up by pressing 0 and the entry's ID t.
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SAMPLE :LS 'rompts TS :Lt orsorto
JS:-R replies --OB ZR r30
-S says ENTER -HE FILL..
jSER enters '1-121436

'3 .. Access by T:It! Key

Title access in the ZLS system is almost thle Saoe s -a' 3

system. lsts say type in a truncated searvs Asy zo '-)Se01
characters of the first few significant words in the tuK. k--

other stop listed words (e.g. a. an, the, and. United Sta,-sI- -

key 3.2 : s ised to match the first 3 characters ) , e .5 ri-

::rst Z characters o-4 thea second word , the first Z cn arace's
word. and the f:rst character of the fourth word -n -*e t

?o access by title key, the user must enter 71 response

:7IM. :-S will respond with ENTER THE TTIE KE Y IN F3M - R "7

a title has fewer than A words enter commas Tonsecjivelj /o

These 2 steps may he combined by typing (e.g ) TX4 > ). 7Ur. .... - -E

by searc:ig for and !lsplaying all entries 4h-ch macn the sear:s ' -

there are more than 5 mAt:hes t..e sjstem will say tERE S 1% ti 'le isr ,av

browse through the entries by typing F for FORWARD or 3 :or Ab.JARS5 7, :a

sure that you have the correct record type ) and the ent::' 's 3I

IC.t.2.8 Access by Author Title Key

The AUTH K/TITLE key is a comb-natifon key used to sort out more iulckly a

desired record. Although the tame words may be found in the titles of different

works, it :s likely that lifferent authors may be assoceted with each title

:n this case a 4,4 combination key of both author and t:tle wo,ll yld a moze

precise retreval than a 3.2.2.1 title key

To access by author/title key the Amer must enter VT in nesrose to he S-

prompt TTE " LS will respond with ENTER IST 4 ZHARS Or AUTHOR'S LAST NMAE

IST a CHARS OF TITLE 2X FORMAT 4.4. The user must then enter the characters

as prescribed. It is possible to combine these 2 steps by typing e.g.-

AT-ALLR,&00Y for the entry 3ody Functions by Jon Ailed. 3LS wi:l respond by

searching for all author title combinations with these characters and disrlay

them in groups of 5 on the ;creen. :f there are aore tman 5 entries wL5ll

say THERE'S MORE and the user can press RaETU3A to ":ow them. .o scan through

the list ptess - for FORWARD aid B for BACKWARD. To be sure that in enry is

for the correct record the user tay press 2 for D)ZSPTAY anid tne 3: number of
the entry to see the full record of the entry.
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10.1.2.9 Access by Series

Under the ILS system it is possible to iccess records n the Master
3ib ogrphic File by the SERIES heading. Catalogers and other library staff
may find this access point particularly convenient if they have series which
comprise many issues. These axe most notable in the biomedical and physical
sciences and in special libraries that contain the reports of their agency or
corporation.

To access ILS via the series option the user must enter SE in response to the
proat ITEM. (NOTE: This item option should not be confused with the /SE command
for serials check in which is another feature of the circulation subsystem
end uses the SE command. Remember that the serials check in commend requixes
a /SE to get out to that transaction activity, whereas accessing a record by
series heading requires only SE in response to the 1LS prompt ITEM.) ILS will
reply with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL SERIES. The user may then enter any or all
words of the series heading that are known and LS will search the series index
to find a'satch. :I will display all matches and if there are more than 5, the
user may view them by entering F for FORWARD or 3 for BACKUP.

10.1.2.10 Message (Item Just Entered)

Immediately after a user has identified an item in the Circulation
Subsystem, ILS allows for a short message to be entered.

10.1.2.11 RI Create Receipt

HELP TEXT FOR THIS ACTIVITY IS IN PROCESS. FUTURE RELEASES OF !LS
SOFTWARE WILL INCLUDE THIS MATERIAL.

LOCAL ILS SITES THAT WISH TO CREATE THEIR OWN HELP DISCUSSIONS ARE
REFERRED TO THE ONLINE DOCUMENTATION IN ILS "HELP".

10.1.3 RI Special Features

-AELP TEXT FOR THIS ACTIVITY IS IN PROCESS. FUTURE RELEASES OF ILS
SOFTWARE WILL INCLUDE THIS MATERIAL.

LOCAL ZLS SITES THAT WISH TO CREATE THEIR OWN HELP DISCUSS:ONS ARE
REFERRED TO THE ONLINE DOCUMENTATION IN ILS "HELP".
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IT RESER'VE

The RESERVE procedure is used to identify an item to be put on reserve
and begins the process to reserve the item.

AVAILABLE :NFORMATION

*. Overview of Reserve

2. Step by Step Procedures For Reserve

Special Features for Reserve

Please enter the number of the type of information you desire:

11.1 .1 RV Overview

RESERVE :s used to alert uzers that another patron would like to check out

an ite*, that hes tust been chcked in. RESERVE sets up a message in ItS.
":TEM IS ON RESERVE ... SITER 'C' TO CONTINUE, RETURN TO TZRMIMATE..." which

signali the uzar that the patron requesting the reserve be told that the

item has bean zeturned. .oaoA 1L3 sites may detatmina whethez the item is to
be checked out and sent to the ;atron requesting the roserve. or :f a notice
,s to be sent advising that the rererve ,il be cancelled if the patron does

not appear within (e.g.) 3 days to check out the item.

RESERVE enables users to either add, edit, or delete requests to reserve items.
RESERVE can modify entries in either an item queue or a patron queue. The item
queue lists all the patrons who are waiting to check out a given item; the
patron queue lists all the currently checked out items a ;iven patron has asked
the library to reserve.

11.1.2 RV Step By Step

:n RESERVE users may exth2r'

1 ADD a reserve requesL.

Z. EDIT a reserve request. or

3. DELETE a ieserve request.

Ahen either deletinq or editing an already established reserve request, :LS
will prompt the user to specify whather they wish to access the ' QTEM QUEUE OR
'?'ATROM QUEUE. Uhen creeting a reserve request for the first time. :LS
-automatically prompts the user for ?ATRON! since no record currently exists in
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either queue.

For more information on any of the above :hoices the iser should enter the
number associated with that -hoice.

11.). RV Add a Reserve

To add a reserve request the user must respond to the following ILS prompts.

A. IDENTIFY THE PATRON - To display detailed instructions for patron
identiiication options enter 1.

S. IDENTIFY THE ITEM - There are 8 item identification options, and one

other option by which a sessage can be input for
the last item entered. For more HElP on using any
one of these options enter the number associated

with that option below;

2) ITEM ID 5) !SSN/ISBX 8) AUTHOR/T:ILE KEf

3) AUTHOR 6) Lt 9) SERIES
4) CALLS 7) TITLE KEY 10) MESSAGE (ITEM)

C. IDENTIFY THE COPY# - Specify the copy$ of the item to be reserved

0. SET THE PRIORITY - identity the order in which this reserve is to
be handled.

E. SET DATE NOT NEEDED AFTER - Enter the last possible date the patron
cen wait. If the date entered has past.
ILS will say 'YOUR TYPED DATE IS PASI.
TYPE FUTURE DATE".

F. ROUTING INFORMATION - if desired, the user may enter a free text

message, detailing further what should happen
to the item once it has been returned.

3. PRESS RETURN - The user must enter a carriage return to finish.
ILS will prompt again to add the next reserve.

11..Z RV Editing an Item or Patron 2ueue

:LS allows users to edit an already entezed reserve request by accessing
either an ITEM QUEUE (i.e. all patrons waiting ior a particular item; or
a PATRON QUEUE (i.e. all items that a given patron is waiting to receive).

:LS begins by prompting the user!

'I'tem QUEUE OR 'P'ATRON QUEUE1 The user must respond with either an or P
:LS will prompt the user as detailed below in each respective case.
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,o edit E 2UEUE :LS will ask for -To ed it PATPCN 2UEtE !LS ill ask for,

:TEN: Select any one of the available IPTRO(: The user may use any of the
access options. For more HELP on available patron id options.
any option, enter the number of For more HELP on these tp ions
that option as it appears below: enter 1.
2)1100 4)CA 6)LC S)AT 10)M I

3)AU 5}IS 7)TK 9)SE

Edit the ITEM 2UEUE (cont'd) 'Edit the PATRON QUEUE (cont'd)
COPY: Enter the number of the item t, -# T:TLZ AUTHOR ClPY RESERIE EXPIRES

be reserved. -1 Cats Smith '-4-80

WHICH PATRON?: ILS displays the queue 'WHICH ITEM?: ILS will list all items
of existing patrons and the user a reserved by the patron.
must enter the number of the entry4
to be edited. ILS will display thesPOSITION IN QUEUE: Enter the number of
following table: 'the item to be edited.

# Patron Copy Hot Needed AfteraCOPY: The user must enter the correct
I Selander 1 5-25-80 copy number.
2 Duncan Z 6-30-80 ... etc.-

.DATE NOT HEEDED AFTER: Enter the new
PRIORITY: I/The user may edit priority * date not needed after.

of the reserve request(default-1.:
• ROUTING IHFORIAT:ON: A free text

ROUTING INFORMATION: A free text messagex message may be entered and
may be entered and edited. The 9 edited. The user must REPLACE
user must REPLACE a string of 9 a string of characters WITH a
characters WITH a new string of 2 new string of charactezs.
characters. C

We will send this book to Windery. 5 Route to Registrar first.
REPLACE: Wi WITH Bi sREPLACE: first With lzst

We will send this book to Bindery ' Route to Registrar last.

11.1.2.3 RV Deleting an Item or Patron Queue

ILS allows users to delete an already entered reserve request by accessing
either an ITEM QUEUE (i.e. all patrons waiting for a ;articular item) or
a PATRON QUEUE (i.e. all items that a given patron is waiting to receive).

ILS begins by prompting the user:

'I'tem QUEUE OR 'P'ATROH QUEUE: The user must respond with either an I or P.

To delete ITEM QUEUE 5 To delete PATRON QUEUE
ILS will ask for: rLS will ask for:

ITEM: Select any one of the available 'PATRON: The user may use any of the
accass options. For more HELP on C available patron id options.
any option, enter the number of 5 For nore HELP on these options
that option as it appears below: x enter 1.
ZIIDS 4)CA 6)LC 8)AT 10)11 5

SitU SiS 7)TK 9)SE
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Delete the ITEM QUEUE Ccont'd) =Delete the PATRON 2UEUE (cont'd)

COPY: Enter the number of the item to :0 T:TLE AUTHOR COPY RESERVE EXP:RES
be reserved. s(ILS will list and number all items

'reserved by the patron.)

WHICH PATRON?: ILS displays the queue :WHICH ITEM?: Enter the number or the
of existing patrons and the user . item.
must enter the number of the entrys
to be edited. ILS will display the-
following table: X

0 Patron Copy Not Needed After-
I Selander I S-ZS-80 X

2 Duncan 2 6-30-80 ... etc.s

Delete the ITEPN 2UEUE (cont'd) *Delete the PATRON QUEUE (cont'd)

OK TO DELETE? NO// Enter a 'Y' and a *OK TO DELETE? NO// Enter a 'Y' and a
RETURN to delete. Enter RETURN to RETURN to delete. Enter RETURN
leave the record unchanged. 5 to leave the record unchanged.

DELETED (or) NOT DELETED :DELETED (or) NOT DELETED

:LS will return to the prompt OPTION: I ILS will return to the prompt OPTION:

I1.1.2.' identifying the Patron

Any and all ILS functions involving patron data require that the patron be
accurately identified in the ILS. A patron may be identified by either wending
the bar code on their libcary card, or entering the equivalent bar code number
or the patron's last name. (If the wand is not used, enter the patron's last
name instead of the barcode number to avoid typing mistakes).

PATRON IDENTIrICATION OPTIONS

NAME-This is the most common way to enter the patron late. Enter the full last
name or enough characters of the last name to narrow the list down sufficiently
to display the desired pation entry. 1f there are more than 5 matches, :LS will
say (THERE'S MORE) and the user may then press F or 3 to view additional
entries that match. If the 5th entry seems to be the correct one. press F to be
sure that the 6th or 7th ones are not identical names. To see more information
!or a patron in the list, enter D followed by the index number beside the
patron's name. ror example. if you had a list like:

I JONES, JOHN B.
2 JONES, JOHN D.

3 JONES, JOHN D.
4 JONES, JOHN F.

5 JONES, JOHN A.

and you wanted to display sore information from the patron's record to select
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-he correct entry. you could enter )2 ir D3 t iew !,further informati:n frcm
the patron record to accurately ientify the patron -ron the list.

Once you're sure that you've found the correct entry, enter the index $ which
appears in the first column in response to the prompt PATRON:.

PATRON ID 0- The Patron 1D 4 is equivalant to the bar code configurat:on which
appears on each patron's library card. It is made up of numbers and other
charactars which are transformed into a pattern of thick and thin lnes and
spaces which together make a code to identify both Items and patrons. A patron
may be identified by this code, however, it is suggested that the staff use the
wand or type in the patron name whenever possible. thereby minimizig the
chance of a typing error.

PATROM REGISTRATION - If the patron is nit already registered in the patron
list, it will be necessary to enter their patron data into the system before
any transaction can be recorded into ILS. Local IIS sites oay devise their own
procedures for gathering patron information, putting it into the system at some
later time. For a fuller discussion oi patron registration refer to the path
PATRON REGISTRATION.

1.,2.5 Access by Item Identification Number

Identifying items by their !TEN IDENTIFICATION NUMBER is one possible, yet
uncommon way to access an item in the LS system. The IID* is the alpha and
numeric equivalent to the pattern of vertical black lines which make up the bar
code and is found on the bar code labsl. It can be up to 10 characters long.

To access by tha item idantification number, enter the key "I10*" in response
to the ILS prompt ITEN. 1LS :ill than ask for the 11*D and the user should
enter the symbols as they appear on the item's bar code label.!f a user chooses
this option. it is essential that the characters be entered exactly as they
appear.Any discrepancies in the spacing of the characters or typos will yield a
wrong match or no match. The user may combine these steps into one step by
entering IID6-0 St 1 90 4 in response to the prompt ITEM.

SaMPLE: ILS prompts 1ITh: ILS prompts ITEM:
USER types ID$ OR USER replies IZD1=O st 1 90 4

ZLS asks for the 10$

USER enters 1ID# value

11. 1.2. A~Access by Author

Accessing an item by the AUTffOR is a popular access option. The 115 system
will accept either a full author surname or a partial surname. This is done
to afford the user the greatest amount of flexibility to view either an
individual or range of entries:

SAMPLE: ATJA&NDERSOM Z.S will display all entries with ANDERSON as
author, without regard to which ANDERSON. The
user may select the desired item by its item
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number. :f there are more than 3 entries the
user may scan through them fy yressing F to
rORkARD througn hoe list or 3 to 3ACXIP'

ID tItLE AMD AUTHOR
I The Silver Skates by Anderson. Hans Chrst:anson

I the Bography of by Anderson, Sandy E

DISPLAnING THE FULL ENTRY

If the user is unsure about an entry being the correct entry the S command

(DISPLAY) can be invoked to display the full record of this item, to veri,
that it is the correct entry. The S command is particularly useful when the
truncated title string gives either little or ambiguous information or is
otherwise not fully =eanznlful to the user. If the correct record cannot ne
found using this access option. the user may select another search iey or
quit entirely.

11. 1.., Access by ..11 Number

Located in most instances on the spine or some other visible part of an item.
the CALL NUMBER is perhaps the most efficient, and popular way of gaining
access to the record of a specific item A:though var-ous call numbering

schemes are used by libraries all over the world, Iewey, Library of Congress,
and the National Library of Madicine's being the more renown schemes) they
each iequire that a unique number be assigned to each piece in the collection.
The call number can be as long as is the collection requires Sometimes thin
items have long call numbers and thick items have short ones.

To access by call number the user must type on CA in response to the 1Ls
prompt ITEM. ILS will reply with EZtER THE F'":. 'R PARTIAl tALL JMBER. Then
the user can enter the call number desired. :- instead the user wishes to
combine these two steps the vser say enter CA-2 -b c in response to the 1L5

prompt ITEM. This may save some time - the ser wisoes to see a range of
entries beginning with the same call nmer 't 4I dispLay 5 entries at a
time on the screen The user may press 

t 
C rRWARD or I tc ;i BA-huARDS through

the list.To see the full record of an otes entar ) and the tem's :: numaer

1?. 1.2.8 Access by ISSN or :SBN

The ESSN and ISBN are numeric conventions whio have been established to

standardize the identities Of both seroals and sonograpas respertviely
They are heavily used in the acquisitions process by publishers and
libraries alike as they afford a succinct seans of sceafiing a des:red
item. The numbers are a code which odentofies noth toe puDhsher ani
the specific item.

To access by either the ISSMN r IS3 enter : in response to the I rop
ITEM. ILS will respond with ENTER THE TiLL OR PARtIAL ISIN/ISAN The ise:
must then enter on the value. The user may instead comsrne these two steps
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ntoa one says ISnTE t : n resp U .. ns a t
:Rt:esve and then display on t %e screen ores th 5 ah :a:-. ne -- dl--
wants a spech s c 5 tam. care must -a exer se c oetr h te ,a e tes
correct. a the user wishes to see a ranpe t antr; s e u
numbers rten only a partial 1DM or :1T5 teed

SANLzts :LS prompts 1:7E 115 ricmpcs aa e t
USER replies s OR alS re,:e pted
caa S says TS T !aR HE Fi
IS7. en.ters D703223738

1L5 will then search the 15 /de H index to !,:%d al!l ?ossle natones. and wi11
display them on the screen. If there are more than 5 matches :L3 1l display
the first 5 and say THERE'S MORE. the user may brcwse through the catches by
typing S for FORWARD or B for RACWARIS. i the correct entry is ound -.he ar
must type the In * of the correct match. 7f the user wants to see the full
record for any entry. enter and that entry's p: T.

11.1.2.9 Access by LC Card Number

A LIBRARY OF COGRESS CARD UBER is assigned to each :tom cataloged by the
Library of Congress. This number is used by lbrar:es to :rder printer!
catalog cards from the library of Congress. The number is eally one of the
cataloging elements included in publishers' Catalogineo g :In thlcao ec?)
data. it is typically composed of 2 characters followed by a hphen and
3 to 6 additional numbers.

To access by the IC 4 the user must type in LC in response to <he 1.S prompt
!TEM. 115 will then respond with ETER THE FULL OR PaRTIAL .2 tuser
must then type in the IC ^.. It is possible to combine these Z steps into one
by entering IC79-123S6 in response to the 115 prompt ITEM. ILS will then
soerch the LC #,index tolfind appropriateamatches. (If thesentireeLIC wa
entere.d t her wil be1 1 only one match; if a partal LIC w'as entered there may
be several matches). The user may browse through the matches by pressing F to
FORWARD and B to BACKUP. If the correct entry is found, ent'er the ID # for that
entry. If the user is not sure that it is the correct rhicord the fill record
mnay be called up by pressing o and the entry's :D a.

SAMIPLE 115 prompts ITEM.' ILS orompts ='T'I
USER replies LI' OR UJSER enters ~
11S says ENTER INS FULL. ..

UJSER enters 79-123u56

7..10 Access by Title Key

Title access in the 115 system is almost the same as what :s done in the 1111

fl/gae. Users mayI typeon truncsted search key composed of the first dew
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characters of the first few sl;nicn words in te tle Artle5 ant

other stop listd uords el. a, an. the Ind, Jntte7 tates, are _;ncre: the

kay 3. .,Z is used to watch the -rst 3 charocters oc toe ilct wort. te

first 2 characters of the second word, the first Z characters or tne tnird
word and the first character of the fourth word in thettle.

To access by title key, the user must enter 7K :n response to the :LS prompt

2T!:!. w25 ill respond with ENTER "LIE tE KEY :N FORr3AT 3..2.,. NOTE: Lf

a title has fewer than 4 words enter commas corsecutvely to fill in the key

These 2 steps may be combined b typing 'e.g TKlOR,21.?S.2. 25 will reply

by searching for and displaying all entries htlh match the search key. :!

there are more than 5 matches the system will say THESE'S hOSE and the user may

browse through the entries by typing F for FORWARD or 3 for 3ACKWARDS. To be

sure that you have the correct record type D and the entry's :l D.

fl. Z. 1 Access by Author Title Key

The AJT7OR/TTLE key is a combination key "ased to sort out core ouckly a

desired record. Although the same cotos lay ce found in the titles of different

works. it is likely that different authors may be associated with eacn tile.

Zn this case a 4.4 combilation key of both author and title would yield a more

precise retrieval than a 3,.2Z, ttle k"ey.

To access by author/title key the user must enter AT in response to the 1LS

ptompt :TEM. :LS will respond with ENTER IS, 4 CHAkS OF AUTHOR'S LAST HAME t

1ST 4 CHARS OF TZ:LE IN T3R iT 4,4. The iser must then enter the characters

as prescribed. :t is possible to combine these 2 steps by typing (e-)

AT-ALL ,ODY for the entry Body Functions by Ion Aljced. 2LS will respond by

searchi:ig for all auchov t'tc.e combinatons iwith these characters and ±isplay

them in rou ps of 5 on te screen. 22 thec& ace more than 5 entries 15 will

say THERE'S MORE end the user can trcss RETURN to vie. them. 1o scan through

the list prers F for FORWARD and 1 for 3ACkWARD. To he sure that an entry is

for the correct record the user uay press 2 for DISPIAY and the : number of

the entry to see the full record of the entry.

I' 1 .'Z Access by Series

Under the 225 system it is possible to access reo in the haster

Bibliographic ?le by the SER75S headig. atalogers end other library staff

may find this actess pOunt partlculerly convenient if they have serzes whch

komprise many issues These ;:e most notaole in the bic:sedlcal end physical

sclences and in special libraries that contain the repots of their agency or

corporation.

To access 225 via the series option the user must enter SE in response to the

eromt :TZM N0TE: This item option should sot be confused with the /SE command

for serials check In which is another ceature of tne circulation subsystem

and uses the SE command. Reember that the serials checg in command reqlues

a /SE to yet out to that transaction activity. wnereas accessing a record by

series heading requires only SE tn response to the LS prompt 2TEM.) :2S will

reply with ENTER THE riL OR ?ART:AL SERIES, The ieer may then enter any or oIl

words of the series heading that ire k(nown and :L3 wi search the series incex

to find a match. 21S ill! isplay all vacchis and if there are more than S, the
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usa: -say ,J.ew the, fly ente:ln; :: £r)?.. A 2 9: 3 ±,r 222'?

.. 3 essage [:tem Sust yntered)

nmedxataIv after a user has de n IIed an L e in tle rsula ton

Subsystem, :L.3 a-!ws ror a snort message to re etere.

1!.1.3 17 Speoral Features

There are no sperral features required ror RESERVE at this t:me.
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The SHELF proceure zi .sed by i:zraz, tof t; on-or 5tatlst Za
n zorm aton on Items oeznq used unte zn a :as opPsed t3 otena-Zl?
via Anec ot or ene.

AkIA:LABL :NFORr.AT::l

1. Overview of Shelf

2 Step by Step Procedures For Shelf

3. Special Features for Shelf

P'ease enter the number of the type of informaton yc, Iesire

lz '.! SH Overview

The SHELF procedure records internal usage of an item. SHE:F is normally used
by a shelver who passes a barcode scanner over the barcode label of the item
to identify it. SHELF enables the user to count the number of times an item
has been taken off the shelf but not checked out.

When the :TE1 STATUS option is used, :LS wxll displry a stit-stical record of
any item. One line of this display appears below:

:HECKED OUT :N THIS ?ER:OD: !NTERNIL USAGE:

When an item is identified in the SHELF functon, the count of INTERHAL USAIE
is increased by one.

Press 'I' and a RETUAM to go forward to Step By Step Ptocedures for SHELF.

12.1.z SH Step By Step

SHELF consilts of only One step

-IOEN?:FY THE 0T! - :t is assumed that the item wil be identified with
a portable barcode scanner 7or unfor=aton on this
and other vethods of zoentlf!cat:on. see below.
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73r lore HELP nr~rox S ,0 e' 1:, 3 a 1(

Yt7 att tTM m .3t~ Ib

t he Z arcode sc a:: e r :, s e dast ast: 4/ t icmp let *r -a tnYrar.n- -'
,:frn; toea barcie 4and ecn nat-es trea nee t or .flaJ7 j to 7

patron iata . item data and the t roan sactn c- 0 L cys ,: a1'se )-
wandin; over a codeA version or t:s same data. l:S usecs w1_

the prohl ems associated with mis /ey Lng this impor tan t :Ocr3 nO
t o L:ean t:±: an Lt ec n5 iwn; th1%e b ar::: oca n e r, t he us e: r000 r _ t sr
that :'1S noroctin; tne usar w :t7rl. 1t th-s po,:,t tre 1 r-s
Ooint ir toe 43rd int too c acOde label, an-A .ov.e tne po n ntn
cue: the ratter: 7: blac vert.oa. lines. It does notr naM e tto.,v
croim the Gledt to rigat side or sloe versa. Sometoes it :e-si
'held dlrectly over the :ten, :nstead v: at a slant the way, e_
ce I t to rot recessary to scratch the barcode loce I k I e:- :.
a a!' that is needed. troe 11.S has recognized the -tem. :tzr ~~

beepng once Ih-o :3 to say . I: recoenlz=e thiis :tec kdtew;

With the wand users 4111 feel more comortaole :sro

:srr~r~ss::t s lizNC 1t k aARCODE SCA"MEP
It :s sometimes th - atas e that users ettler :ar nt or do rIot warnt to -te the
barcode wand. Under these circu mstances users -may instead icuess the :L3
.Itaster 3iblIograpnlc File through alternatc Options. "n es:,crse to thez prompt
lIENl. enter 7 and a cazrage return . 7L5, w:i d-spl ay A crs opt~zrci and 7.n
additional. Option w4hich aiiioes snort messages tc an cten recvrd he aro

MNotE :xCs YOU'RE DOME EAIIMSG AM 17t0IEttlllNUtt
SrEP I 'T AND AL tECIA aI$ AII t:1, 7- U Sltt-_ lllt&C

- ll*= :tam :Ientification e o Y T=ittle hey

2.AU *i Auatho0r -At 3uA"ch ar it-e ey
3 . -_A ::tall Mv4mbec 3 . SE * tortes

a. 15 " 13'IE X/ , 3 1 lessage 'for item tush enered)

Z *'Lzbrar; of Congress S

12-2 kccess bp I.tem IdentIflocarton M(umber

Identfy ng ;:ems b y the:: 1-7 II!MtIt: AtlI:'0 UAS :s nre i-bl , yet
uncommon way to access an :temj :n thIe 115, system, the toSS) _s tht alpha and
numeric equivalent to the rattern of aerticil black( lites -Anich nave up the bar
code an-A 13 doin n the bar code label. It can be up to 10 chIaracters lOng.

to acces ,y '.-ae :tem etfcton nber, enter the 0 ey 1* In response
to the 115: promo- r

1
F 4111 tilhen as k for the Ill'# ond-A * he ser should-

enter the symols as thee appear in the Item's b)ar code laol: af user chooses
th;zs option. it is essent.al that the characters ic entered- -oxctly as th ey

-appear-Any discrepanotes an the -pacig of the :.haracters or tvo 1:1 ~l a



wrong match or o. matto. The user may combin: these stps into one step by
enteri ng ::DO me 1 nrponse e p.o0 0 :T '.

SAMPLE :LS Prompts :TEr :LS prompts :Ttm:
USER types : ::0 .SER replies ::D=0 $$ 1 90

:LS 42 fr x *o.~ ::Dt
USER tnters :!DO value

Z.A.Z.3 Access by Author

Accessing an :iem by the AUTHOR ts a popular access optjon. The 1LS system

will accept either a fu l author surname or a partial surname. This is done
to afford the user the greatest amount of iiexibility to vzid etheoz an
individual or range of entries:

SAMPLZ AUAHZERSOX !lS will display all entries with ANDER2SO as
author, without regard to which ANDERSON. The
user may select the desired item by its item
number. If there are more than 5 entries the
user may scan through them by pressing F to
FORWARD through tne list or B to BACKUP.

D T:TLE AMD AUTHOR
I The Silver Skates by Anderson, Hans Christianson
z The Biography 3f by Anderson. Sandy E.

DISPLAYING THE FULL ENTRY

Of the user is unsure about an entry being the corztct entry the D command
D:SPLAY) can be invoked to display the full record of this item, to verify
that it is the correct entry. 7h* D command is particularly useful -hen the
truncated title string giies either little or ambiguous information or is
otherwise not fully meaningful to the user. :f the correct record cannot be
found using this access option, the user may select another search kay or

quit entirely.

IL.'2.4 Access by Call Number

Located in most instances on the spine or some other visible part of an item,
the CALL NUMBER is perhaps the Most efficient, and popular way of gaining
access to the record of a specific item. Although various call numbering
schemes are used by libraries all over the world, (Dewey, Library of Congress,
and the National Library of Medicine's being the sore renown schemes) they
each require that a unique number be assigned to each piece in the collect-on.
The call number can be as long as is the collection requires. Sometimes thin
items have long call numbers and thick items have short ones.

To access by call number the user must type in CA in response to the :LS
prompt ITEM. :LS will reply with ENTER ThE FULL OR PARTIAL CALL NUMBER. Then
the user can enter the call number desired :f instead the user wishes to
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,ombne these two steps the user may ente zA 2A-. 5 in response to the -LS

nrsmpst :E. this nay save some tie . I thuer inones to see a range 0±
entries oegnnng with the same call number :L 4w ll itRpoay 5 entries at a

tiue on the screen. The user :may press F to FORu.ARD or 3 to ;,o BACX4-AR:S -hrough
the list.To see the full record of an item enter D and the item's 1D number.

!'.1.z.5 Access by SS1 or ISBN

The :SS and :53X are numeri: conventions which have teen established to

standardize the iden:ities of both serials and monographs raspecti:eLv.
They are heavily used in the acquisitions process by publishers and

libraries aliae as they afford a succinct means of speci±ying a desired
item. The numbers are a code which identifies both the publisher and

the specific item.

To access by either the :SCH or :C3H enter IS in response to the 1IS prompt
:EM. :LS will respond with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL TSSN/ISBN. The user
must then enter in the value. The user may instead combina these two steps
into one by typing !S-0700223738 in response to the ILS prompt ITEM. :S wll
retrieve and then display on the screen all items which match. if the user
wants a specific item. care must be exercised to enter the value exactly
correct. :1 the user wishes to see a range of entries beginning with the same
numbers then only a partial ISS or ISBN need be entered.

SAMPLE: :15 prompts ITEM ILS prompts ITE?
USER replies iS OR USER replies IS-0'00223738
TLS says ENTER THE FiULL...
USER enters 0700223738

ILS will then search the ISSN/ISBN index to !ind all poss:ble matches, and wilt
display them on the screen. if there are more than S matches LS will display
the first 5 end say THERE'S MORE. The user mey browse through the matches by
typing F for FORWARD or B for BACKWARDS. if the correct entry is found the user
,sst type the ID 0 of the correct match. if the user wants to see the full
-cord for any entry, enter D and that ertry's ID *.

Z..2.6 Access by LC Card Number

A LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CARD NUMBER is assigned to each item cataloged by the
Library of Congress. This number is used by libraries to order printed
catalog cards from the library of Congress. The number Y.s usuaily one of the
cataloging elsoents included in publishers' Cataloging In Publication (CIP)
data. It is typically composed of 2 characters followed by a hyphen and
3 to 6 additional numbers.

TO access by the LT f the user ,dust type in LC in response to the :I1 prompt
ITEM. ILS will, then respond with ENTER !HE FULL OR PARTIAL LC #,user
)ust then type in the LC S. It is possible to combine these 2 steps into one
by entering LC-

7
9- 23P56 in zesponse to the ILS prompt ITEM. IS will then

search the LC # index to find appropriate matches. (if the entire IC S was
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entered there 'will be only one matah; if a partial LC $ was entered : here say
be several matches). The user say browse through the at ces -V presing Fm to
FORWARD and B to BACKUP. Id the correct entry is ound, enter the :3 for tnat
entry. :f the user is not sure that it as the correct record the full record
may be called up by pressing 0 and the entry's ID f.

SAMPLE: :LS prompts ITEM ILS prompts ITEN
USER replies LCS OR USER enters LC=79-2345i

ILS says ENTER THE FULL...
USER enters 79-123456

1Z.1.2.7 Access by Title Key

Title access in the ILS system is almost the same as what is done in the OCLC
system. Users may type in a truncated search key composed of the first few
characters of the first few significant words in the title. Articles and
other stop listed words (e.g. a, an, the, and, United States) are ignored. The
Xey 3,2.2.1 is used to match the first 3 characters of the first word, the
first 2 characters of the second word, the first 2 characters of the third
word, and the first character of the fourth word in the title.

To access by title key, the user must enter TK in response to the ILS prompt
ITEM. ILS will respond with ENTER THE TITLE KEY IN FORMAT 3,Z,2,1. (NOTE: if

a title has fewer than 4 words enter commas consecutively to fill in the key.)
These 2 steps may be combined by typing (eg.) TK=DOR.rLEr,D. ILS will reply
by sterching for and displaying all entries which match the search key. If
there are more than 5 matches the system will say THERE'S MORE and the user may
brcwse through the entries by typing F for FORWARD or 3 for 3ACKWARDS. To be
sure that you have the correct record type D and the entry's ID 0.

12.1,2.8 Access by Author Title Key

The AUTHOR/TITLE key is a combination key used to sort out sore quickly a
desired record. Although the same words say be found in the ti:les af different
works. !t is likely that different authors may be associated with each tie~i

in this case a 4,4 combination key of both author and title would yield a more
precise retrieval than a 3.ZZ., title key.

To access by author/title key the user must enter AT in response to the :LS
prompt ITEM. ILS will respond with ENTER tST CHARS OF AUTHOR'S LAST NAME
1ST 4 CHARS OF TITLE IN FORMAT 4.4. The user must then enter the characters
as prescribed. It is possible to combine these Z steps by typing e.p.)
ATxALLR.30DY for the entry Body Functions by Jon Allred, :LS Ail! respond by
searching for all author title combinations with these haractars and iisplay
them in groups of 5 on the screen. If there are sore than 5 entries :LS will
say THERE'S MORE and the user can press RETURN to view them. To scan through
the list press F for FORWARD and 3 for BACKWARD. To be sure that an entry is
for the correct record the user may press 3 for DISPLAY and the ID number of
the entry to see the full record of the entry.
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1Z.i.Z.9 Access by Series

Under the ZLS system it is possible to access records in the naster
3ibliographic File by the SERIES heading. Catalogers and other Library staff
may find this access point particularly convenient if they have series jhi;h
comprise many issues. These are most notable in the biomedical and physical
sciences and in special libraries that contain the reports of their agency or
corporation.

To access 1LS via the series option the user must enter SE In response to the
promt ITEM. (NOTE: This item option should not be confused with the /SE command
for serials check in which is another feature of the circulation subsystem
and uses the SE command. Remember that the serials check in command requires
a /SE to 7et out to that transaction activity, whereas accessing a record by
series heading requires only SE in response to the :LS prompt 1TEM.) :LS will
reply with ExTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL SERIES. The user may then enter any or all
uords of the series heading -hat axe known and :LS will search the series index
to find a match. ILS will display all matches and if there are more than S. the
user may view them by entering F for FORWARD or 3 for 3ACKUP.

Z.1.Z.10 Message (Item Just Entered)

Tmmediately after a user has identified an item in the Circulation
Subsystem, ILS allows for a short message to be entered.

IZ.I.3 SH Special Features

As of July 8, 1980 there are no known special features for SHELF.
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73 SHAG

13.1 IMTRODUCTIOK

The SNAG proceduze permits authori=ed users to set the status of an
an item to 'Snag' and to produce a series of search slips. SHAG means
that an item is not on the shelf but it has not been declared lost.

AVAILABLE IXFORMATION

1. Overview of Snag

Z. Step by Step Proceduzes For Snag

3. Special Features for Snag

Please enter the number of the type of information you desire:

13.;.1 SH Overview

SNAG is used when an item is not in its place cn the shelf but cannot
yet be declared LOST. When an item is 'snagged' its status (as read in
ITEM STATUS) will be set to 'SK C and a search slip will be produced.
ILS will produce search slips acuording to Circulation Parameters set by
the system administzatoz- Slips way he produced at regular intervals for
any length of time eat locally. When ILS has produced all of the slips
called for, for example - one slip per week for three 1jeeks. the status
will automatically be changed to LOST.

To SNAG an item the user needs to identify the exact item. ror Step By
Step instructions go FORWARD.

13.1.2 SN Step 3y Step

The SNAG procedure requires only that the user identify the item. XIS will
prompt for ITEM: When a unique item has been identified ILS will .ist it and
prompt for another item. The user may continue to entet items or enter a '/'
and a RETURN to leave the SHG prOceduxa znd return to a previous activity.

SNAG assumes that the user does not have the item in hand. :LS gives the
user 9 Item Identification Options:

7. IID$= Item Identification 0 5. TX - Title Key
Z. AU - Author 7. AT - Author/Title Key
3. CA - Call Number 8. SE - Series
4- Is - rsSN/zSam 9. MI - Message (tor item 3ust entered(
5. LCO - Library of Congress #
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Fir more HELP enter the number of the 1esired option or QRowARD to
Special Features.

13.1.2.1 Access by :tem Identification Number

Identiiying items by their 1TEM IDENTIrICATION NUMBER is one possible, yet
uncommon way to access an item in the 1LS system. The :!DO is the alpha and
numeric equivalent to the pattern of vertical black lines wnch make up the bar
code and is found on the bar code label. It can be up to 10 characters long.

To access by the item identification number, enter the key "-104' in response
to the ILS prompt ITEM. ILS will then ask !or the 11D* and the user should
enter the symbols as they appear on the item's bar code label.If a user chooses
this option, it is essential that the characters be entered exactly as they
appear.Any discrepancies in the spacing of the characters or typos wlll yield a
wrong match or no match. The user may combine these steps into one step by
entering 1I2D*0 SO 1 90 i in response to the prompt ITEM.

SAMPLE: ILS prompts ITEM: ILS prompts ITEM:
USER types LID# OR USER replies :IDiSO so 1 90 4
1LS asks for the 1ID6
USER enters 1:D$ value

13.1.2.Z Access by author

Accessing an item by the AUTHOR is a popular access option. The :LS system
will accept either a full author rurnabe or a partial surname. This is done
to afford the user the greatest astcunt of flex:i.bility to vleu either an
lndividual or range of entries:

SAMPLE: AU-ANDERSOH ILS will display all entries with ANDERSON as
author, without regard to which ANDERSON. The
user may select the desired item by its item
number. If there are more than 3 entries the

user may scan through them by pzessing F to
FORWARD through the list or 3 to BACKUP.

ID TITLE AND AUTHOR
1 The Silver Skates by Anderson, Hans Christ2anson
z The Biography of by Anderson, Sandy E.

DISPLAYING THE FULL ENTRY

If the user is unsure about an entry being the cor.ect entry the 0 command
(DISPLAY) can be :nvoked to display the dull record of this item, to verify
that it is the correct entry. The S command is particularly useful when the
truncated title string gives either little or amoiguous information or is

-otheruise not fully meaningful to the user. If the correct record cannot be
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found using this access option, the user may select another searsh key or
quit entirely.

13.1.Z.3 Access by Call Number

Located in most instances on the spine or some other visible part of an item.
the CALL NUMBER is perhaps the most efficient, and popular way of gaining

access to the record of a specific item. Although various cell numbering
schemes are used by libraries all over the world. Dewey, Library of Congress,
and the National Library of Medicine's being the more renown schemes) tney
each require that a unique number be assigned to each piece in the ;ollection.
The call number can be as long as is the collection requires. Sometimes thin
items have long call numbers and thick items have short ones.

To access by call number the user must type in CA in response to the :LS
prompt ITEM. ILS will reply with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTZAL CALL HUrSER. Then

the user can enter the call number desired. if instead the user wishes to
combine these two steps the user may enter CA-2A76.15 in response to the 1LS
prompt ITEM. This may save some time. If the user wishes to see a range of
entries beginning with the same call number I:LS will dislay 5 ent:ies at a
time on the screen.The user may press F to FORWARD or S to go BACKWARDS through
the list.To see the full record of an item enter D and the item's :D number.

13.1..4 Access by ISSN or ISBN

The ISSM and ISBN are numeric conventions which have been established to
standardize the identities of both serials and monographs respectively.
They ase heavily used in the acquisitions process by publishers and
libraries alike as they afford a succinct means of specifying a desired

item. The numbers are a code which identifies both the publisher and
the specific item.

To access by either the ZSSM or ISBN enter IS in response to the ZIS prompt
ITEM. ILS will respond with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL :SSN'ISBX. The user
must then enter in the value. The user may instead combine these two steps

into one by typing ISz07002Z3738 in response to the :LS prompt ITEM. 1LS will
retrieve and then display on the screen all items which match. Cf the user
wa; ts a specific item, care must be exercised to enter the value exactly
correct. If the user wishes to see a range of entries beginning with the same

numbers then only a partial ISSN or ISBN need be entered.

SAMPLE: tLS prompts ITEM ILS prompts ITEM
USER replies IS OR USER replies !S-0700223738
rLS says ENTER THE FULL...

JSER enters 0700223738

:LS will then search the !SSM/ISBN index to find all possible matches. and will
1isplay them on the screen. If there are more than 5 matches :LS will display
the first S and say THERE'S nORE. the user may browse through the natc!Ls by
typing F for FORWARD or 8 for BACKWARDS. If the correct entry is found the user
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oust tyne Me: : e :rreM satch the ler att - see tt.
record t: any entry, ner D ann ta t en zy's :

T3.'.>5 Access by 7arl Mumbe:

A :3RsA'; -T M'PESS CARD M'I3ER cs ass>5neA to acn -e% cat aloed to! toe
Library oi Congress ThIs hMaer to used by iorar .cas to roer orct
catalog cards from the library of Zongress. The number s is a-lly one ot tte
cataloging *eee~ts t.r, uolin p,.0vr' P450E -a a.oj-ng :n aolc ,son p
jeta .t is -ypicalI'y omposed o f 2 zaracters O- 3wied fy a r/coo an

3 to 5 add-nIonal numbers

To access by the LC $ the user must type in :C -n response no .I:e - prompt
ITET. LS will then respond w. h ENTER THE tULL )R PARTAL I S ser
must then type on the LC $. :t is possible to combine toese 2 steps into one
by enter:ng L073- !23456 in response to the ::S promyt T - ' S ill then
search the IC * index to find appropriate matc'es : f ' e ntire 1. I -as
entered there will be only one match; it a partial L as entered toere ray
be several mao hes) The user may browse through the matches by pressng P *1
FORWARD and B to BACKUP. 2f the :orreot entry as found, enter the ) * for that
entry. :f the user *s not sure that it is the corzect record the f..lI :ecord
may be called 'p by pressing D and the entry's TO 4

SVPLE: ILS prompts ITEM ZMS pronp"s :r7
USER replies LCI OR USER enters 12'->'23"5b

ZLS says ENTER THE FULL...
USER enters 73-123456

'3.1-25 Access by Title Key

Title access In the 2LS system is almost the same as what is !one in the OC-1
system. Users may type in a truncated search key composed of :he first tew
characters of the first few significant words in the title Articles and
other stop listed words (e.g. a. an. the. and, Jnited States: are :;noted The
'ey .,Z.1 is used to match the first 3 characters o the first word. the
f-rst 2 characters of the second word. the first 2 oharacters of the thord
.ord. and the first character of the fourth word in the title

To access by title dey, the user must enter TK io response to the :LS prompt
TEM 2L3 ait. respond with ENTER THE TITlE KEY :M FORMAT 3,Z.,.' MTE

a title 1s fewer than A words enter commas consecutively to fnll to the ey

These 2 staps may be combLned by typing e.g. TKDOR.:l.'E.3 --S w1:i reaMy
by 5eerching for and dtsplayiog all entries which match the searcn oQy :z
there Are moa han 5 matches tb ysem wii say THERE'S aORE and 'ha user say
browse tnrouos the entrtes by typing F for FORWARD or 3 tor 3A32K'bDb To -P
sure that I' ia'a toe .rect record type 0 and the entry's :D
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13.1.2.7 Access by Author Title Kay

The AUTHOR/TITLE key is a combination key used to svrt out more quickly a
desired record. Although the same words may be found in the titles of dilferent
works, it is likely that different authors may be associated with each title.
In this case a 4.4 combination key of both author and title would yield a more
precise retrieval than a 3.2,2,1 title key.

To access by author/title key the user must enter AT in response to the ILS

prompt ITEM. :ILS will respond with ENTER IST 4 CHARS OF AUTHOR'S LAST NAME
IST 4 CHARS OF TITLE IN FORMAT 4.4. The user must then enter the characters
as prescribed. It is possible to combine these 2 steps by typing (e.g.)
AT'ALLR.BODT for the entry Body Functions by ion Allred. ILS will respond by
searching for all author title combinations with these characters and display
them in groups of 5 on the screen. If there are more than 5 entries 1LS will
say THERE'S MORE and the user can press RETURN to view them. To scan through
the list press F for FORWARD and B for BACKWARD. To be sure that an entry is
for the correct record the user may press D for DISPLAY and the ID number of
the entry to see the full record of the entry.

13.1 Z. Access by Series

Under the ILS system it is posslible to access reco.ds in the Master
Bibliographic File oy the S:.RIES heeding, Catalogers and other library staff
may find this access point pertIcularly convenient if they have series which

comprise many issues. These are -ost notable in the biomedical and physical
rciences and in special libraries that contain the reports of their agency or
corporation.

To access ILS via the series option the user must enter SE in response to the
proet ITEM. (HOTE! This item option shuli not be confused with the /SE command
for seils check in which is another feature of the circulation subsystem
and uses the SE command. Remember that the serials check in command requires
a /SE to get out to that transact-on activity. jnereas accessing a record by
series heading requires only SE in response to the I1S prompt ITEM.) ILS will
reply with ENTER THE FULL OR ?ARTAL SER:ES. The user say then enter any or all
words of the series heading that are known and :.5 :jil. search the series index
to find a match. IL will display all matches er. ii there are more than 5. the
user say view thee by entering F for FORWARD or 3 for 3ACKUP.

13.1.Z.9 Message (:tea Just Entered)

:medrately after a user has identified an item in the Circulation
Subsystem. :L5 allows for a short message to be entered.

13.1.3 SN Spacial Features

As of July . 1980 there are no known special features for SNAG.
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14. ZNOSODiCT:3X

The SET STATUS option is one way library staff oar document the reastn why
an item is not avalable to patrons. :t creates a note wtthin the :TEN
STATUS record advising users what the current status of the :tem ts.

AVAILASLE 4FMCRA1A:OM

1. Overview of Set Status

Z. Step by Step Procedures for Set Status

Please enter the number of the information you deaire:

14.I.I S Overview

IET STATUS is a collection of ( sep arte routines. whtch col-vctz-vely gerve to
notA the stats of items thought to be lost or missing. SET SAT'JS modLfies the
st..ur of an ita. in the Itea Steus A-s'ay LIthough do-ng a CHECK OUT or a
ChECK l;! vsll cause the Item Status acord to be auomttcally updated, users
must call uyor, SIT S2J:S to update the Itm Stctus tecoh fot lost or aiszing

SET ST.TUS may prove to be a useful means of keeping track of lost or noss.ng

items, by providing librzry earayemaent with statistics as well as advising
acquisitions of possible reorders.

14.12 SS Step 3y Step

SET S:x-US is used to modify the status of an item in the Item Statuds Display.
It is a collection of 4 separate routines, each of which is datailed below.

1) LO - for LOST .f you are positiva that the item :s lost

2) r0 - fcr FOUID if the item turns up later

3) PC - for PATROM LLAINS t was RETURME',

'4) PL - for PATROM believes it is OS7

FTr more HELP with any of these steps enter the number of that step
and press POT'JP ,
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I.1.Z.I SS Lost

The LOST option in SET STATUS is used whenever library staff have conclusive!/
determined that an item is indeed lost. Before this !es 7nation is put on the
:tem Status record. every attempt should be made to search the shelves for the
item.

To change the item's status to LOST, the uzer must enter :0 in response to the
:LS prompt FUNCTIOK:. !IS will then prompt the user for any one of the regular
ILS item id options. After the item has been identi:ed 0L will prompt again
for the next lost item. The user must press / and RETURN to let out of the
current SET STATUS option. :IS will take the user back to the place where the
user was just prior to coming to SET STATUS.

To read about how to identify an item in !IS enter a I and a RETURN.

14.1.Z.Z SS Found

In SS. FOUND is used whenever an item. which has been previously declared

LOST or PATRON CLAIMED RETURNED, is found and it's status needs to be upaated.
To update the item's status in the Item Status display, the user must enter
TO in response to the ILS prompt FUNCTION:. !1.S will reply by asking the user

to identify the item via anyone of the item identification options.

For aore HELP on item idantification optios press I.

14.1.2.3 SS Patron Claims Returned

in SET STATUS, the option Patron Claims Returned is used whenever a patron
states that they have returned an item which is currently missing. XLS keeps
a separate "lost file" of items patrons claim to have returned, but which
still have not been found after searchina. The "lost file" tracks patrons who
repeatedly claim to have returned a missing item. Each record _n the file
contains the item and patron idt and the date tha patron was to have returned
the item. Library management may want to set in-house guidelines to handle
ajaes where patrons repeatedly claim to have returned missing items.

MOTEt Every time a CHECX IN or a RENEW is done, :IS will automatically search
the "lost file" to look for a matching entry. :f the Item being checked
in or renewed is in the "lost fcle, It's status will be automat-cally
updated in the item Status display.

To select this option, enter PC -_ reponse to the IS prompt FUNCTION:.
To learn more about how to identify an item press
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1.12.7 Access by Author

Accessing an item by the AUTHOR is a popular access option. The CLS system
will accept either a tull author surname or a jar:ial s',zname. This is done
tn affczd the user the greatest amount of ±lexibil-ty to view either an
individual or range oi entries:

SAMPLE: AU-ANDERSO :'S -ill! display al- entries w:th ANDERSON as
author. without regard to wnch ANDERSON. The
user may select the desired item by its item
number. 1± there are more than 5 entries the
user may scan through them by pressing F to
FORWARD through the list or 3 to SACKUP.

:3 TCTLE AND AUTHOR
i The Silver Skates by Anderson. Hans Christianson
z Thc Biography of by Anderson, Sandy E.

DCSPLAYCNG THE FULL ENTRY

If the user is unsure about an entry being the correct entry the D command
(DISPLAU) can be invoked to display the full record of this item, to verify
that it :s the correct entry. The 0 command is particularly useful when the
trunceted title str: ng gives either little or ambiguous iniormation or is
otherwise not fully staningful to the user. C± the correct record cannot be
'ound using this aucess option, the tusez say select another search key or
quit entirely.

14.1.2.8 Access by Call Number

Located in most instances on the spine or some other visible part of an item.
the CALL NUMBER is perhaps the most eflic.ent. and popular way of gaining
access to the Lecord of a specldic item. Although various call numbering
schemes are used by libraries all over the world. (Dewey, library - Congress.
and the Matconal Library of ledicine's being the more renown schemes) they
each require that a unique number be assigned to each piece in the collection.
The call number can be as long as is the collection requires. Sometimes thin
items have long call numbers and thick items have short ones.

To access by call number the user must type in CA in response c the :LS
prompt 1TM. 1LS wiil reply pith ENTER THE TULL OR PARTIAL :ALL MUMBER, Then
the user can enter the call number desired. Zf instead the user wishes to
cobune these two steps the user may enter CAs-AQS.'S in reponse to the CI3
prompt :TZ. This may save some time. Cf the user wishes to see a range of
entries beginning win. the same call number ZLS will display 5 entrLes at a
tume on tae screen. The user may pcess F to FIRWARD or 3 :0 go BACKWARDS through
the list.To see 'ie full record of en item enter 0 and t , utem's CD number
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1..29 Access by ISSA or :-S3x

The SSH and :S3K are numeric conventions which have been established to
standarlzd e the idenzit-es of both se:als and monographs respectively.
They are heavily used in the acguisltons process by publishers and
Libraries alike as they afford a succinct means of specifying a desired
item. the numbers are a code wh~ch :dentifles both the pubilher and

the specific :tesm.

To access by either the ISSI or :53K enter :5 ,n response to the :LS prompt
ITEM. :LS wlli respond with ETER THE FULL OR PARTIAL ISSK/:S3. The use:
mumr then enter in the value. The user may instead combine these two sTeps
into one by typing !S-0700223738 tn response to the :IS prompt :TEl. :-S w;l!
retrieve and then display on the screen all items which Zatch. f the user
wants a specific item. care must be exercised to enter the 'alue exactly
correct. If the user wishes to see a range of entries begcnni; with the sate
numbers then only a partial 1SS or :53h need be entered.

SAMPLE: :Is prompts :TEM LS prompts TEN
USER replies IS OR USER replies :SoOTlSZ:S373

:IS oays KTER THE FULL...

USSR enters 07002.3738

ILS Pill then search the SSK ISBM index to find all possible matchas, and will
display them on the scraen. If thare are more than 5 matches :15 will displae
t1he first 5 and say 7HERE'S 1ORE. :he ustz Lay browse through tha marches byi
typing F fot FORWARD or B for 3ACK!4ARDS. :f the correct entry is found the ufer
nust type the ID # of the oaziect match. If the usar wants to tee the fuvll
record for any entry, enter D and that entry's 1D 0.

1 i.2.T1o Access by LC Card Number

X LBRARY OF CONGRESS CARD NUMBER is assigned to each item cataloged by the
Library of Congress. :his number is used by libraries to order printed
catalog catds from the library of Congress. the number is usually one of the
cataloging elements included in publishers' Cataloging In Publicataon (CIP)
data. It is typically composed of Z characters followed by a hyphen and
3 to 5 additional numbers.

To access by the IC * the user must type in LC in response to the LS Prompt
ZTEN. :L will then respond with ETER THE FULL OR PARTIAL LC *.user
must then type in the LC t. It is possible to combine these 2 steps into one
by entering 1Co79-123456 in response to the ZLS prompt 1TE. 11S will then
search the LC 0 index to find appropriate matches. (If the entire LC * was
entered there wl-l be only one match; if a partial LC # was entered there may
he several matches). The user may browse through the matches by pressing F to
FORWARD and 3 to BACKUP. If the correct entry is found, enter the :D * for that
entry. If the user is not sure that it is the correct record the full record
may be called up by pressing 0 and the entry's ID S.
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SAMPLE: I.s prompts zTEM :.s prompts IT!
USER replies LCe OR JSER enters L'79- 23c
:.S says ENTER THE FULL.,
USER enters 79-123456

.4.1 2.1' Access by Titl Key

Title access in the 1LS system is almost the same as what is done in the OCL:
system. Users may type in a truncated search key composed of the first few
characters of the first few significant words in the title. Articles and

other stop listed words (e.g. a. an, the, and. United States) are ignored. The
key 3,2.2.1 is used to match the first 3 characters of the first word. tne
first 2 characters of the second word, the first Z characters of the third
word, and the first character of the fourth word in the title.

To access by title key. the user must enter TK in response to the ::S prompt
:TEM. :iS will respond with ENTER THE TITLE KEY IN FORMAT 3,2.2,1. 'NO.r: i
a title has fewer than 4 words enter commas consecutively to fill in the key
These 2 steps may be combined by typing (e.g.) TK=DOR,_LME,:. IS will reply
by searching for and displaying all entries which match the search key. If
there are more than 5 matches the system will say THERE'S MORE and the user may
browse through the entries by typing F for FORWARD or 3 for BACKWARDS. To be
sure that you have the correct record type D and the entry's ID #

14.1.2.1Z Access by Author Title Kay

The AUTHOR/TITLE key is a combination key used to sort out more quickly a
desired record. Although the same words may be found in the titles of different
works. it is likely that different authors may be associated with each title.
In this case a 4,4 combination key of both author and title would yield a moze

precise retrieval than a 3.2,2,1 title key.

To access by author/tile key the user must enter AT in response to the :1S

prompt ITEM, 1is will respond with ENTER IST 4 CHARS OF AUTHOR'S LAST NAME L
'ST 4 CHARS OF TITLE IN FORMAT 4,4. The user must then enter the characters
as prescribed. it is possible to combine these 2 steps by typing (e.g.)

AT-ALLR,30DY for the entry Body Functions by Jon Allre :IS will respond by
searching for all author title combinations with these characters and display
them in groups of 5 on the screen. If there are more than 5 entries IS will

say THERE'S MORE and the user can press RETURN to view them. To scan through
t
he list press F for FORWARD and 5 for BACKWARD. To be sure that an entry is

for the correct record the user may press 0 for DISPLAY and the 1D number of
the entry to see the full record of the entry.
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14.!,--. 3 kccess by Series

Under the 1LS system It Is possible to access records in the Master
3iblographic File by the SERIS heading. Zatalogers and other librar7 staff
may find this access point particularly convenien: ii they have series Ani-zn
comprise many issues. These are most notable in the bIonedical and physical
sciences and in special libraries that contain the reports i their agency or
corporation.

-o access :LS via the series option the user must enterE :n reseonse to the
promt :T1. (NOTE: This item option should not be confused a.^.n the 'SE conmand
for serials check in which is another feature of the circulation subsystem
and uses the SE command. Remember that the serials check in command requlres
a /SE to let out to that transaction activity, whereas accessing a record by
series heading requires only SE in response to the ILS prompt :='I.) I-S will
reply with NTSR THE YULL 9R pART:AL SERIES. The user nay then enter any or all
words of the series heading that are known and :'S will search the series index
to find a match. :Ls will display all matches and If there are more than 5. the
user may view them by entering F for FORWARD or 3 for 3ACKUP.

4 1,4 !essage (item Just Entered)

:mmediately after a user has identified an item in the Circulation
Subsystem. :I. allows for a short message to be entered.
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15 VERIFY

15.1 IMTRODUCTIOM

The VERIFY procedure allows the authorized user to radically alter the way
in which ILS operates. :n VERIFY On mode, 1LS will display the patron name
or item title every time a barcode label or library card is scanned with the
barcode scanner. In VERIFY Off mode (standard ZLS operation), processing is
much faster but patron names and item titles are not displayed.

AVAILABLE IMFORMATIO

1. Overview of Verilfy

2. Step by Step Procedures For Verilfy

3. Special Features for Verify

Please enter the number of the type of information you desi.:e:

15.1.t VE Overview

VERIFY sets a switch in ILS which determines whether or not the patron name or
item title is displayed when a library czrd or a barcode label Is scanned.

1. vERIFY-OM - When a patron or an item ID number is entered into 1LS (during
CHECK OUT or CHECK IN for example), the computer will go to the
magnetic disk which stores all item and patron information and
find the complete record for that item or patron. The name or
title is then sent to the terminal and displayed on the screen.

2. VERIFY-OFF - When a patron or an item ID numbei is entered into ILS, the
computer will record the !D and continue with the transaction.
-he patron name or item title will not be displayed on the
screen. ILS will find the complete ricord on the magnetic disk
later, while the user continues with other transactions. This is
much faster for the user and more efficient for :LS than VE=CN.

For Step By Step procedures for VERIFY enter 'F' and a RETURM.

15.1.2 VE Step By Step

To change the setting of VERIFY the authorized user may enter

/VE-ON OR /VE-OFF

in response to any ILS prompt. 1LS will change the setting and return

the user to the previous prompt.
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It :s also possible to change the VERIFY satt:nj 2 step ?r' eS
The user enters IS in response to the ZLS prompt :r.. AN: ana tnevn enters
either OK or OFF as appropriate.

15.1.3 VE Special Features

As of July 8, 1980 there are no known speciaL f, atures !or 'VS:.y.
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z ADD ROUTING

2.1 IMTRODUCTIOM

The ADD ROUTING procedure permits authorized users to add/delete names on
routing slips. When iournals are checked in via SERIALS CHECK :X, routing
slips for newly received journals may be printed, so that the journal may be
routed to patrons or to their final destination, such as a branch library.
The ADD ROUTING procedure permits users to add or delete names to routing
slips that will be produced during SERIALS CHECK IN.

AVAILABLE INFORMATION

1. Overview of Add Routing

2. Step by Step Procedures For Add Routing

3. Special Features ta Add Routing

Please enter the number of the type of information you desire:

2.1.1 AR Overview

ADD ROUTING is used to add or delete patron names to routing slips used to
circulate serials as they are checked in.

ADD ROUTING requires that the user supply,

1. The Item Identifier(s) - the code number for the individual
item (a unique number for each piece)
which ILS uses internally to identify

the item(s) to be routed.

2. A Patron Identifier - the code number for the patron (a unique

number for each patron) which ILS uses
internally to identify the patron.

2.1.2 AR Step By Step

In ADD ROUTING the user must;

I. IDENTIFY THE ITEM(S) TO BE ROUTED
This section explains how to search through
the ILS system for the appropriate item.

2. IDENTIFY THE PATROM(S)
This section explains how to add/deleta
names from an item's routing slip.
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3. .XX1 TROI AR
Ihi seot..o elplains how to use the ''

command to exit from Add Routing.

For more HELP concerning any of these steps enter the number of that
step and then press <RETURN>.

2.1.2.t :dentify Item

DENTIFYING ITEMS WITH THE 3ARCODE SCANNER
The barcode scanner is the, fastest way to complete any transaction in IIS.

Using the barcode wand eliminates the need for having to type in lengthy
patron data, item data and the transaction symbols (e.g. /CO or /C:). By
wending over a coded version of this same data. ILS users will not experience
the problems associated with miskeying this important information.
To identify an item using the barcode scanner, the 4ser must first be sure
that :LS is prompting the user with :T. A' this point the use: must put the

point of the wand on the barcode label, and move the point of the wand
over the pattern of black vertical lines. :t does not matter if the wand moves
from the left to right side or vice versa. Sometimes it helps Lf the wand is
held directly over the item, instead of at a slant the way one would ". a

pen. It is not necessary to scratch the barcode label. A little smooth stro,..
is all that is needed. Once ILS has recognized the item. it wil respond by
beeping once. This is to say, 'I recognize this item;" Aftr a little practice
with the wand users will feel more comfortable using Lt.

IDENTIFYING ITEMS WITHOUT A BARCODE SCANNER

It is sometimes the case that users either cannot or do not want to use the
baxcode wand. Under these circumstances users may instead access the :LS

Master Bibliographic rile through alternate options. In response to the prompt
ZTEM, enter ? and a carriage return. LS will display 9 access optiors and an
additional option which affixes short messages to an item record. They are;

(MOTE: ONCE YOU'RE DOME READING AN 1TEM IDENTIFICATION OPTION

ENTER A 'T' AMD A RETURN TO GET BACK TO THIS DISCUSS:ONI)

1. IID$- Item Identification * 6. TK - Title Key
Z. AU a Author 7. AT - Author/Title Key
3. CA a Call Number S. SE - Series
4. IS = ISSM/ISSN 9. MI Message (for item just entered)
S. LC 4- Library of Congress *

2.1.2.2 Access by Item Identification Number

Identifying items by their ITEM IDENTIFICATION HUIBER is one possible. yet
uncommon way to access an item in the 1LS system. The IID* is the alpha and
numeric equivalent to the pattern of vertical black lines which make up the bar
code and is found on the bar code label. It can be up to 10 characters long.

To access by the item identification number, enter the key 1111D61 in response
to the ILS prompt ITEM. ILS Will then ask for the !!DO and the user should

enter the symbols as they appear on the item's bar code label. f a user chooses
this option, it is essential that the characters be entered exactly as they
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appearAny discrepancies in the spacing of the characters or typos will yield a
u.ng match or no match. The user may combine these steps into one step by
entering IID#-O S0 1 90 4 in response to the prompt ITEM.

SAMPLE: ILS prompts ITEMt ILS prompts ITEM;
USER types lID* OR USER replies :IDaO0 so 1 g0 4
ILS asks for the XIDS
USER enters 1105 value

2.1.2.3 Access by Author

Accessing an item by the AUTHOR is a popular access option. The ILS system
will accept either a full author surname or a partial surname. This is done
to afford the user the greatest amount of flexibility to vieu either an
individual or range of entries:

SARPLE: AU-ADERSO( 115 will display all entries with ANDERSON as
author. uithout regard to uhich ANDERSON. The
user may select the desired item by its item
number. It there ace more than 5 entries the
user may scan through them by pressing F to
FORWARD through the list or B to BACKUP.

ID TITLE AND AUTHOR
1 The Silver Skates by Anderson. Hans Christianson
2 The Biography of by Anderson, Sandy Z.

DISPLAYIMG THE FULL ENTRY

If the user is unsure about an entry being the correct entry the D command
(DISPLAY) can be invoked to display the full zecord of this item. to verify
that it is the correct entry. The D command is particularly useful when the
truncated title string gives either little or ambiguous information or is
otheruise not fully meaningful to the user. It the correct record cannot be
found using this access option, the user may select another search km. or
quit entirely.

2.1.2.4 Access by Call Number

Located in most instances on the spine r some other visible part of an item.
the CALL HUMBER is perhaps the most efficient, and popular way of gaining
access to the record of a specific item. Although various call numbering
schemes are used by libraries all over the uorld. (Deuey, Library of Congress.
and the National Library of Medicine's being the moze renoun schemes) they
each require that a unique number be assigned to each piece in the collection.
The call number can be as long as is the collection requires. Sometimes thin
items have long call numbers and thick items have short ones.

To access by call number the user must type in CA in response to the ZLS
prompt ITEM. ILS will reply with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL CALL NUMBER. Then
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.heurcnete the cal number desired.If instadtesruihso
combinethese two sts the user may enter CA-A76. a in aeps to te a S
promptsITEZI. Thl; may save some time. :1 the user wishes to see a range of
entries beginnlin with the am& call number IiS will display 5 entries at a

timeon he:creenheue my press F to FORWARD or 3 to goBACKWARDS thzough
the is.To se he full record of an item enter D and the item's rO number.

2.1.2.5 Access by 153K or ISBX

!he 153K andtl55K ate numeric conventions which have been established to
standatdiz the identities of both serials and monographs respectively.
They ate heavily used in the acquisitions process by publishers and
libraries elzke as they afford a succinct means of specifying a desired
item.PThe numbers are a code which identifies both the publisher and
the sp2 ific item.

To access by either the ISSX or ISBN enter IS in response to the ILS prompt
ITEM1. ILS will respond with EXTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL ISSN/ISSR. The user
must then enter in the value. The user may instead combine these two steps
into one by typing 15.O07002Z3734 in response to the I15 prompt ITEM7. ILS will ~
retrieve and then display on the screen all items which match. It the user
wants a specific item, care must be exercised to enter the value exactly
correct. If the user wishes to set a range of entries beginning with the same
numbers then only a partial ISSM or IS3X need be entered.

SAMPLE: 11.3 prompts ITEM ILS prompts ITEM1
USER replies is OR USER replies .XS-O700223733
ILS says ENTER THE FULL ..
USER enters 0700223738

IZS will then search the ISSX/ISI1( index to find all possible matcher. end will
display them on the screen. If there are more than 5 matches ILS will display
the first 5 and say THERZ'S MORE. The user may browse through the matches by
typing F for FORWJARD or 3 for BACKWARDS. If the correct entry is found the useL
must type the ID # of the correct match. if the user wants to see the full
record for any entry, enter 0 and that entry's ID S.

2.1.2.6 Access by LC Card Number

A LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CARD HCUMBER is assigned to each item cataloged by the
Library of Congress. This number is used by libraries to order printed
catalog cards from the library of Congress. The number is usually one of the
cataloging elements included in publishers' Cataloging In Publication (CIP)
-data. It is typically composed of 2 characters followed by a hyphen and
3 to 6 additional numbers.

To access by the LC 0 the user must type in LC in response to the ILS prompt
ITEM. ILS will then respond with ENTXR THE FULL OR PARTIAL LC $.user
must then type in the LC S. It is possible to combine these 2 steps into one

-by entering LC-79-1Z31456 in response to the uIS prompt ITEM. uLS will then
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search the LC * index to find appropriate matches. CZf the entire LC # wss
entered thare wil be only one match; it a partial LC 6 was entered there may
be several matches). The user may browse through the matches by pressing F to
FORWARD and B to BACKUP. If the correct entry is fou.d, enter the 1D e tor that
entry. If the user is not sure that it is the correct record the full record
may be called up by pressing D and the entry's 1D S.

SAMPLE. ILS prompts ITEM ILS prompts ITEM
USER replies LC# OR USER enters LC-79-123456
ILS says ENTER THE FULL...
USER enters 7g-123456

2.1.2.7 Access by Title Key

Title access in the ILS system is almost the same as what is done in the OCLC
system. Users may type in a truncated search key composed of the first few
characters of the first few significant words in the title. Articles and
other stop listed words (e.g. a, an, the, and, United States) are ignored. The
key 3,2,2.1 is used to match the first 3 characters of the first word, the
first 2 characters of the second word, the first 2 characters of the third
word. and the first charater of the fourth word in the title.

To access by title key, the user must enter TK in response to the ZLS prompt
XTE11. ILS will respond with ENTER THE TITLE KEY XX FORnAT 3,2.2.1. (MOTE: if
a title has fewer than 4 words enter commas consecutively to fill in the key.)
These 2 steps say be combined by typing (e.g.) TKmDOR,IL,.E,D. ILS will reply
by searching for and displaying all entries which match the search key. If
there ara more than S matches the system will say THERE'S MORE and the user may
browse through the entries by typing F for FORWARD or B for BACKWARDS. To be
sure that you have the correct record type D and the entry's ID S.

2.1.2.8 Access by Author Title Key

The AUTHOR/TITLE key is a combination key used to sort out more quickly a
desired record. Although the same words may be found in the titles of different
works, it is likely that different authors may be associated with each title.
In this case a 4,4 combination key of both author and title would yield a more
precise retrieval than a 3,2.2,1 title key.

To access by author/title key the user must enter AT in response to the ILS
prompt ITEM. ILS will respond with ENTER 1ST 4 CHARS OF AUTHOR'S LAST NAnE C
IST 4 CHARS OF TITLE IN FORMAT 4.4. The user must then enter the characters
as prescribed. It is possible to combine these 2 steps by typing (e.g.)
AT-ALLR,BODY for the entry Body Functions by Jon Allred. ILS will respond by
searching for all author title combinations with these characters and display
them in groups ot 5 on the screen. If there are aoc than S entries ILS will
say THERE'S MORE and the user can press RETURN to view them. To scan through
the list press F f or FORWARD and B for BACKWARD. To be sure that an ent:7 is
for the correct record the user may press D for DISPLAY and the ID number of
the entry to see the full record of the entry.
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2.1.2.9 Access by Series

Under the VL3 system it is possible to access records in the Master
Sibl igraphic File by the SERIES heading. Catalogers and other library staff
may find this access point particularly convenient if they have series which
comprise many ISSUES. These are sost notable in the biomedical and physical
sciences and in special libraries that contain the raorts of their agency or

corporation.

To access tLS via the series option the user must entor SE in response to the
prost ITEM. (MOTE: This item option should not be confused with the /St command
for serials check in which is another feature of the circulation subsystem
and uses the SE commend. Remember that the serials check in command requires
a /SE to get out to that transacton activity, whereas accessing a record by
series heading requires only SE in response to the !LS prompt ITEM.) ILS will
reply with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL SERIES. The user may then enter any or all
words of the series heading that are known and :LS will search the series index
to find a match. ILS will display all matches and if there are more than 5: the
user may view them by entering F for FORWARO or S for BACXUP.

21.2.10 Message (Item Just Entered)

Immediately after a user has identified en item in the Circulation

Subsystem, ILS allows for a short message to be entered.

2.1.2.11 AR Identification of Patron

Once the item has been identified, the user will want to identify the
patron(s) connected with that item's routing slip. The computer will
prompt the user with the serial ID and copy number, and say:

(P)ERNAMENT OR (T)EMPORARY? TEMPORARY/

This concerns the status on the routing slip of the intended patron. There
is no great difference between the two choices. With a temporary status,
the patron acknowledges that he will not be on the routing slip forever,
but his name will not be deleted from the routing slip until someone
goes through the process necessary. The system will never delete a name
from a routing slip without being told to do so. The user enters the
desired status with either a 'P' or a 'T'.

Once the status is entered, the user has several options. They are:

<A> Add Mame to File
<D> Delete Name from File
<L> List ames in File
</> Go back to subsystem (see Exit From AR)
<.> Go back to function (see AR Special Features)
<C> Change Temporary/Permanent
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If the user discovers he has entered the wrong status command, he can
change it with the 'C' option. For example, if he has entered 'P* for
Permanent and reaIzas he ants to work with the Temporary status file,
sneing a 'C' wil switch him to Temporazy.

The Add Routing function is unique because it identifies first how
the patron is affected on the touting slip and then identifies the
specific patron. When the patron is identified the chosen function
will be executed automatically.

The following functions relate directly to the routing slip. They
are common to both the Permanent and Temporary status.

1) Add NamN - ow to add a name to a routing slip
2) Delete Name - woe to delete a name from a routing slip
3) List Name - How to list all patrons on a routing slip.

Indicate by number the function you want.

2.1.2.12 AR Add Name

To add a name to an item's touting slip, the user must enter A in response
to the ILS prompt OPTION:. S will reply:

PATION:

The user must now begin to enter all the names that are to be added to the
routing slip. After the last name has been entered, the user must enter a
return. ILS will then prompt the user with a series of questions as part of
the exiting process (see AR Exiting From Add Routing)

To review the patron identification options press 1. or
(F) FORWARD to AR Delete Name, or
(T) to go to the top discussion

2.1.2.13 Identifying the Patron

Any and all 1LS functions involving patron data require that the patron be
accurately identified in the 1LS. A patron may be identified by either wending
the bar code on their library card, or entering the equivalent bar code number
or the patron's last name. (1f the wand is not used, enter the patron's last
name instead of the barcode number to avoid typing mistakes).

PATRON IDENTIFICATION OPTIONS

NAME-This is the most common way to enter the patron data. Enter the full last
name or enough characters of the last name to narrow the list down sufficiently
to display the desired patron entry. If there are more than 5 matches, 11S will

say (THERE'S MORE) and the user may then press T or 3 to view additional
entries that match. I; the 5th entry seems to be the correct one, press F to be
suze that the 6th or 7th ones are not identical names. To see more information

-ot a patron in the list, enter D followed by the index number beside the
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patron's name. For example, if you had a list like:

1 JONES, JOHN 3.
2 JONES, JOHN D.
3 JONES. JOHN 0.
4 JONES, JOHN F.
5 JONES. JOHN R.

and you wanted to display more information from the patron's record to select
the correct entry, you could enter D2 or D3 to view further information from
the patron record to accurately identify the patron from the list.

Once you're sure that you've found the correct entry, enter the index 0 which
appears in the first column in response to the prompt PATRON:.

PATRON ID *- The Patron ID # is equivalent to the bar code configuration which
appears on each patron's library card. It is made up of numbers and other
characters which are transformed into a pattern of thick and thin lines and
spaces which together make a code tc identify both items and patrons. A patron
may be identified by this code, however, it is suggested that the staff use the
wand or type in the patron name whenever possible, thereby minimizing the
chance of a typing error.

PATRON REGISTRATION - If the patron is not already registered in the patron
list. it will be necessary to enter their patnon data into the system before
any transaction can be recorded into ILS. Local ILS sites say devise their own
procedures for gathering petron information, r4tting it into the system at some
latez time. for a fuller discussion of paton veqlstztion tefle to the path
PATRON REGISTRATION.

2,1.2.114 AR Delete Name

TO delete a name from a routing slip, the user must enter D in response to the
1L$ prompt OPTION:. IL3 will then display all the names currently on the list
and will ask the user which name is to be deleted. The user may then onter the
number corresponding to the name which is to be deleted.

The user must enter a carriage return in response to the :L3 prompt when all
appropriate names have been deleted. This is the first step of the exiting
process (See AR Exiting From Add Routing.)

2.1.2.15 AR List Name

List Name is used whenever the user wishes to view all the patrons who are
currently on the routing slip. A sample list is shown below.
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&DO ROUTING
SERIAL TITLE: THE HIH RECORD C S) COPY$ I
TEMPORARY OPTION' -

I miss JANE BROWN

2 MR GEORGE CAREW
3 nJR BRYAN JONES
4 MS MARY SMITH

NOTE: When the user selects permanent or temporary lists at the beginning of
ADD ROUTING, this selection will impact what lists are displayed. if the user
wishes to have the other list displayed it will be necessary to enter a C in
response to the ILS prompt OPTION:.

2.1.2.16 AR Exit Add Routing

After the user has completed making changes to the routing slip, a return
must be entered to begin exiting from ADD ROUTING. At this point ILS will
prompt with (F)ILE OR (M)O CHANGE? XO/ . The system is set to default to MO
CHANGE unless the user types in F. If the user wants to file the changes the
correct response is .Next ILS prompts with (P)PERMAXEMT/TEMPORARY? TEMPORARY/.
The system is set to default to TEMPORARY unless the user types IN P. If the
user wants this routing slip to be a permanent one P is the correct response.

The user may now exit from ADD ROUTING by using the / command. This will take
the user to any other activity within ILS. MOTE: if the / key is pressed before
the changes have been filed away, the changes will be lost.

2.1.3 AR Special reatuzes

USE Or THE - KEY and PERMANENT VS. TEMPORARY LISTS

In ADD ROUTING, the - key is used to return the user to the beginning point of
either the item or patron identification stages of ADD ROUTING. This is done to
enable the user to start that point over (e.g. spell a name a differnt way)
while keeping the user within ADD ROUTING. Pressing the - key will erase just
the stage of AR that the user was in the middle of entering (i.e. just the last
item or patron information entered.)

ADD ROUTING provides for both permanent and temporary lists. Permanent lists
are composed of patrons who wish to receive all issues of a serial title each
time they are checked in. Temporary lists are composed of patrons who wish to
receive only a particular issue of a serial title; they may (e.g.)wish to reed
a particular issue which is devoted to an area of thei interest. Users must
specify which list is to be modified; to change a list choice type C
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3 DETA:L

3.1 INTRODUCTION

DETAIL serves as a temporary override to the EXPERItNCE setting by roversgn7
a user's experience level for the current session only. Altho,,gh experienced
users may prefer that ILS not display all the available options,ther users
may find the displays helpful. DETAIL permits users to :everse their experience

level, for one time only, and gives them more flexibility using :LS.

AVAILABMI INFORMATIOM

1. Overview of Detail

Z. Step by Step Procedures For netail

?lease enter the number of the type of information you das:re:

3.1.1 DE Overview

DETAIL requires users to choose between the ON and the OFF setting, each of
which is explained below.

It you choose ON - ILS will display all options at each point in the session.
If a user is an experiencbd user. they usually DO MOT !,ava
the options displayed for them) choosi.ng ON will mean that
ILS WILL DISPLAY all options for the currant session. .. e

next time this user uses ILS the options gill not be shown.

:f you choose OFF - :LS will not display options for each point in the session.
If a user is an inexperienced user, (they usually O0 have
the options displayed for them) choosing OFT will mean that
ZLS WILl MOT D3SPLAY all options for the current session.
The next time this user uses ILS the options uill be shown.

MOTS: To permanently reverse a user's experience level see EXPFERIENCE.

3.1.2 DE Step By Step

To temporarily change experience level the user may enter

/DV-ON OR /DE=OFr

in response to any 1LS prompt. LS will change the experience level for
this session only and return the user to the previous prompt.

It is also possible to change the experience setting in a two step process.
The user enters DE in response to the ZLS prompt COMMAND: and then enters

either oN or OFF as appropriate.
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ti EDIT ITEM

4.1 :XTRODUCTIOX

The EDIT :TEM procedure permits authorized users to edit or add to cataloging
dav in the Master Sibliographic File (MF).

AVAILABLE INFORMATIOM

1. Overview of EDIT ITEM

2. Step by Step Procedures For EDIT ITEM

3. Special Features for EDIT ITEM

Pleas, enter the number of the type of inforeation you desire:

4.1.1 El Overview

The EDIT ITEM procedure permits authorized users to edit or add to cataloging
data in the Master Bibliographic File (MBF).

The user must identify the item for which the record is to be edited. ILS
will then allow the user to add to or delete from the cataloging data. ZLS
will then file the edited record in the MBF.

For Step By Step Procedures of !DIT ITEM press 'F' and RETURN to go forwerd.

4.1.2 9I Step By Step

EDIT ITEM should follow this sequence of stepst

1. ITEM IDEXTIFICATION
Identify the item for which the record is to be edited.

2. EDIT ITEM RECORD
Change or add to the MARC record in the M3F.

3. FILE ITEM
File the changed record in the MSF or leave the it unchanged.
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For jome HLP enter the number of the des :ad option or 77?!ARZ to
Special Features:

J.?.2. I dentfy :tam

IDEHYFYING ITEMS WITH THE 3ARCODE SCANNER

the barcode scanner is the fastest way to complete eny transactzon in ::o.

Using :he barcode wand eliminates the need for naving to type in len-thy
patron data, item data and the transaction symbols e.g. /CO or /C: 3Y

wending over a coded version of this same data, :LS users will not exper-ence
the problems associated with miskeytng this important information.
To identify an item using the barcode scanner. the user must first be sure
that ILS is prompting the user with :TEM. At this point the user must out the
point of the wand on the barcode ladel, and move the point of the wand
over the pattern of black verttcal lanes. It does not matter if the wand moves
from the left to right side or vice versa. Sometimes it helps if the wand is
held directly over the item, instead of at a slant the way one would hold a
pen. It is not necessary to scratch the barcode label. A l:ttle smooth stroke
is all that is needed. Once 1LS has recognized the :tem. it will respond b4
beeping once. This is to say. "I recognl=e this :temVl After a little practice
with the wand users w,.I feel more comfortable using :t,

IDENTIFYING ITEMS WITHOUT A BARCODE SCANNER
:t is sometimes the case that users eithar cannot or do not want to use the
barcode wjand. Under these circumstances users %ay instead access the :1S
iester bibliographic File through alternate options. In response to the prompt
ITEM. eintar ? and a car-age return. .1IS will display 8 access options and an
additional option which affixes sho t messages to an item record. They are!

(AGIC: O;ltC YOU'RE DOME READING ;N IT;X IDEYTIFICYYION OPTION
ENTER A '11 AND A RZTURN TO Gt BACk TO THIS DISCUSSIONI)

1. IIDV
= 

Item Identification t 6. T - Title Key
1. AL - Author 7. AT - Author Title Key
3. CA - Call Number 8. SE - Series
4. is - ISSN/ISBX 9. 11 - Message (for item just entered)
5. iC -- Library of Congress a

4.1.2.z Access by item Identification Number

laentifying items by their ITEM IDENTIFICATIOM NUMBER is one possible, yet
uncommon way to access an item in the ILS system. The lIDS is the alpha and
,UMUOI quivalent to the pattern of vertical black lines which make up the bar
oOdA tnd is found on the bar code labal. It can be up to 10 characters long.

To access by the ite identification number, enter the key " iD" in response
to the LS prompt :IEM. :LS will then ask for the I:D0 and the user should
enter the symbols as they appear on the item's bar code label.If a user chooses
this option. it is essential that the characters be entered exactly as they
appear.Any 1tscepancies in the spacing of the characters or typos will yield a
wrong match or no match. The user may cumbiL- these steps into one step by

entering O:D'S0 $ 1 I0 4 cn respor~sa to the prompt ITEM.
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SAMP'Z prospts :7n: :LS prompts t!TEM
.'SLR types ::8 OR UJSER MePLes :::0-0 S* 9
::s asks for the :ID*
USER enters ::Do val.e

4.1.2.3 Access by Author

Accessing an itee by the AUTHOR is a po lax access option. !he :LS system
will accept either a full author surname or a ;art ca surname. fhis is done
to afford the user the greatest amoun'. of !laexbAlity to view e-tier an
individual or range of entries:

SAMPLE: AU*ANDERSON :LS will display all entries with ANDERSON as
author, without regard to which AKDERSOX. The
user may select the desired item by its item

number. if there are more than 5 entries the
user may scan through them by pressing F to
FORWARD through the .ist or 3 to BACKUP.

ID TITLE AKD AUTHOR
1 The Silver Skates by Anderson, Hans Christianson
z The Biography of by Anderson, Sandy E.

DISPLAYING THE FULL ENTRY

if the user is unsure about rn entry being the correct entry the 0 commend
(DISPLAY) can be invoked to display the full recozd of this item, to verify
that it is the correct entry. The D command is particularly useful when the
truncated title string gives either little or ambiguous information cc is
otherwise not fully meaningful to the user. If the correct record can iot be
found using this access option, the user may select another search key or
quit entirely.

4.1.2. U Access by Call Humber

located in most instances on the spine or some other visible part of an item,
the CALL NUMBER is perhaps the most efficient, and popular way of gaining
access ~o the record of a specific item. Although various call numbering
schemes are used by libraries all over the world, (Dewey. Library of Congress.
and the National Library of Medicin:'s being the more renown schemes) they
each re uire that a unique number be assigned to each piece in the collection.
The call number Can be as long as is the collection requires. Sometimes thin
items have long call numbers and thick items have short ones.

To access by call number the user -must type in CA in response to the :LS
prompt ITLM. ILS will reply with EHTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL CALL HUMBER. Then
the user can enter the call number desized. f instead the user wishes to
combine these two steps the user may enter CA-gA76.15 in response to the ILS
prompt ITEM. This may save some time. if the user wishes to see a range of
entries beginning uith the same call number :LS will display 5 entries at a
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time on the screen.The user may ress F to ' 7URWAAD or 3 to -o 2AfM.ZA5 th.rugh
the ListTo see the fui record of an item enter 0 and t he t:eo ':s D nzzer.

4.?.2.5 Access ,y :SSX or :SH

The ISSM and ISBN are numeric conventions wh:ch have been established to
stendardize the identities of both serials and monographs respectively.
They are heavily used in the acquisit-ons process ny publishers and
libraries alike as they afford a succinct means of specifying a desired
item. The numbers are a code which identifies both the publisher and
the specific item.

To access by either the 1USM or lSBH enter IS in response to the :LS prompt
ITEZ ILS will respond with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL :SSM/:SBM. The user
must then enter in the value. The user may instead combine these two steps
into one by typing IS-0700223739 in response to the :LS prompt :TEN. :iS will
retrieve and then display on the screen all items which match. :f the user
wants a specific item. care must ba exercised to enter the value exactly
correct. if the user wishes to see a range of entries teginning with the same
numbers then only a partial lSSM or ISBN need be entered.

SAMPLE: IL$ prompts Z:EM :1. prompts lTEM
USER replies iS OR USER replies :S,07002Z3738
ILS says ENTER TMH FULL...
USER enters 0700223735

ILS il1.1 then seerch the ISS!1/tSBH indec to find all possible matches, and will
dsplay them on the screen. I there are aore than 5 matches :LS will display
the first 5 and say THERES MORE. The user way browse through The matches by
typing F for 7OR.ARD or 3 for BACKWARDS. If the correct entry is found the user
must typs the :D # of the correct natch. If the uter 4ants to see the full
record for any entzy, enter 0 and that entzy's 1D 0.

4.1.Z.6 Access by LC Card Mumber

A L3RARY OF CONGRESS CARD NUMBER is assigned to each item cataloged by the
Library of Congress. This nuwber is usee b, libraries to order printed
catalog cards from the library of Congress, The number is usually one of the
cataloging elements included in publishers' Ca~aloging In Publication (CIP)
data. It is typically composed of 2 characters followed by a hyphen and
3 to 6 additionai numbers.

To access by the LC 4 the ussr zust type in Lr in response to the !LS proept
ITEM. ILS will then respond with ENTER THE rLL OR PARTIAL LC f.usar
must then type in the LC 0. It is posioie to combine these 2 steps into one
by entering LC-79-123456 in response to the IS prompt :TEi. :IS will then
search the LC 6 index to find appropriate matches. lf the entire LC * was
ertered there will be only one match; if a partial LC # was entered there may
ba several matches). The user may browse through the matches by pressing F to
FORWARD and 3 to BACKUP. :1 th, correct entry is found, enter the ID B for that
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entry. It the user is not sure that it is the correct record the full record
may be called up by pressing 0 and the entry's :D S.

SAMPLE: ILS prompts ITEM LS prompts ITEM
USZR ieplies LC* OR USER enters LC-79-1234S6
ILS says ENTER THE FULL...
USER enters 79-123456

4.1.2.7 Access by Title Key

Title access in the ILS system is almost the same as what is done in the OCLC
system. Users may type in a truncated search key composed of the first few
characters of the first few significant words in the title. Articles and
other stop listed words (e.g. a, an, the, and, United States) are ignored. The
key 3.2,2.1 is used to match the first 3 characters of the first word, the
first 2 characters of the second word, the first 2 characters of the third
word, and the first character of the fourth word in the t3itle.

To access by title key. the user must enter TK in response to the ILS prompt
ITEM. ILS will respond with EXTER THE TITLE KEY IX FORMAT 3,2.2,1. (NOTE: if
a title has fewer than 4 words enter commas consecutively to fill in the key.)
These 2 steps may be combined by typing (e.g.) TCDORIL,MZ,D. ILS will reply
by searching for and displaying all entries which match the search key. If
there are more than 5 matches the system will say THERE'S MORE and the user may

browse through the entries by typing r for FORWARD or B for BACKWARDS. To be
sure that you have the correct ratord type 0 and the entry's ID S.

4.1.2.8 Access by Author Title Key

The AUTHOR/TITLE key is a combination key msed to sort out more quickly a
desired record. Although the seem words say be found in the titles of different
uwoks, it is likely that different authors may be associated with each title.
In this case a 4,4 combination key of both author and title would yield a sore
precise retrieval than a 3,2,2,1 title key.

To access by author/title key the user must enter AT in response to the ILS
prompt ITEM. ILS will respond with ENTER 1ST 4 CHARS OF AUTHOR'S LAST NAME
IST 4 CHARS OF TITLE IM FORMAT 4,4. The user must then enter the characters
as prescribed. It is possible to combine these 2 steps by typing (e.g.)
AT-ALLR,BODT for the entry Body Functions by Jon Allred. ILS will respond by
searching for all author title combinations with these characters and display
them in groups of 5 on the screen. If there are more than 5 entries ILS will
say THZRE'S MORE and the user can press RETURX to view them. To scan through
-the list press F for FORWARD and B for BACKWARD. To be sure that an entry is
for the correct record the user may press 0 for DISPLAY and the ID number of
the entry to sea the full record of the entry.
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.1.2.9 Access by Series

Under the !LS system it is possible to access records in the Master
Bibliographic File by the SERIES heading. Catalogers and other library staff
may iind this access point particularly convenient if they have series which
comprise many issues. These are most notable i.n the biomedical and physical
sciences and in special libraries that contain the reports of their agency ot
corporation.

To access IS via the series option the user must enter Sr in response to the
proot :TEM. (NOTE: This item option should not be confused uith the 'SE command
for serials check in which is another feature of the circulation subsystem
and uses the SE commend. Remember that the serials check in command requires
a /St to get out to that tzanvaction activity, whereas accessing a record by
series heading requires only SE in response to the 1LS prompt ITEM.) IS will
reply with ENTER THlE FULL OR PARTIAL SERIES. The user may then enter any or all
words of the Series heading that are known and IS will search the series index
to find a march. IS will display all metches and if there are more than 5, the
user may view thea by entering F for FORWARD or 3 for BACKUP.

4.1..10 Message (Item Just Entered)

Immediately after a user has identified an itee in the Circulation

Subsystem. IS &llamai for a s)'oxt message t~o La. en'iera.

4.L 2)) ZE Edit Item Record

If the user is EDITINIG data alzerdy in the NB~F the following
sequence may occur.

IS will prompt: Umer should enter:

TAG: MARC tag number already in the record.

SUBFIELD' Subfield code already in the record.

REPLACE: Enter the characters which you wish to delete or replace.

WITH: Enter the corrected datv.

NOTE! that IS will replace the first matching chazactax(s). 1f the subfield
-contains the text 'Medicinstd' and the user enters 'd' in response to REPLACE
the result would be 'Me icineI' .The user should enter 'nod' in response to
REPLACE and 'no' in response to 'WITH. This would result in 'Medicine'.

The user may add now data to a record in the MIT by following the steps below,
If the user enters a tag number or a subfield code that is not currently in
-the record, the following sequence will occur.
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ILS will prompt: User should enter:

TAG: MARC tag number (050, 245)

Be sure to include leading zeroes

IX: Marc indicator (two numberical characters)
If not appropriate for this tag press RETURX.

SUIFIELD: Subfield code (a, b, z)
This entry MUST be in lowercase letters.

ILS will prompt' User should enter:

1> Information to appear in this subfield.

Z> ILS will prompt for second and third appearances
of the subfield until user enters RETURN which

will cause TAG- to reappear.

The sequences for entering or editing data will repeat until ILS prompts

TAG: and the user answers RETURN. Then ILS will move to FILE ITEM.

Fo nore information on FILE ITEM press IF'.

'.1.2.1Z lZ rile Item

if the user has answered a TAG: prompt with RETURN in the EDIT ITEM RECORD
step. ILS will move to FILE ITEM and prompt;

(r)ile or (D)on't change - The user may type 'F' to file the edited record
in the MBT or type 'D' which will leave the
original record unchanged in the MBF.

After the user enters 'F' or 'D' 1LS will prompt ITEMt which allows the user
to begin the EDIT ITEM process again.

4.1.3 EX Special Features

The - or 'up-arrow' has a special use in the EDIT ITEM function.

If the user does not use the wand and barcode label to identify the item.
but instead uses a title, author or other search option, a match say not
be found in the MB, The user may enter - and ILS will prompt ITEM:
allowing the user to start the EDIT ITEM process again.
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5 EXPERIENCE

5.1 INTRODUCTION

EXPERIENCE identifies a user as either an experienced or inexperienced user.
A user's experience level will determine whether or not all :_S options are
displayed on the screen.

AVAILABLE INFORMATZON

1. Overview of Experience

2. Step by Step Procedures For Experience

Please enter the number of the type of information you desire;

5.1.1 EX Overview

EXPERIENCE records each user's experience level using 1LS. It is linked to the
user's password and can only be set by the system administrator. There are two
EXPERIENCE settings:

l.EXPERIEMCE-OrF - This option is for users who are not experienced with ZLS.
With EXPERIENCExOFF ILS will automatically list the
seleotion options Lvailable mt avemy point in XLS.

Z.EXPERIEXCE-ON - This option is for users who are experienced with ILS.
With EXPERIEMCE=OM ILS will not automatically list the
selection options available at every point in ILS.

MOTE: Experienced users may still view ILS options at any point by entering a
followed by a return. Should it ever become necessary to temporarily reverse

a user's experience level DETAIL can be used.

5.1.Z EX Step 3y Step

To set a user's experience level the authorized user may enter

/EX-OM OR /EX=OFF

.in response to any ILS prompt. XLS will change the experience level and
return the user to the previous prompt.

It is also possible to change the experience setting in a two step process.
The user enters EX in response to the ILS prompt COMMAND: and then enters
either ON or OFF as appropriate.
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6 HELP MAIXTEXAMCZ

I OVERVIEW of HM

1.1 HM - Overview

Help Maintenance is an on-line subsystem for maintaining those documents
needed by the library staff in day to day operations. These documents can be
created as:

o Help displays - brief ready reference information, available on-line,
concezning what to do in some particulaz situation.

o Manuals - in depth information, available on-line or in printed fore
(depending on how they are set up). for staff education and training.

1.2 HM - Purpose

Many help displays and instruction manuals (like this one) have already
been prepared by the ILS systems staff. Some users may not need or want any
more. However there are a number of reasons why users may wish to add their
own documents or edit existing ones. These include:

o Documenting manual procedures - Every automated system interfaces to
many local manual pzocedures. To operate a system correctly a staff
member needs ready access to infornation on both the manual and
automated procedures.

o Documenting library policy - A staff member should be able to find out
all the librazy's policies quickly and should see them in their most
up-to-date form. An on-line documentation system such as Help
Maintenance may be the best way to keep this information available and
current.

o Documenting customized features - The ILS is designed for easy
customization - at a high level by changing system parameters and
tables. and at a low level by modifying the code. Help Maintenance
makes it easy to keep all the documentation accurate at each different
installation of the ILS.

o Editing ILS documents - The ILS technical writers have tried to make
all of their documentation clear, accurate, and easily understandable.
However improvements may be possible.

1.3 H - Description

The Help Maintenance subsystem is designed to assist the user to perform
the following functions:

a Entering texts into the computer's data base.
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o editing those temts.

o Likng dlfletent blocks of text (cal.led PARAGRAPHS) together to fot
sequences of text, anA changing oz roazranging those links.

o Indexing individual texts or whole sequences.

a Displaying texts on terminal screens or printing them on the System

printer either individually or in sequences.
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2 BASIC CONCEPTS of HM

2.1 uM Concepts - Paragzaph

The basic unit of text in the Help Maintenance subsystem is called a

PAIAGIAPH.

The ILS pazagraph is not necessarily an English paragraph. i... a number

of sentences at which the tinzt is indented. Zt may be an English paragraph.
or it may be a single word, a sentence, a group of English paragraphs. a list.
a table, or even a graphic design.

Its di;stinguishing feature is that it is always treated as a unit for
display or for linkage with other paragraphs.

Everything on this page is one single ILS paragraph (though aoze than one
pazagraph can be put on one page).
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Z.1.1 4M Concepts - Paragraph -- - £xample

Here is another paragraph.

:t includes everything in this box.

c

u ? h
I U

a few stray characters
n g

g

that
h some extraneous words what
I huh?

9 0

vertical a this ,raphic 5

aI

and the borders of this box too.

Here's a very small paragraph.
(Also in a small bon.)

Here's anothtt short paragraph.
et's vrinted on the same page as the short

paragraph above.
Zdoes't have a box around it-

2.1.2 HM Soncepts - Paragraph - 5 - Size Limits

Paragraphs are always displayed as a unit, either on a CRT terminal
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screen, or on a printed page.

When they're displayed on a CRT, long paragraphs may turn out to be too
big to fit on one screen. When that happens, the computer will display 16
lines at a time and then uit. When the operator presses <(EJ:RM> it will
display the next 16 lines, and so on until the entire paragraph has come out.
Even though the paragraph is displayed in parts, It Is still a unit in the
sense that we cannot display the middle or end of it without going through
the beginning.

It you are writing paragraphs which will be displayed on CRT screens, it
may be convenient for the user If each is limited to 16 lines.

There is only one physical limitation on the size of a paragraph. viz.
each paragraph must be small enough to fit in the memory of the terminal at
which it was created. This is required because each paragraph is composed on
the terminal and then transmitted to the computer in one block C Basic
Operations - Add).

2.1.3 HM Concepts - Paragraph - 6 - Text & Structure

Paragraphs may be thought of as having two components, a TEXT and a
STRUCTURE.

The TEXT is the title and all of the words, spaces, symbols, etc. of a
paragraph. Everything which is displayed on the screen is the paragraph's
text.

The STRUCTURE is all of a paragraph's links with other paragraphi. These
linkm create PATHS of paragraphs or MANUALS for printing out. Paths and
manuals are explained below.

2.2 HM PROCEDURES - PATH

Paragraphs may be linked together to form sequences of paragraphs which
are displayed or printed in the sequence order. These sequences are called
PATHS. A path say contaln any paragraphs or only one.

Every path must have a name. That name serves as the entry point to the
path in the Help Subsystem. Thus If 'CI' is the name of a path of paragraphs
which explain how to check-in a book, typing HE-CT or /HE-CI will cause the
first paragraph of that sequence to be displayed on the screen.

It may be desirable to have more than one term serve as an entry point
for a given path. Thus for example someone may need help in checking in books
but not know that CI is the exact form of the name of the path which explains
that process. To provide these multiple entries we allow SYNONYMs to be
created for any path. :n the case of C1, synonyms such as ZHECK:(, CHCK-:X.
CHECX :N, DISCHARGE. and RETURN could be created as alternative entry terms.
Any number of synonyms may be created for a given path.
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2.21.1 HM Concepts - Paths - 2 - Linkages

The methods used for linking paragraphs together are very simple but
extremely flexible. Any particular paragraph may be at the head of a path, the
middle of a path. or the end of a path (all of which sounds pretty obvious).
However in addition to this, one paragraph may appear in more than one path. :t
may for example be at the head of one path. be in the midal of two others,
and be at the end of a fourth. The same Identical paragraph would then be in
four different paths.

Furthermore, any path may have branches based on user responses. Thus if
a user is reading a paragraph on a CRT screen and presses a certain key, he
might get a certain new paragraph on the screen. However if he presses a
different key he might get a different new paragraph on the screen.

The reason for putting one paragraph into several paths is that it is
often desirable to present the sane information in t-o different contexts.
A cataloger for exauple may need to know how to search the bibliographic file
and then interpret an OCLC-like display. A reference librarian may need to
know how to search the same file and then interpret a reference display. Each
needs some of the same information and some different information. Another use
might be to provide different amounts of information for different purposes.
For example there way need to be a long multiparagraph explanation of something
in a manual, and a one or two paragraph extract lor help displays.

it would be possible to achieve the above aim by copying one paragraph
into two paths, and we can evmn use the compmter to do the work so there need
not be any double typing. However i-1 that is done it could happen that oo
copy would be changed while the othez is overlooked - thus leaving two
conflicting texts in the system. By providing one single physical paragxaph
which may be linked into many paths we evoid this problem. Every document in
the system is authoritative. Each reflects the most recent update of all the
information it contains.

2.2.2 HM Concepts - Paths - 4 - Branch on response

The reason for providing branch-on-response capability within a sequence
is that it enables the user to find the specific information he needs uithout
looking at unneeded clutter. There are a number of situations which equire
this, for example:

o A staff member calls up a help display and finds that he can't
understand it. A branch link might be provided to locate more general
background information.

O A staffer might find his display too general. Different branch points
might be provided to enable a use to read at one level of detail and
then call up additional details or go on. depending on how much he wants
to know about a subject.

o A staffer might not know where to look for the information he needs. A
help paragraph might be used to present him with multiple optiots.
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It is even possible to use the branching capability to provide programmed
instructional manuals. The user "iuli be jiven some _niormation and then as~ed
& ques4tion. His response mignt inn be used by -he branching mechan:sm to
move him on or send him bec to some previous paragrapn.

All of these capabilities - context sensitive displays, locumentation

authority control, multiple levels of help detail, indirect access to
information, and prlmitiv, computer assisted nstruction, are m ade possible

by the multi-path, branch-on-response paragraph linkage system.

Z.3 HM Concepts - Manual

A MAHUAL is a path specially created for printing out on paper. all of
the paragraphs in a manual are stored on-line, Just as for any other path, but
they are displayed by printing them Out. Three characteristics distinguish
manuals from paths intended for on-line display:

I. Manuals do not permit branching within the sequence of paragraphs.
Since a manual is furnished to the user as a printed product rather
than an on-line interactive display, there is no opportunity for users
to 'respond' to options and change the display sequence. :nstead,
the paragraphs are printed out in a straight sequence.

2. Every paragraph in a manual must have certain print formatting
information recorded in its structure. These are explained in the
chapter on Operations, section on Linking Paragraphs into Manuals.

3. All manual names must have the form ' w1', where '#' is an integer
number irom 0 to 99, e.g. 4, K176, MO, etc. A maximum of 100 manuals
may be created.

All of the paragraphs in a manual may also be included in ordinary non-
manual paths or in any number of other manuals. Thus the same information may
be made available in many different on-line and printed forms.

2.4 HM Concepts - Directory

The DIRECTORY is the list of all help paths available to an on-line user.
It is in effect a kind of index to the help system. Adding a path name to the
directory accomplishes two things:

1. It inserts the name into its correct place in an alphabetical list
of path names. Ihen a help user types '-DI' he can see that list.

Z. It provides an entry point to the help data base. when a help user
enters '"Pethname' he sees the first paragraph in that path.

The name entered in the directory need not be the same one that is used in
the peraraph structures. It might be a synonym for some path name (e.g.
'DISCHARGE' for 'CHECK-IM'). or an iternAtive entry po-nt to a path ea.;.
'CHECK-iM'. 'REME ', 'VER IY', or etc. as entries into a path called
CIRCULATION' . Thus the directory is the user's entry ocabulary for the Help
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ys tam.

paths may bea zreated w dt o not ance itr t'.e t-e; r urots nay
be usead by a wruiter to :eo:;gnate )ne ,rmore pa:Igraphs Zt.3n apeit 3Z: :-o~n
parts of other paths and/or nanuals However tZ hey 're ot n ;'e -ole-: r"
they will not appear in the alphabatcal hat and t e nay nor be en erea
directly.
3 PROCEDURES of ?nI

7o maintain a help text type 4r or /til to enter Help text ta:-oennce
From there ' or the Help ,ey wIl ltsplay all of the ava:00 otonanis.-

there are six basic maintenance toomands they ace

Add, Edit, Find, Viet. Print. and Delete.

Each one may be used on the Directory of oaths, the Poragraphs thexseles.

or the index of tanuals. to onitoate a comoend type its first letter. the
spstea aill then ask for Directory. Paragraphs. or nanuals (D. P. or -

Depending on what the command is, the system may then asc for vrther
informatlon.

:f you wish, you may enter several pieces of tnformation at -nc e by typing
a space between each piece, e.g.-

A D - to add a neta path to the directory.
F P tEST - to fi.d a Paragraph with the word 'test' in its title.
E N - edit a manual entry point,
E - .77 - edit the entry point for manual M77.
E P 21 S - edit paragraph 21's structure.

and so on. Each maintenance comsand will function somewhat Hifferenty

depending on anether you are working on the Directory. toe Paraoraphs. or the
manual entries, however the basic principles af each are the sa:e

The following satertal explains how to perform each $recifoc function.

3.1 HM Procedures - Paragraph Add

to add a paragraph you must supply the system wth a ttle, text. and

two other pieces of informatoon - the 'delete flag' and the 'default op path'

the 'DELETE FLAO' marks the paragraph as delet-iblx o- n--'a. *'ae Non-
deletable paragraphs may on y we removed by users with a arectl password
which is not included in this manual.

Sometimes a user will need nore oenera tntrnaizn than he tseeing on
a screen- to oat t he presses '

5
'P' on otder -t seeor ?tv'as naragrapha i

the path he is examIning. Mewever :f he reannes the top at that xeq1'ence and

otll wishes more 7eneral infornatln a 'D EF_7 JP P TH is :e'llred on orler
to furnish him with nore The laf.1l t "p pet> nay he toe name any path in
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the dizectorv. ' P' fzom the top paragraph of a pith wili take the user to
the top of the default up path. if one esists A aragraph need only e

1v.n a default up path if 1 t 3s tself he top of some path. Even then
the deaul up pa!h is opt-onel :f none is entered, the Help system wil
default up to the Help command option list.

-Remember: Adding a paragraph to the database does not by itself make
that paragraph accessible to users. it is stil necessary to link it to some
path or manual in ozder to enable anyone to see it.

From HELP TEXT MAINTENANCE type 'A P' to add a new paragraph.
Then...

DEFAULT UP PATH >
Type any existing path name as the path which the system will switch to
it a user enters '/UP' from this paragraph and there is no previous
paragraph to go up to. Type RETURN for no default up path.

Can this Paragraph be DELETED (Y/N) >

'Y' enables deletion of this paragraph using the 'D P' command.

'M' protects the paragraph from deletion unless a special password is
entered.

TITLE >
S Litch to upper/lower case if desired, then enter title of new paragraph.

COPY EXISTING PARAGRAPH (Y/N) N/
'N or RETURN moves you on to the next step.

'Y' tells the syste to Copy the teot ixom an existing paragraph. You
hay then edit that copied text instead nf typing in a uholly new oite.

COPY FROM PARAGRAPH4 >
Type the number of the paragraph which you wish to copy. The system
will display its title for confirmation, then initiate editing of
that text rather than the add procedure below.

ADDING TEXT - WHEN DOME, PRESS f2 TO STORE OR f8 TO EXIT - PRESS 'RETURN'
Switch to upper/lower case if desired. Press RETURN and the screen will
go blank. Then type in the new paragraph. Use cursor position arrows or
insert/delete line/character if desired. Do MOT type in column 80
(right margin of the screen) or unwanted blank lines may be created.

When finished, press function key 'fV' to store the modified text or 'f8'

to cancel and store a blank paragraph.

3.2 HM Procedures - Adding to the Directory

A new term added to the directory may be the name of an entirely new path.
a synonym for an eisting path. or an alternative entry point to an existing
path (i.e. one that starts the user at some place other than the first
paragraph in that existing path). To add a new toxm. you must furnish the

system with the following information:
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the new name.

whether or not this name is Ieletable
the n am of any Path for ',hiC1 this -s a synonym or an alternative entry

point.
'starting and 'previous' paragraph numbers,

definition

The starting paragraph is the one which is fi:st displayed when the user
types the ne h path name. The 'previous' paragraph Ls the one which the user
,Ill go 'up ' to if he enters 'vUP' from the starting paragraph. qO EVER, note
that naither '"UP' nor any other transition from one paragraph to another aill
work unless both the s,arting paragraph and whichever paragraph is prevlous ir
:ext have the ne' path name and linkages added to the-: strct-ure see -inking

Paragraphs into Paths). :j the new name is only an alternate entry point to an
existing path. you need only use the same previcus paragraph nt mbe: already
defined for the new 'starting' paragraph in the old path. The existing
paragraph structures will continue to work.

it may be *ise not to add a term to the directory until aiter a-i the work
of creating and linking the paragraphs which will be displayed under that tars
is already fintshed. Othaerise there is some risk that Help users ai:: iind
and try to read your new data before it is in a fit state to be seen.

rrom Help Text Maintenance type 'A D' to add a new term to the directory.
Then...

X V4 PATH XAME >

Type the new tearm to be aetered in the directory. The tar must be all
upper cars, 10 characters oL less in length, and include no spaces. The
first character uust be alphabatic (A-Z).

Yoi %ay abbrav~ite this itep by typing 'A D Pathnaee' from Help tat

SYNONYM FOR PATH >
If this er is a synonym for an axisting path. type the name of that

path. Otherwise press RETURN, I you do enter a path name. no other
inlozrmation is required. ihe system will insert the new tarm in the
directozy, define it as a synonym for the path you have named here. and
return you to the top of help Text lIalntaeance.

IS PATH DELETABLE (Y/H) >

'Y' enables deletion of this term from the directory using the Delete
command.

'' protects the term frcm deletion unless a special password is entered.

AL7EAATC !NM1Y FOR ?ath >
-ntet the nme of an existing path if you wish the new term to be an
alternative antry point o thet path. Othccwise press RETURN.

SIART:4G ?&RAO
Enter the iumber -,f the paragraph which you wish to be displayed first
when the Help user types heis new path name.

PREVIOUS PARA6 >
.f this directory entry is an lternate entry point !or an existing path.
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you may enter the previous para$ which already exists in 'hat path. For
a ma mpla:

Assume that 'ABC' is an existing path and 'M!W' is a new alternative

entry point for ABC which you ar now adding.
assume that peraS 451 will be th. sta.ting paragraph of NEW and that
in ABC. para 451 has parat '22 as its previous paragraph.

If you make 722 the previous pazas in HEW. then the new directory
entry will work with no changes to the structure of paraS 451.

zf you entering an entirely nau path, not an alternative entry point to
an existing path, then make the previous par s 0.

25 CHARACTER DE!KIKTIOK >
Enter the definition which you wish to appear alongside the new term in
the directory.

SAVE THIS ENTRY (Y/X) >
'Y' to confirm and return to the top of Help Text Maintenance.

The new path name is now in the directory and may he used by Aelp users

If this is a new path name (not a synonym or an alternative entry ?o-nt
for an existing path) and if you have not already done so. You should now

create any linkages needed to link paragraphs into this path (see Linking
Paragraphs into Paths).

3.3 H11 Procedures - Adding a New Manual

A manual is a linear sequence of paragraphs linked together and formatted
for printing. In order to ;teate one it is necessary to establish the
paragraph links (see 'Linking Paragraphs into nanuals') and create an entry
point in the list of manuals

Creating that entry point 'adds' the Aanual to the system. :t enables you
to print manuals in just the sawe way that adding a path name to the Help
Directory enables users to acces that path.

To add a manual to the list of manuals you must give the system:

a manual number
title

definition
starting paragraph number

One manual may be made to include others simply by putting a manual number
in instead of a starting paragraph number.

From Help Text Maintenance type 'k M' to begin adding a new manual,

Then...

MAHUAL6 >
Enter the number of the manual which you wish to add. The number must be
of the form '"I' where 'C' is an integer -umber e.g. '-99'.
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Lou say ,~t~ ate thi step by typing 't I S1' frmc elp Text
Malntenance

T:TLE of '1t (25 chars max) /

Switch to upper/lower case 1f desired, then enter the ti :!a o the new
manual.

DEF:NTICM ::5 chars max)
-nter a brief definition. This definition will NOT be printed when the
manual is printed out. :t is only for use In Help Text a-ntenance.

STARTZNG PARA#
Enter the number of the paragraph which ycu wish to be the first one in
the printed manual.

You may type a manual number 
t
e.g. 'n5') instead of a paragraph number.

That will cause the entire manual you have referenced to be printed out
as t.ie fistr chapter in t new ma-tual - f you type a manual number the
system will respond with

INCLUDE nANUAL Mxx (Y/N) Y/
'V or RETURN to confo:m.

The system will promot again for another

STARTIMG PARA$ - /

You may enter another aanual number, a paragraph number, or
RETURN.

Another apnual nuwbar will cause th&t &anttal to be included as
chapter 2, and so on until you type a paragraph number or
RETURN .

If you type kETURP. the system ijill proupt with,

END Of MANUAL 61* (Y/N) 1/
'Y' or RETURN to confirm.

SAVE THESE CHARGES (Y'N) T/
'5' or RETURN to co)nfirm.

1.4 NM Procedures - Linking Paragraphs into Paths

Linking a paragraph into a path requires several operations.

First, yoJ rust 'edit' the paragraph struc:ure. Th-s includes
identifying;

the new path name.
the paragraph you wish to be previous to this one xn the path. You may

specify 'AMY' to mean that all of the following works the sace way no
matter what paragraph is previous to this one. 'ANY' Still allows
you to specify specific previous paragraph numbers which will be
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th, user response to move hl froam the previous paragraph to this one,
the ne t paragraph after this one.
any alternate path. i.e. one ahich you wish to sw'tch to upon reaching

the next paragraph.
the prompt which you wish to be displayed with this paragraph if the

user types '?' to find out what the responses mean.

Secondly, you must then edit the structures of the previous and next
paragraphs in order to complete the links between thee (see 'Edit Paragraphs').

First find the number of the paragraph you wish to link into a path - you

can search for it using the F(ind) command and/or verify it using the 7(iew)
command. Then, from HELP TEXT MAIMTEMANCE. type 'E P' to begin editing a
paragraph.

Then...

PARAGRAPH$ >

Enter the number of the paragraph you wish to link into a path.

EDIT T(ext) or S(tructuze) >
Enter '5' for structure.

You any abbreviate the above steps by typing 'E P 0 S' from HELP TEXT
MAINTENANCE, where '*' is the number of the paragraph you wish to link

into the path.

The system will display the paragraph number and its title and then list
any paths and manuals which the paragraph currently participates in.

PATH Number or Mame >
Assuming the path you want to lijk this paragraph into is not already
listed (if it is. sam the procedurt fox 'Editing Paths'), type the new
path name.

LIN TO NEW PATH 'Pathname' (Y/N) >
'Y' confirms that you wish to link this paragraph to a path to which it is
not now linked.

PREVIOUS PARA$ >
It the Help user will be coming to this paragraph from another paragraph

enter the number of that paragraph here. it he will be coming here
directly by entering a path name (this is the first paragraph in that
path), enter '0' - then be sure to create a directory entry for the path
with '0' as the 'previous path' and this paragraph's number as the

'starting path' (see Directory Add procedure).

You may enter 'ANY' to mean that the links specified below will work no
matter what previous paragraph the user has come from. This still allows
you to enter specific previous paragraph numbers later which will then
automatically supersede the 'ANY' control for those specific previous

pazagraph numbers.

RESPONSE >
Type the character or character string which the user must enter to move
fro the previous paragraph to this one. If there is no real previous
paragraph (i.e. this is the first paragraph in a new path). then any
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dummy response will do.

rULL REFERENCE ESTABLISHED

NEXT PARA$ - /
Enter the number of the next paragraph you wish the user to go to after
he finishes with this one. if there is no more, enter the number of this
paragraph.

SWITCH TO ALTERNATE PATH a /
If you wish the user to leave the path he is in at this point and start a
new one beginning with the next paragraph, enter the name of the new path.

PROMPT - /
Enter a character, word, massage. or whatever which you wish the Help
System to display as a prompt to enable the user to go on to the 'next
paragraph' specified above.

SAVE THESE CHANGES Y/M) >
'Y' to confirm. The system will now ask for any further paragraph
linkages you wish to make within this path (remember that one path may
have multiple branches in it). or for '-' to return to the top of HELP
TEXT MAINTENANCE.

MOTE: If you have linked this paragraph to previous and next paragraphs
as part of a sequence, you MUST add this paragraph as a 'next paragraph'

in the previous paragraph's structure, and as a 'previous paragraph' in
the next paragraph's structure. If this is tha first paragraph in a
path. you MUST make an entry in the direcory if you wish users to be abl.
to directly access it.

3.5 Hr Procedures - Linking Paragraphs Into Manuals

Linking a pazagxaph into a manual is much like linking one into an on-line
Help path. You identify the paragraph you wish to work on and begin the
procedure for linking that paragraph into a prth. Then when the system asks
for 'PATH Number or Name >' you respond with a name in the form 'M*' where 'P'
is an integer number. That tells the system that the 'path' you wish to link
to is in fact a manual.

You then furnish the system with linkage and forest information including:

previous paragraph#,
next paragraphl - the 'noert paragraph' may in fact be a whole manual, or a

series of manuals, which you wish to be included in the text of this
manual after the paragraph you are nw on. ihey 1wil appear ap
'sections' of the cnapter you are in. or subsections if you &re
already at the section level, and so on.

Does it start a new page?
Does it begin a new chapter, section or subsection?

As with linking paragraphs into paths. you MUST also edit the structure
of the previous paragraph to make this one its 'next paragraph', and the next
paragraph (if there is one) to make this one its 'previous paragraph'.
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It may be difficult to create a manual with a peraect print format on the
first try. However once the manual is created it is not diiticult to ;o acK
back and edit the sequence and format as needed to ]et a polisned looking
result.

rizst find the number of the paragraph which you w;sh to link :nto a
manual - you can search for it using the F(ind) command and/or verify it ising
the V(iew) command. Then, from Help Text Maintenance, type 'E P' to begin
editing a paragraph.

Than...

PARAGRAPHO >
Enter the number of the paragraph uhich you wish to link into a manual.

EDIT T(ext) or S(tructure) >

Enter 'S' fox structure.

You may abbreviate the above steps by typing 'E P * S' from Help Test
Maintenance, where '0' is the number of the paragraph you wish to link

into the manual.

The system will display the paragraph number and its title and then list
any paths and manuals in which the paragraph currently participates.

PATH Number or Hame >
Assuming the manual you want to link this paragraph into is not already

listed (if it is. see the procedure lor 'Editing Manuals'). type the new
manual number. The name must be of the form 'M#' (e.g. M77, MZ. etc..
where 'S' is an integer number.

LINK TO MEW PATH '11, (Y/N) >
'Y' confirms that you wish to link this paragraph to a manual to which it

is not now linked.

(MANUAL MO)
PREVIOUS PARA# * /

Enter the number of the paragraph which you wish this paragraph to follow.
If this will be the first paragraph in the manul, enter '0'.

NEW PAGE (Y/N) - /
'Y' causes the printer to start at the top of a new page when it prints
this paragraph.

NEW CHAPTER (Y/NX * '

'Y' causes the title of this paragraph to appear as a chapter heading in
the table of contents and the text.

NEW SECTION (Y/N) - /
'Y' causes the title of this paragraph to appear as a section heading in
the table of contents and the text. If the answez to 'NEW CHAPTER' is
'N' then the answer to this question is automatically 'N' and the 'NEW
SECTION' prompt will not appear.

NEW SUBSECTION (Y/N) /

'Y' causes the title of this paragraph to appear as a subsection heading
in the table of contents and the text. if the answer to 'NEW CHAPTER' or
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S''EWSECT:^X:' 'N' 
t
hen the answer to this question is automatica:1/ '4'

and the 'NEW sUSECT:a' prompt will not appear.

NEXT PARA$ - /
Enter the number of the paragraph which you wish to follow this one Ln the
print sequence. 1f there is no more, press RETURN.

You may cause an entire manual to be printed next :nstead of just another
paragraph by typxn7 a manual number in the form 'M11 instead of a
paragraph number. The system will then ask:

7NCLUDE MANUAL Mt (Y/M) >
Type 'Y' to confirm. The system will then again ask for:

NEXT PARA# * /
You may include more manuals, type a paragraph number, or RETURN
as is described above.

SAVE THESE CHAW-:S (Y/N( >
'T' to confirm and begin again for any further modificat:ons to the
structure of this paragraph.

MOTE: It you have linkad this paragraph to previous and next paragraphs
as part of a sequence, you MUST add this paragraph as a 'next paragraph'
in the previous paragraph's structure, and as a 'previous paragraph' in
the next paragraph's structure. :n order to print the nanual, you MUST
also add the manual entry point to a list of manuals (see Adding a New
ManualI.

3.6 HMn Pzocedures - Editing Paragraph Text

The 'text' of a parxraph is its title and the material displayed on a Help
user's screen or in a manual. Editing it is very simple.

First find ;the number of the paragraph you wish to link into a path - you
can search for it using the F(ind) command and/or verify it using the V(ieu)
command. Then, from MELP TEXT MAINTENANCE, type 'E P' to begin editing a
paragraph.

Then...

TITLE - IThe title of this paragraphl
/

Switch to upper/lower case if desired and type in any new title. Be sure
to type the complete new title, not just the changes. If there are no
changes, press RETURN.

COPY OTHER PARAGRAPH (Y/M) M/
I'' or RETURN moves you on to the next step.

'Y" tells the system to replace the existing text with text copied from
some other paragraph. You may then edit that copied text before saving
it. (If you do not save the new text, the old one will still remain.)

COPY TROM PARAGRAPH# >
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Type the number of the paragraph which you wish to copy. The system
will display its title f o con i mation. then initiate editing of the
replacet toxt.

EDITING TEXT - WHEN DONE. PRESS f2 TO STORE OR f$ TO EXIT - PRESS 'RETURM'
Press RETURN ani. the screen will display the existing text of this
paragraph. Switch to upper/lower case if detized and then edit the text.
You may add or modify text anywhere on the screen and may use the regular
keys plus the cursor position arrows and insert/delete line/character
keys. You may also add or edit text 'below' the screen using the roll up/
roll down keys. Do HOT type in column 80 (right margin ot the screen) or
unwanted blank lines may be created.

When finished, press function key 'f2' to store the modified text or '£8'
to cancel all the changes and keep the original text.

If using upper/lower care, switch back to upper case CAPS LOCK.

3.7 HN Procedures - Editing Paths

To edit a path you must change the structures of the specific paragraphs

in that path.

A path is a sequence or linkage of paragraphs but, as explained in the

Iction on Hfl Concepts - Paths - Linkage, the links are stored with the
paragraphs rather than in separate chains. To edit a path, e.g. to change the
sequence order of paragraphs in that path or to add a new branch on response,
it is necessary to change the 'structures' of the specific paragraphs whizh
axe involved in the change.

Suppose for example that we havt a path which goes through the following
paragraphs:

77. 192,14.Z10,g99140

Now we want to insert a new paragraph. 166, in the middle to gett

77,19Z.q,166,210,9.740

We must break the link between 4 and ZO by eliminating 21 as a 'next
paragraph' in 4 and eliminating 4 as s 'previous paragraph' in 210. We then

add ?66 as a next paragraph in 4, 210 as a next paragraph in 166, 166 as a
previous paragraph in 210. and 4 as a previous paragraph in 766.

This sounds a little more cumbexscme than it actually is since the
deletions and additions can be accomplished in a single att of replacing one
value with another.

Now consider a path with branches such as;

77
/

1___ a a a
/ R <-- new branch on response.
4 166 270 0
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140

Paragraph 792 has three branches 'to . 66, and Z') and '40 has two

entrances (from '66 and ;9).

If we want to add a new sequence In this path to io from 'QZ to Iq to 140.
we must add a new response to 192 and a new previous paragraph -o I

Finally, suppose we have two paths:

Pathl - 77,19Z,4.Z' 0,99,i40
PathZ - 400,179, .. . (15 more paragraphs) .... 356,35'

and we want to incorporate PathZ in the middle of Pathi e.g between 4 ani Z0

to get!

Pathl - 77,192,4,4O,l1i,.. 356,357,210,99,..0.

One way to do this would be to link each paragraph zn PathZ into Path'.
This would require us to edit twenty-one paragraphs, 4 and 210 trom Path! and
all nineteen from Path2.

A more convenient way 4ould be to:

replace 210 tiO th 400 ks a next pa.rgzaph in 4.
replace 4 with 357 tv a praviou* paragraph in 210.
add 4 as a preious paragraph in 400,
add 210 as a nant pa.ag':aph tn itO (xay'e as a branch o0 response).

and
,witch pa,'h namos ixom P&thl to Fathl when gotng to 400,

switch path names oi Prth2 to Pat;.1 sihan leaving 357.

The Help user would nou be able to enter Path1. slip into PathZ without
even being aware of it, and return to the rest of Pathl when he is finished.
The only 'penalty' (:1 indeed it is one) is that at the end of Path2 there must
be two vaid responses, one to quit and one to see the reaainder of Pathl. :f
we simply wished to tack Pathl onto the end of PathT, than even this p2nalty
would not exist since the Help user would be quitting at the end of Pzth2
regardless of where he entozed the sequence.

EDIT t(ext) or S(tructure) >
Enter 'S' for structure.

You may abbreviate the above steis by typing 't P 0 S' from HELP TEXT
MAIXMEMAMCE, where '#* is thn number of the pzragraph you wish to edit.

The system will display t1,e paragraph number and 3ts title and than list
any paths and manuals which the paragraph currently participates in.

PATH mumber or Name >

Enter the number or name of the path you wish to edi.t If the one you
want is not listed, see the procedure for linking Paragraphs into Paths.

PARAGRAPH * DEFAUL: UP PATH = DEI.E-T rLAG
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PATH PP# RESPONSE NP$ ALT. PATH MESSAGE/PROMPT

All of the existing combinations of previous paragraph numbers and

responses for this paragraph in this path will be listed under the above

headings. You may now add to them, ihange them, or delete one or more

of them.

CHANGE DEFAULT UP PATH OR DELETE FLAG (Y/N) N/
'Y' to change either of these, 'X' or RETURN to leave them alone and go
on.

It you answered 'Y', then the following will occur.

DEFAULT 'P PATH - - /
Enter a new default up path or press RETURN to keep the existing one.

To delete the existing default up path without entering a new one,

type '%K' or '*KILL'.

Any changes are effective immediately, even if you press '-' (or fI)
tu quit right after changing this data element.

DELETE FLAG I ['T' or 'N']
You may change 'Y' (yes, paragraph is deletable) t3 'N' (no. not
deletable). If you try to change an 'N' to a 'T the system will
ask for a special password.

Any changes to the delete flao are aLso effective immediately, even

it you press '-' (or fZ) right after changing the flag.

PREVIOUS PARA# >
Enter!

The number of an existing previous paragraph for which you wish to change

tf"%e response or other information, or for which you wish to add a new
response, or

The number of a new previous paragraph in this path, or

'ANY' - meaning any previous paragraph other than ones specifically nameo.

'1KILL[spacelPP#' where PP# is a previous paragraph you wish to delete
from this path (e.g. '-KILL 421'). The system will then ask:

DELETE ALL ENTRIES WITH PP* * _ (Y/N) >

Entez 'Y' to confizm.

If you have several responses coming from one PP9 and only wish to
delete one of them, do NOT kill the PP*. Kill the specific response

Instead (see below).

Killing an entry ends the session and returns you to the top of the
Paragraph Edit Module.

RESPONSE >
Enter:
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%n ex-ting response :or tne Previously ientiii-i ",70 -or h.of -''o wish
.%a :ago the ne~t ?aragraphl. ar

A new response which you wish to add to the previous pazagrzph, or

'-K:1L space].Aesponse' where Response is an existing response which you

wish to delete from association with the previously identified PPt.
The system will then asx; DELETE RESPONSt E ___

Enter 'Y' to confirm.

Klling a response ends the session and returns you to the top of the
Paragraph Edit nodula.

FULL REFERENCE ESABL:SMED

The system now knows what specific previous paragraph#/zesponse pair you
are editing.

MEXT PAA# __ /
If you have identified an existing PPC/response ?a!=. the system shows the
nest paragraph Help users jill branch to when they have rome :oo that P74
and now enter that response.

Type a new XP# or press RETURN to leave it alone.

11 no number is displayed, enter one.

SW:TCH 70 ALTERNATE PATH * __ /
.ype any new path name you wish the Help users to switch to upon tsaving
this paragraph when they have come from the indicated FPO and enter the
indicated response. Press RETURM to keep the existing alternate path.

,O delete an existing alternate path ;,.thout replacing zt with anythzng.

type K:-LL'.

PROMPT /
The prompt appears when the Help user answers 'CMD>' with '?' in the Help
system. :t is an explanation of what the above created response does.

Enter a new prompt or press RETURM to keep an existing one.

SAVE THESE CHAYGES (YIK) >
'Y' to confirs.

ZOMT!MUE ACDIXG AT R(esponses). P(P?#), or - to EXIT >
Continue editing or return to the top of the Paragraph Edit Module.

Mote: If you modify the structure of one paragraph. e.g to ireate a new
'next paragraph' in a particular path, then you may also need to icdify

3.8 HM Procedures - Editing 11anuals

To edit a manual you must change the structures of the specific paragraphs
in that manuel.

?age 
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A anu. i.s a sequence or l nkag. of paragrapns nut. as e.plai ed _n the
section on HM Concepts - Manuals, the I nks aze stored with tre paragraprs

rather than in separate chains. To edit a path - eat. to :nange the seq-.ence

order of paragraphs. to add or delete a pazagraph. or to add or ±eete a .nola

sub-manual - it is necessary to change the 'structures' of the speciric
paragraphs which are involved in the change.

To change the name. definition, or starting paragraph of a manua.. edit
its entry point (see HM Procedures - Editing Nianual Entry PointsJ.

rirst find the number of the paragraph whse structure you wish to edit
- you can search !or it using the r(ind command and/or erify it using the
V(iew) command. Then. from Help Text Maintanance, type 'E P' to begin editing
a paragraph.

Then...

PARAGRAPH# >
Enter the number of the paragraph which you jish to edit.

EDIT T(ext) or S(tructure) >
Enter 'S' for structure.

You may abbreviate the above steps hy 'v;ng 'E P 0 S' from 'elp Text
Iaintenance, where '6' is the number or tne paragraph you wish to edit.

The system will display the paragraph .imer and its title and then list
any paths and manuals which the paragr ah currently partisipates in.

PATH Humber or Name >
Enter the display number or the ma.nual numner (in the forz 'M*') of the
manual which you wish to edit.

(MANUAL MO)
PREVIOUS PIRAO * /

Enter the number of the paragra.h which you wish this paragraph to follow.
or type RETURN to accept the existing ntmber.

If this will be the first paragraph in the manual, enter ''

4EW PA.GE ('f/N1 - _/
Type 'Y' or 'N' or RETURN to accept the existing value.

'Y' causes the printer to start at the top of a nou page when it prints
this paragraph.

NEW CHAPTZE (Y/N) - _/
Type 'Y' or 'N' or RETURN to accept the existing value.

'Y' causes the title of this paragraph to appear as a chapter heading in
the table of contents and the text.

NEW SECTION (Y/N) . _/
Type 'Y' or 'M' or RETURN to acct,, ne existing value.

'Y' causes the title of this para. -h t appear as a section heading in
the table of contents and the text. 1! the answer to 'NEW CHAPTER' is
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'H' then the answer to this question is automatically 'N' 2n ha 'NEW
SECT:0x' prompt will not appeaz.

MEW SUBSECTION (Y/fl *0

Type 'Y' or 'N' or RETURN to accept the existing val.,e.

'Y' causes the title of this paragraph to appear as a subsection Aeading
in the table of contents and the text. if the answer to Ct HAPT7' Or
'NEW SECTION' i 'N' then the answer to this question is automat:zai/ 'x'
and the 'NEW SUSSECTION' prompt will not appear.

NEXT PARAS -_ -/
You may replace the existing value by typing a new one. The new one wll
then be the next paragraph to follow this one in the print se-uence.

To accept the existing value, type RETURN.

'o delete the whole entry and not replace it fbecause :his may be The last
paragraph in the manual), type '-k' or 'aK:LL'.

You may cause an entire manual to be printed next instead of :ust another
paragraph by typing a manual number in the 4orm 'M&' instead o= a
paragraph numter. The system will then ask:

:XCLUDE MANUAL 1 (Y/N] >
Type 'Y' to confirm. The system will then again ask for:

NEXT PARA# - -/

You may include more manuals, type a paiagrap' number, -'V or
RETURN as is described above.

SAiE .XESE CHANGES (Y/N) Y/

'Y' o" RETURN to confirm and begin again lox any fuxther modifications to
the structure of this partgzaph.

NOTE: if you have changed the 'previous' or 'next' paragraphs of this
uanuel sequence, you MUST also make this paragraph a 'next paragnaph'
in the previous paragraph's structure, and a 'previ.ous paragraph' in
the next paragraph's structure. In order to print the manual, there IUST
also be a manual entry point ior it (see Adding a New Manual).

3.9 Nil Procedures - Editing the Directory

Any term in the directory may be modified or deleted.

To delete a term from the directory it is only necessary to supp" its
,aas with a delete command.

To modify one you must go through a procedure verv like the one for adding

to the directory.

To delete a deletable term from the directory type 'D D'.
Then...

PATHname >
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Type the name of the path you 4isn to deiet& fzom the He-p Dlzectory.

I.umay abbreviate tis step by tipLng ' D Pathname' from HE:? TEXT
nAZMTEXANCE.

DELETE PTM '?athname' FACM THE HE'-? D:RECTORf

ARE YOU SURE /lm >

'Y to confirm. The system will flash ':ELETED i1' ano zeturn you to
the top of Help Text laintenance.

Terms which are defined as non-deolotaOia in the directory may also be
deleted, but only with a special password.

To modify the characteristics of a term in the dizector7.

From HELP TEXT MAINTENANCE type 'E D* to begin edit:ng the dizectory.
Then..

PATHname >
Type the n.me of the path you wish to edit.

f'ou may abbreviate this step by typing 'E : Pathname' from HELP TEXT
MA:NTE,:(ACE.

EDITING PATH __

3YNONYM FOR PATH * -- /
To make this term a synonym for some other path, enter the name of that
p2th.

To delete an existing synonymous relationship type '*K'.

To do nothing, press RETURN.

if you create a synonym. no other information is equired. The system
will update the directory and return you to the top of Help Tat
Maintenance

DELETE FLAG = /
'Y' enables deletion of this term fzom the directory.

'M' protects the term from inadvertent deletion.

RETURN leaucs the existing value of -he !lag unchanged.

ALTERN.TE ENTRY FOR PATH * -_ /

To make this term an alternative entry point for a path. add the alternate
path's name or replace the existing alternate path name.

To delete an existing alternate path entry type '-K'.

RETURN leaves the existing $:-uat-on unchanged.

STARTING PARA# - /

Enter a new starting paragraph number or RETURN to leave the existlng one
unchanged.
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.ntar a new orevious paragraph nwmter or RE7tRN to lease the ex 3tln7 ce

,nchanged.

MOTE: 3e sure that this is a vaid previous paragraph iumter "nder thos

path name (or the alternate path name it this is an al-arnate ent:y point
in the 'Starting' paragraph's struct'4re.

25 :HARACTE ZEF:IN:T:N __

Enter a new definition of this directory term or OE7URN to leave the

existlng onf.

.he system will now dsplay the complete specid:rhti ons for ths directory

entry and ask.

SAVE THIS ENTRY (Y/M) >

-' to confirm and return to the Top of Help Text "aintenance.

3.CC 4M Procedures - Editing !.anual Entry Points

Editing a manual entry point is exactly like adding one the only

iifference is that you are replacing existing values instead of add ;ig new
snes.

rrom Help Text Maintenance type 'E n' to begin ed-tng a janual entry
polast

Then..

.AHUXLe >
Entir the number of the manual which you wish to edit. The nuuber must be
of the form '-1' where 'S' :.s an integer number e.g. 'M99'.

You may abbreviate this step by typic; 'K M M#' from Heip Text
Maintenance.

T TLE of M1 (25 chars max) = /

Switch to upper/lower case t desired, then retype the title if you wish
to replace the old one. Otherwise press RETURN.

nEF:NtT1OH 25 rha-s max) - /
Retype the defvrfitior, if you taish to replace :he old one. Otherwise ptess

RETURN, This tef,.nion will OT be p-nted Tjhen the manual is printed
our. r i cr0 y for us ; in Help Text M..ntenan'e

STCRTING ?ARA I
Enter the number of any paraqrrph which you 4ish to be the first one in
the printed manual, or press RET'JRN to accept the existini stizng
paragrape

You zep type a manu e vmoer ' .-!5*, instead if a paragraph number

That will ca se the entire mania. yo,, have referenced to be printed out
as the first :ap-er -.the tny anv.?a 2± ?ou t e n anual numoer, or
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accept one which already exists, the system will respond with:

:XCLUDE MANUAL nxx (Y/N) Y/

,Y, or RET.RN to confirm.

The system will prompt again ior another

STARTING PARA# - /
You may enter another manual number, a paragraph number, or
RETURN.

Another manual number will cause that manual to be included as
chapter 2, and so on until you type or accept a paragraph number
or RETURN.

If you type RETURN, the system will prompt with:

END OF MANUAL 16 (Y/4) Y/
'Y' or RETURN to confirm.

SAVE THESE CHANGES (Y/H) Y/
'Y' or RETURN to confirm and return to the top of Help Text Maintenance.

3.11 HM - Procedures - Utilities

Help Text Maintenance provides a number of utility programs which assist
the library administrator in maintaining the Help database. These programs
enable a user to:

Find data on the basis of partial information,

View data,

Print data,

Delete data.

3.11.1 HM - Procedures - FIND Utility

FIND is a utility command for finding a character string In a directory
entry. manual title, or paragraph title. It is especially useful for finding
the number of a manual or paragraph of which all you kn,w is the tilts or a
part of the title.

To find a character string, frc Help Text Maintenance type 'F "'. 'r P'.
or 'F M' (D*Directory. P-Paragraph, M-Manual).

Then...

CHARACTER STRING TO FIND >
Type in any characters or words you wish to search for. They must be in
the same exact order as In the titles you are searching. e.g. 'hm - p'
wil retrieve '4M - Purpose' and all of the 'HM - Procedures. '. :t
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would not retrieve a title called '4M Purpose' because that t!&.a loes not
include the dash or the extra space between the two Aor s

'Jpper/lower case distinctions are ignored. 'TES-' wll retrieve tEST',
'Test' and 'test' equally well.

You may abbreviate the above step by typing 'F 0 String'. 'F P String' or

'F 1 String' directly from Help Text 'aintenence.

:f you are searching for a paragraph the system will display
paragraph number
title

:1 you are searching for a manual the system will display
manual number
title
definition
starting paragraph number

:f you are searching the directory the system will display:
pith name
the term for which this term is a synonym (if there is one)

delete flag
alternate path (if there is one)
previous paragraph number
starting paragraph number

definxtion

3.1Z Hi - Procedures - VIEV Utility

VIEW is a utility command for looking at directory entries, paragraphs
or manuals. It is especially useful for confirming that you have the right
path name, manual or paragraph before editing or deleting it.

To view a DIRECTORY entry, from Help Text Maintenance type 'V D'.
Then...

VIEW DIRECTORY FRO)) >

Enter any path name or character string. The system will display the
first five directory entries alphabetically following the name or string
you entered. The elements displayed are:

entry term - a path name or synonym
path for which this term is a synonym (if any)
delete flag
alternate path (if an?)
previous paragraph number
starting paragraph number
definition

You may abbreviate this step by typing 'V D String' flom Help Text
laintenance.
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To view a PARAGRAPH, from Help Text Maintenance type ' P
Then...

PARAGRAPH# >
Enter the number of the paragrapn to view.

VIEW T(ext) or S(tructure) >
Enter IT' to see the paragraph text. 'S' to look at any paths or manuals
it is in.

1f viewing the structure of a paragraph, the system will respond with;

PARA@' [PSI. - (Title]

PATHS: 1. - 2. - etc.

PATH Number or Name >

Enter the number from the above list, or the name of a path
or manual number oi a manual.

You may abbreviate the above steps by typing IV P P# T' or
'V P Pt S Pathname' from Help Text Maintenance.

The system will display the exact same information as would be seen in
editing paragraph text or structure except that editing is not initiated.

To view a MANUAL title, from Help Text Maintenance type IV 1'.
Then...

VIEW MANUAL TITLES FROM >
Enter a manual title or character string. The system will display the
first five manual titles alphabetically following the title or string
you entered. The displayed elements are:

title
manual number
definition
starting paragraph number

You may abbreviate this step by typing '7 1 String' from Help Text

Maintenance.

3.11.3 HM - Procedures - DELETE Utility

DELETE is a utility command for weeding the Help datebase. It can be used
to delete e whole paragraph (both text and structure). a directory entry. or a
manual entry point. When deleting the latter two, the system does NOT delete
any paths or manuals from paragraph structures (see procedures for editing
paths and menuals).

The form of all deletes is the same. From Help Text Maintenance type
'D D', 'D P, or '0 M'.

Then..
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One of the following ?tompts will appear.

PATHname >
PRAGRAPHS >
MAXUALS >

Enter the directory entry term, the paragraph number, or the manual number
for the item to be deleted.

tou may abbreviate this step by typing 'D D Pathnme', 'D P PO' or
'D M MV' from Help Text Maintenance.

DELETE (PATH 'Pathname' FROM THE DIRECTORYI

(PARAGRAPH Pt - 'Title of the paragraph'I
(ENTRY FOR MAHUAL Mt - 'Title of the manual'I

ARE YOU SURE (T/H) >
The system first repeats what you have asked it to do. displaying some
information to enable you to be sure that you are deleting what you want

to delete.

Type 'Y' to confirm.

DELETED It
The system confirms that it has deleted the item.

Hot*- If an item you are attempting to delete has been previously defined
as non-deletable, the system will not delete it witho4t a special
password.
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7 ITEM DELETE

7.1 IXTRODUCTIOH

The ITEM DELETE procouure permits au hori=ed users to permanently remove
bibliographic records from the master 3ibliographic rile (MBF) and from the
activity record associated with each item.

AVAILASLE IHFORMATION

1. Overview of Item Delete

Z. Step by Step Procedures For item Delete

3. Special Features for item Delete

Please enter the number of the type of information you desire:

7.1.1 ID Overview

ITEM DELETE is ured when weeding an item or removing the record of a lost
item. Authorized users can permanently remove bibliographic records from
the Master Bibliographic File (MST) *nd from the activity record associated
with each item.

The user must first identify the item lor which the record is to be deleted.
The user can then delete a specific Volume, issue. Part, Supplement or Copy.
If the library owns only one copy of the item, the user can remove it entiely
from the MBF.

Por step by step procedures of ITEM DELETE go FORWARD.

For a discussion of SPECIAL FEATURES of ITEM DFLZTE press 'T' and RETURH ti.ice.

7.7.2 ID Step By Step

ITEM DELETE will follow these stepst

1. ITEM ID - Identify the itev to be deleted.

2. DELETE RECORD - Delete a specific Volume, issue. Part.,
Supplement (VIPS) or copy of an item from
the activity record or delete the entire

record from the r!BF.
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For more HELP enter the number of the desired option or FORWARD to
SPECIAL FEATURES:

7.1.2.1 Identify Item

IDENTIFYING ITEMS WITH THE BARCODE SCANNER
The barcode scanner is the fastest way to complete any transaction in 15S.
Using the barcoda wand eliminates the need for having to -Ype in lengthy
patron data, item data and the transaction symbols (e.g. /CO or /CI). By
wending over a coded version of this same data, ILS users will not experience
the problems associated with miskeying this important iniormation.
To identify an item using the barcode scanner, the user must first be sure
that ILS is prompting the user with ITEM. At this point the user must put the
point of the wand on the barcode label, and move the point of the wand
over the pattern of black vertical lines. it does not matter if the wand moves
from tne left to right side or vice versa. Sometimes it helps if the wand is
held directly over the item, instead of at a slant the way one would hold a
pen. It is not necessary to scratch the barcode label. A little smooth stroke
is all that is needed. Once 1LS has recognized the item, it will respond by
beeping once. This is to say, "I recognize this itemI' After a little practice
with the wand users will feel more comfortable using it.

:DENTIFYING ITEMS WITHOUT A BARCODE SCANNER
It is sometimes the case that users either canr~ot or do not went to use the
barcode wand. Under these circumstances usexs may instead access the ILS
Master Bibliographic File through alternate options. In response to the prompt
TTEM, enter ? and a carriage return. ILS will display 8 access options and an
additional optioln which affixes short massages to r.n Item record. They are:

(NOYE, ONCE YOU'RE DONE READING AM lIE 1DEXTYIFCATIOM OPTION
ENTER A 'T' AND A RETURN TO GET BACK TO THIS DISCUSS=ONI)

1. IID- Item Identification * 6. TK - Title Key
Z. AU - Author 7. AT - Author/Title Key
3. CA - Call Number 8. SE - Series
4. IS - :SSM/ISBN 9. MI - Message (for item just entered)
5. LC #- Library of Congress *

7.1.2.2 Access by Item Identification Number

Identifying items by their ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER is one possible, yet
uncommon way to access an item in the ILS system. The 1100 is the alpha and
numeric equivalent to the pattern of vertical black lines which make up the ber
code and is found on the bar code label. It can be up to 10 characters long.

To access by the item identification number, enter the key "IlD10 in response
to the :LS prompt ITEM. ILS will then ask for the ::DO and the user should
enter the symbols as they appear on the item's bar code label.If a user chooses
this option. it is essential that the characters be entered exactly as they
appear.Any discrepencies in the spacing of the characters or typos will yield a
wrong match or no match. The user may combine these steps into one step by
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entering IID#-O $4 1 90 4 in response to the prompt ITEM.

SAMPLE: ILS prompts ITEM: 1LS prompts IEM1:
USER types ZID# OR USER replies 1:D-0 S I 'O
1LS asks for the rIDe
USER enters !:Do value

7.1.2.3 Access by Author

Accessing an item by the AUTHOR is a popular access option. The !LS system
will accept either a full author surname or a partial surname. This is done
to afford the user the greatest amount of flexibility to view either an

individual or range of entriest

SAMPLE: AU-ANDERSON ILS will display all entries with ANDERSON as
author, without regard to which ANDERSON. The
user may select the desired item by its item
number. If there are more than 5 entries the
user may scan through them by pressing F to
FORWARD through the list or 3 to 3ACKUP.

ID TITLE AND AUTHOR
I The Silver Skates by Anderson, Hans Christianson
2 The Biography of by Anderson. Sandy E.

DISPLAYING THE FULL ENTRY

If the user is unsure about an entry being the correct entry the D command
(DISPLAY) can be invoked to display the full record of this item, to verify
that it is the correct entry. The D command is particularly useful when the

truncated title string gives either little or ambiguous information or is
otherwise not fully meaningful to the user. It the correct record cannot be
found using this access option. the user may select another search key or
quit entirely.

7.1.2.4 Access by Call Number

Located in most instances on the spine or some other visible part of an item,
the CALL NUMBER is perhaps the most efficient, and popular way of gaining
access to the record of a specific item. Although various call numbering
schemes are used by libraries all over the world, (Dewey, Library of Congress,
and the National Library of Medicine's being the more renown schemes) they
each require that a unique number be assigned to each piece in the collection.
The call number can be as long as is the collection requires. Sometimes thin
items have long call numbers and thick items have short ones.

To access by call number the user must type in CA in response to the ILS
prompt ITEM. 1LS will reply with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL CALL NUMBER. Then
the user can enter the call number desired. If insteed the user wishes to
iombine these two steps the user may enter CA.QA76.15 in response to the :LS
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prompt 1T-1 This may save some time. If the user wishes %to see a range of

entries beginning with he same call number ZLS wi dZsp!ay 5 entries at a
time on the screen.The user may press F to FtWARD or 3 o;o 3ACXARDS .througn

the is t.To see the full record of an item enter 0 and the item's ZO number.

7.1.2.5 Access by ISSM or ISBN

The ISSM and :S3H are numeric conventions which have been established to
standardize the identities of both sertals and monographs respectively.
They are heavily used in the acquisitions process by publishers and
libraries eliAe as they afford a succinct means of specLflying a iesired
item. The numbers are a code which identifies both the puilisher and
the specific item.

To access by either the ISSM or ISBN enter IS in response to the 1LS prompt
:TEM. ZLS will respond with E4TER THE FULL OR PARTIAL :SSM/7S3M. The user
must then enter in the value. The user may instead combine these two steps
into one by typing IS-0700ZZ3738 in response to the :L5 prompt :TtE. :LS will
retrieve and then display on the screen all items which match. :f the user
wants a specific item, care must be exercised to enter the value exactly
correct. If the user wishes to see a range of entries beginning with the same

numbers then only a partial ISSX or ISBN need be entered.

SAMPLE: 1LS prompts ITEM :LS prompts ITEM
USER replies IS OR USER replies !S-0700223738
1LS says EMTER THE FULL...
USER enters 070022373e

ILS will then search the ISSX/ISBX index to find all possible matches, and iiill
display thee on the screen. It there are more than 5 matches :LS will display
the first 5 and say THERE'S MORE. The user say browse through the matches by
typing F for FORWARD or B for BACXWARDS. If the correct entry is found the user
must type the ZD 0 of the correct match. If the user wants to see the full

record for any entry, enter D and that entry's ID 0.

7.1.2.6 Access by LC Card Humber

A LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CARD HUMBER is assigned to each item cataloged by the
Library of Congress. This number is used by libraries to order printed
catalog cards from the library of Congress. The number is usually one of the
cataloging elements included in publishers' Cataloging :n Publication (C:P)
data. It is typically composed of 2 characters followed by a hyphen and
3 to 6 additional numbers.

To access by the LC 6 the user must type in LC in response to the :ZS prompt
ZITEM. IL will then respond with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL LC t.user
must then type in the LC 8. It is possible to combine these Z steps into one
by entering LC-7g-123456 in response to the :1S prompt iTEM. hLS will then
search the LC 0 index to find appropriate matches. (If the entire LC # was
entered there will be only one match; if a partial LC # was entered there may
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be several matches). The user say browse through *he satces by pressinq F to
FORWARD and 3 to 3ACXUP. :! the :orrect entry Ls ound, enter the D tit -hat
entry. if the usar yS not sure that . st.'e :orrect record the full recor
may be called up by prassing s and the entrys :D 5.

SAMPLE: ISI prompts ITEM ::S prompts :TEM
USER replies LCO OR USER enters LC-79-123456
1LS says ENTER THE FULL...
USER enters 79-123456

7.1.2.7 Access by Title Key

Title access in the ILS system is almost the same as what is done in the OC.C
system. Users may type in a truncated search key composed of the first few
characters of the first few significant words in :he title. Articles and
other stop listed words (e.g. a. an, the, and, United States) are ignorec. The
key 3,Z2,1 is used to match the first 3 characters of the first word, the
first 2 characters of the second word, the first 2 characters of the third
word, and the first character of the fourth word in the title.

To access by title key, the user must enter TK in response to the :5S prompt
ITEM. ILS will respond with ENTER THE TITLE KEY IN FORMAT 3,2.2,1. (NOTE: if
a title has feer than b words enter commas consecutively to fill in the key.)
These v steps say be combined by typing (e.g.) :K-DOR.IL.ME.2. :15 will reply
by searching for and displaying all entries which match the search key. :f
there are more than 5 matches the system will say THERE'S MORE and the user may
browse tarough the entries by typing r for rORUARD or 3 for SACXWARDS. To be
sure that you have the correct record type D and the entzy's :o S.

7.1.2.8 Access by Author Title Key

The AUTHOR/TITLZ key is a combination key used to sort out more quickly a
desired record. Although the same words may be found in the titles of different
works, it is likely that different authors may be associated with each title.
In this case a 4.4 combination key of both author and title would yield a sore
precise retrieval than a 3,Z,2,1 title key,

To access by author/title key the user must enter AT in response to the 1LS
prompt ITEM. ILS will respond with ENTER IST 4 CARS OF AUTHOR'S LAST NAME
1ST 4 CHARS Or TITLZ IN FORMAT 4,4. The user must then enter the characters
as prescribed. it is possible to combine these 2 steps by typing (a.g.)
1T*ALLR.BODY for the entry Dody Functions by Jon Allred. :IS will respond by
searching for all author title combinations with these characters and display
them in groups of 5 on the screen. if there are more than 5 entries :15 ujll
say THREI'S MORE and the user can press RETURN to view them. To scan through
the list press r for FORWARD and 3 for 3ACXWARD. To be sure that an entry is
for the correct record the user may press 0 for DISPLAY and the :D number of

the entry to see the full record of th., entry.
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- 2 :.9 Acess by Sezies

Under the 1L5 system it is possible to access zecords in the Taster

Bibliographic File by the SERIES heading. Catalogers and other linrary staif
may find this access point particularly convenient :f they niave series wn:ch
comprise many issues These are most notable -n he bioced:al and ;nysical
sciences and :n special libraries that contain the reports o thei: agency or

corporatlon

.o access ILS via the series optaon the user must enter SE in response to the

promt ITEM. OTE: This item option should not be confused with the /SE command
for serials check in which is another feature of the circulat:on s'.bsystem
and uses the SE command. Remember that the serials check in command requizes

a /Sz to get out to that transaction activity, whereas accessing a record by
series heading requires only SE in response to the 1L5 prompt IT-!. :1 uill

reply with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL SERIES. The user may tnen enter any or all
words of the series heading that are known and 1:3 ail! search the series index
to find a match. :LS will display all matches and :f there are more than 5, the
user say view them by entering F for FORWARD or S for BACKUP.

7.1.2.10 Message (Item Just Entered)

Immediately after a user has identified an item in the Circulation

Subsystem, 1LS allous for a short message to be entered.

7,.1..11 ID Delete Record

LS will display the title of the item to be deleted. if there are Volumes.
Issues. Parts, Supplements (VIPS) or Copies of the item ZL5 will prompt for
the specific item to be deleted. For example:

:L5 will display: User enters:

Diseases of the eye.
VOLUME: Number of the volume to be removed from the

collection.
OR

Journal of Radiology
YEAR: Last two numbers of the year of the issue.
MO: Number of the month (Jan-!. Feoetc.).

DAY: Date of the issue.

If the YEAR/MO/DAY prompts fall to identify the specif:c :tem. 1L3 will display
a list of items which match. When the specific item has been positively

Identified:
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!LS will prompt: 'is.: enter3

ARE fou SURE? No/ R7JRM to o.anc te e xat-. ~r
* to ELZ

N0 REMAINING iPS OR COPIES,

DELETE BF RECORD AS JELL? MO/ RETURN t iaae ;n tne e . re:srl

* oremove tn em ::'m : a -LF

15 will then prompt lor ::sn! and jeou may deeae azt'-r te-zr

'.1.1 ID Special Features

ITEM DELETE will remove records from to -aster .:. r:-:

the Activity Record associated with eato ;te, s t? "

the function of the MF and the Activity Reotr

tC.C5C5515S=tS=ttttt=xs=f=t=tZNS*.* This ±:Ze zsnta:'- s' -::

2 "ASTER 3:3LCOSRAPHC TF:LE or eac: ' e - .

/

..............lt asf ...st ........ 7his revor: ......

" ACTIVITY *ACT:v::Y ' ACTIVITY . Spec~i-,-- t0 5s*

* RECORD I a RECORD 2 4 RECORD 3 * An activity :er - e " - -r
eteeeeeameeae sae sse sz..u copy of every :0em -t :,raie

The Hester Bibliogzphic File contains the b:oolograpo: data *. ". z :
of a MARC record) for every Atem An the col;ectz n 7he ict;:t Pe t

is the record of tech physical copy of the izem
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SITEM STATUS

S.! :MTRSDUCT:Ox

:T: STATUS perm-ts authorized users to v ew the 7tats of iny -opy of any
title in the :LS collection. It will specifically tell users whether the ttem
s (e.; ) avallable for ci:culation. or st Is :lee to se Lst. zosso.n

or otherwise una.alable.

AVAILABLE 1NFTRIATIOM

I Overview of item Status

2. Step by Step Procedures For Iten Status

3 Special Features for iten Statu's

Please enter the number of the type of information you des-re

3.T.1 IS Overview

ITEM STATUS includes the following information:

I. Title of the item

2. Author of the item

3. Call number

4. ISBN/ISSM number

5. Number of times the item has been checked out.
or used in-house

6. Current status of the item

7. Status of other copies of the item. If desired

3.1.2 5 Step 3y Step

ITEM STATUS requires the user to:

1. IDENTIFY THE :TE7
Search IIS for the desired item

2. PRINT STATUS OF ITEM
Find the correct copy of the item
and print its status.

?Ioe ES
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For more HELP concerning either of them. steps enter the numoer of that

step and press REtURN.

8. (.2.1 :dent:±y item

:DENTIFYING :TENS W1T tHE BARCODE SCANNER
The barcode scanner is the fastest way to complete any transactLon in :IS.

Using the barcode wand elimnates the need for having to type in lengthy
patron data, item data and the transaction symbols te.g. /CO or /C: . By
wending over a coded version of this same data. !1S users will not experience
the problems associated with miskeying this important information.
To identify en item using the barcode scanner, :he user must fzst -e sure
that !IS is prompting the user with -TEN. At this point the user must put the
point of tne wand on the barcode label, and move the point of the wend

over the pattern of black vertical lines. "t does not matter -± the wand moves
from the left to right side oz vice versa. Sometimes it helps if the wand is
held directly over the item, instead of at a slant the way one would hold a
pen. It is not necessary to scratch the barcode label. A little smooth stroke
is all that is needed. Once IS has recognized the item, it will respond by
beeping once. This is to say, "I recognize this iteml" After a little practice
with the wand users will feel more comfortable using it.

IDENTIFYING :TEMS WITHOUT A BARCODE SCANNER
it is sometimes the case that users either cannot or do not want to use the
barcode wand. Under thess circumstances users may instead access the 11S
Master Bibliographic File through alternate options. In response to the prompt

sTEM. ante: ? and a carriage return. jLS nil. display 8 access options and aiS
additional option which affixes shozt messages to an item record. They are

(NOTE: ONCE YOU'RE DON? READING hN ITEM IDENTIFICATION OPT:ON
ENTER A 'T' AND A RETURN TO GET BACK TO THIS DISCUSSIONI)

. I:DO- Item Identification 9 6. TX - Title Key
Z. AU Author 7. AT ' Author/Title Key
3. CA * Call Number 8. SE * Series
4 1s ISSN/ISBN 9. MI ' Message (for item :ust entered)

5. LC I- Library of Congress #

8.1.2.2 Access oy item Identification Number

identifying items by their ITEM IOENTFICATION NUMBER is one possible. yet
uncommon way to access an item in the :15 system. The ::D6 is the alpha and

numeric equivalent to the pattern of vertical black lines which make up the bar

code ant is found on the bar coda label. it can be up to 10 characters long

To access by the item identification number, enter the key i Ln response
to the :ILS prompt ITEM. 'iS will then ask for the 1:D and the user should
enter the symbols as they appear on the item's bar code label.if a user chooses
this option, it is essential that the characters be entered exactly as they
appear Any discrepancies in the spacing of the characters or typos will yield a
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aoitro or '.0 ,a' rn. 7 he user may :omb-ne toese ste~s -flt!) one step by
4n :er ing :e 5* =2 4 to re),in:s Ponsea- o :nea pr omp t 7E

SAMPLE: Iln Prompts ::En: :IS prompts :1Th
'JSER types 1:# OR jSER replies :Z::$= S $ 1 4

:1S asKs for the ::'$
USER enters :1:6 vaue

RA 2.3 Access ny Author

Accessing an item by the AUTHOR is a popular access option. the :LS system
will accept either a full author surname or a partial surname. This is done
to afford the user the greatest amount of flexibzlzry to view either an
:ndividual or range of entries:

SAMPLE AULANDERSON 1LS will display all entries with ANDERSON as
author, without regard to which ANDERSON. The

user way select the desired item by its item
number. if there are more than 5 entries the
user may scan through them by pressing F to
FORWARD through the list or 3 to BACKUP.

ID TITLE AND AUTHOR
I The Silver Skates by Anderson, Hans Christianson
2 The Biography of by Aaderson. Sandy E.

I7SPEAYING THE FULL ENTRY

If the user is unsure about &n entry being the coxrect entry the P commend
(DISPLAY) can be invoked to display the full record of this item, to verify
that it is the correct entry. Tha D command is particularly useful when the
truncated title string gives either little or ambiguous information or is
otherwise not fully meaningful to the user. If the correct record cannot be
found using this access option, the user may select another search key or
quit entirely.

3.1.2.4 Access by Call Number

Located in most instances on the spine or some other visible part of an itel..
the CALL NUMBER is perhaps the most efficient, and popular way of gaining
access to the record of a specific item. Although various call nuwbering
schemes are used by libraries all over the vorld, (Deuey, Library of Congre-s.
and the National Library of Medicine's being the more renown schemes) they
each require that a unique number be assigned to each piece in the collection.
The call number can be as long as is the collection requires. Sometimes thi.o
items have long call numbers and thick items have short ones.

To access by call number the usez must type tn CA in response to the 11S
prompt ITEM. :LS will reply with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL CALL NUMBER. Then
the user can enter the call number desired. If instead the user wishes to
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oombine these two steps the user say enter CA- A6 !5 in response to the lLS
prompt !TEf. This may save some tme. If the user wiones to see a range of
entri e beginning wih the same call number ill splay 5 ent:es at a
tlse on th. screen.7The use:r ay press . to FORWAAD or 3 to ;o 3ACKWA S through

the list.o see the full record of an item enter D and the item's 1D number.

8.1.2.5 Access by ISBN or ISBN

The 135S and :SBN are numeric conventions which have been established to
standIri=e the identities of both serials and monographs respectively.

They are heavily used in the acqusitions process by publishers and
Librares alIake as they afford a succinct means of specifying a desired
item. The numbers ore a code which identiies both the pubisher ard
the specific item.

To access by either the 1SS or ISBN enter IS in response to the ILS prompt
ITEM. ILS will respond with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL ZSSM/ISBM. The user
must then enter in the value. The user may instead combine these two steps
into one by typing ISx0700223738 in response to the ILS prompt ITEM. ILS will
retrieve and then display on the screen all items which match. If the user
wants a specific item, care must be exercised to enter the value exactly
correct. If the user wishes to see a range of entries beginning with the same
numbers then only a partial ISSM or ISBN need be entered.

SAMPLE: :LS prompts ITEM ILS prompts ITEM
USER replies IS OR USER replies IS.0700223738
ILS says ENTER THE FULL...
USER enters 070023738

ILS will then search the ISSN/ISBN index to find all possible matches, and will
display them on the screen. If there are more than 5 matches ILS will display
the first 5 and say THERE'S MORE. The user may browse through the matches by
typing F for FORWARD or 3 flo BACKWARDS. If the correct entry is found the use:
must type the ID S of the correct match. If the user wants to see the full
record for any entry. enter D and that entry's ID 0.

8.1.Z.6 Access by LC Card Number

A LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CARD NUMBER is assigned to each item cataloged by the
Library of Congress. This number is used by libraries to ord-r printed
catalog cards from the library of Congress. The number is usually one of the
cataloging elements included in publishers' Cataloging In Publication (CPl
data. It is typically composed of Z characters followed by a hyphen and
3 to 6 additional numbers.

To access by the LC 0 the user must type in LC in response to the :LS prompt
ITEM. ILS will then respond with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL LC t.user
must then type in the LC 4. It is possible to combine these 2 steps into one
by entering LC-79-123456 in response to the 1LS prompt ITEM. 1LS will then
search the LC $ index to find appropriate matches. (If the entire LC # was
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inte:ed tnere :l be only ore matoh; :c a partial aC ass :ntere! there nay
Se ;e..era ?atznes The aser may zrowse througo the WA-h.Oes y yres5 i ,
FO31% AD and to PA kUP U the correct entry Ls erund entor the :: :or tnat

enty. _- the user is not sure that it is the -ormect record the Z.,rl rococr
may be called up by pressing 0 and the entzy's ID 6.

SANPLE :,_S prompts ITEM ZLS prompts :Ttn
USE replies LC* 2S I tA enters ZCZ-1-23456

says 7NTE TE FULL.
USER enters 70-IZ3456

8 1.Z.7 Access by Title Kay

Title access in the 11 system is almosn the same as what is !one .n the OCLC

system. Vsers -ay type in a truncated search key composed of the first few
characters a- the first few signilicant words in the title. Articles and
other stop listed words (e.g. a. an, the, and, United Stases) are ignored. The
key 3.2.2.1, is used to match the first ' characters of the first word, the

first 2 characters of the second word, the first 2 characters of the third

word, and the firs' character of the fourth word in the title.

To access by title key, the user must enter TK in response to the 155 prompt
ITE. IIS will respond with ENTER THE WITLE KEY :N FOtAT 3,2,2.1. (NOTE: if

a title has fewer than 4 words enter commas consecutively to fill in the key.)

These Z steps ray be combined by typing (e.g.) TK=DOR,IL,:1ED. ILS will reply
by searching for and displaying all entries which :;atch the search key. If

there are more than 5 matches the system will say THERE'S 'ORt and the user ray

browse through the entries by typing r for FORWARD or S for 3AC:WARDS. To be

sure that you have the correct record type 2 and the entry's 1D C.

8.1.Z.8 Access by Author Title Key

The AUTHORCUIT E key is a combination key used to sort out more quick),y a

desired record Although the same words may be found in the titles of dilfferent
works. it is likely that dflferent authors may be associated with each t-tle.
:n this case a 4.4 combination key of both author and title would yield a more

precise retriaval than a 3,2.2,Z1 title key.

T. access by author'title key the user must enter AT in response to the :LS

prompt ITEn. :L5 will respond with EXTER 1ST 4 CHARS OF AUTIOR'S LAST NAfE
1ST 4 :MARS ZF TITLE I4 FORMAT 4,4. The user must then enter the characters

as prescribe. It is possible to combine these 2 steps by typing (e.g.)

ATALLR,300t for the entry Body Functions by Jon Allred. 1L will rcspond by

searching for all author title combinations with these characters and dzsplay
them in groups of 5 on the screen. :f there are more than 5 entrzes :LS will

say THERE'S 'ORE and the iser can press RETURN to view them. To scan througs
the list press P for FORWARD and B for 3AC'iAPD. To he sure that an entry is

for the correct record the v-er 7aay press 0 for 2ISPAY and the :D number of
the entry to see the full record of the entry
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8.1.2.9 Access by Series

Under the ILS system it is possible to access records in the Master
Bibliographic File by the SERIES heading. Catalogers and other library staff
may find this access point particularly convenient if they have series which
comprise many issues. These are most notable in the biomedical and physical
sciences and in special libraries that contain the reports of their agency or
corporation.

To access ILS via the series option the user must enter SE in response to the
proat ITEM. (NOTE: This item option should not be confused with the /SE command
for serials check in which is another feature of the circulation subsystem
and uses the SE command. Remember that tAe serials check in command requires
a /St to get out to that transaction activity, whereas accessing a record by

series heading requires only SE in response to the :LS prompt :TEN.) rLS will
reply with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL SERIES. The user may than enter any or all
words of the series heading that are known and ILS will search the series index
to find a match. ILS will display all matches and if there are more than 5, the
user may view them by entering F for FORWARD or B for BACKUP.

8.1.2.10 Iessage (Item Just Entered)

Immediately after a user has identified an item in the Circulation

Subsystem, ILS allows for a short message to be entered.

8.1.2.11 IS Print Status

Printing out an item's status may involve several steps, depending upon the
circumstances of the particular item. In cases where there are multiple
copies or volumes/issues/parts/supplements ILS will prompt the user for the
exact data needed to identify the desired item.

EXAMPLE: a user wi.has to display the status of a serial. "North American".
After having identified this title ZLS will prompt for

VOLUME: The user may enter 1. If there exists more than one copy :LS will
prompt for:

COPYt: If the user is unsure which copy is the right one. pressing ? and
a return (or the fl key) will cause the the status of all copies
to be displayed as follows:

INDEX COPY STATUS
1 I CO DUE 06/13/80

2 1 AVAILABLE
3 3 AVAILABLE
4 5 AVAILABLE
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If the user desires to learn sore information about any particular1 copy,
entering the appropiate index .number will cause ILS to display a sore
detailed aecord of the item'S sttus:

13: 0 $ $C CALL*: TL686.X6S9 ISBN#: 0668033185
TITLE: NORTH AMERICAN
AUTHOR: SWANBOROUGH, FREDERICK GORDON
CHECKED OUT IN THIS PERIOD: I ZXTERMAL USAGE: 0
STATUS ..... AVAILABLE
STATUS OF OTHER COPIES? YES/

NOTE: in this display the copy # is not included. ILS assumes the user knows
the copy number since it was lust displayed in conjunction with the index 0.
To get back to the prompt ZTEN1: enter a return in response to the :LS prompt
HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE>.

8. 1 .2.1 IS Special Features

As of June 16, 1980 there are no knoun special features for ITEM STATUS.
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9 NEWLY CATALOGED ITEM

3.1 INTRODUCTION

NEWLY CATALOGED ITEM permits authoriCed sers o enter ataloging iata
into the Master Bibliographic File (MBF). :t enables catalogers to

edit and transfer records from the :LS Tape Files .worX spaces) n~o the "IBF

it also permits catalogers to enter original lata direcly, into the ISF

AVAILABLE INFORMATION

1. Overview of Newly Cataloged item

2. Step by Step Procedures For Newly Cataloged item

3. Special Features for Newly Cataloged :tam

Please enter the number of the type of information you desire:

9.1.? ME Overview

NEWLT CATALOGED ITEM permits authorized usezs to enter cataloging data
into the Master Bibliographic File (MBF).

If a book is new or has circulated with a temporary I:, NEWLY CATALOGED 1TE'r
will search the MB? and the Tape File for a record of the item. This search
will start when the user enters either the title or the call number. If the
Tape File contains a MARC record for the item, the user may edit or add to
the record and produce a permanent barcode label for the item. If the MBF
contains a MARC record for the item the user may enter a Copy 2 (or 3. etc.)
and produce a barcode label.

For a step by step discussion of NEWLY CATALOGED ITEM press 'F'.

9.1.2 NE Step By Step

When entering a NEWLY CATALOGED ITEM. ILS will askt

PRINT SARCODE (Y or X): Y/ I' you press the aETURN key the system will
produce a barcode label at the conclusion of

the transaction. if you type N(' and then
RETURN the system will not produce the label.
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TSMPORAR' :TEM $: Zf you have assigned a temporary :ten :0
number, enter -t now. When you have ente:.d
the full record :nto the Master Aftlgzqra'u
Frla it will be removed from tne Temporary File.

NEWLY CATALOGED ITEM should follow this sequence of steps:

1. SEARCH FOR THE ITEM
Search the Master Bibliographic File (MBF) and the Tape File

Z. ITEM FOUND OR MOT
View any items found in the MF or Tape File

3. EDIT RECORD

Add to, change or create a MARC record

4. ENTER BARCODE DATA
Supply information that will be encoded on the 3arcode Late!

For more 4ELP enter the number of the desired option or FORWARD to

Special Features:

9.1.Z.1 SEARCH FOR ITEM

1Z3 will display:
TITLE: Enter title from title page. ILS will search the MBF and

the Tape File for cataloging data already in the system.

OR

Press RETURN and ILS will display!

CALL 4: Enter call number. LS will search the MBF and the
Tape File for cataloging data already in the system.

OR

Press RETURN again. You may now create a new cataloging entry in the 'IEF.

in response to the ILS prompt TAG: For more information on this feature

press 'F' and a RETURN twice to view EDIT RECORD,

9.i.2.2 NE Item Found Or Not

:n response to a T:TLE or CALL * search ILS will display one of four
messages.

I THEI! ARE ENTR:ES IN BOTH THE MASTER FILE AND IME TAPE FILE

AHICH MATCH [your entry]
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3. THERE ARE ENTRIES ONLY IN THE TAPE TILE WHICH MATCH [your entryl

3. THERE ARE ENTRIES ONLY IN THE MASTER FILE WHICH MATCH [your entry)

4. NO ENTRIES IN EITHER MASTER FILE OR TAPES MATCH 1your entry]

For HELP with any of these, enter the number of the step and press RETURN.

For information on EDIT RECORD enter 'F'.

9.1.2.3 ME Item In [ F And Tape File

If a search in the MBF and Tape File yields hits in both places,
ILS will reply:

THERE ARE ENTRIES IN BOTH THE MASTER FILE AMD THE TAPE FILE WHICH
MATCH (your entryl

MASTER FILE MATCHES

ILS will then display S entries at a time.

IF YOU FIND A MATCH - Enter the index 0 and ILS will prompt
IN THE MBF you to ENTER BARCODE DATA.

IF YOU DO NOT FIND - Entez - or '/Hone'
A MATCH IN THE MBF

ILS will display:

TAPE FILE MATCHES

ILS will then display 5 entries at a time.

IF YOU DO NOT FIND A - Enter - or ''None' and ILS will prompt

MATCH IN THE TAPE FILE CALL 0: and you may search by call number.

IF YOU FIND A MATCH - ILS will display the MARC record and
IN THE TAPE FILE prompt TAG: This is the EDIT RECORD step

of NEWLY CATALOGED ITEM.

For more information on EDIT RECORD press 'G'.

For more information on ENTER BARCODE DATA press 'G' and RETURN and then
pres 'F' and RETURN.
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9.1.2.4 HE Item In Tape File

:f a seerc. in the BF and Tape File yields hits only in the Tape File
:LS will reply:

TMERE ARE ENTRIES ONLY IN THE TAPE FILE WHICH MATCH (your entry]

TAPE FILE MATCHES

ILS will then display 5 entries at a time.

IF YOU DO MOT FIND A - Enter - or '/Hone' and :LS will prompt
MATCH IN THE TAPE FILE CALL *: end you may search by call number.

IF YOU FIND A MATCH - ILL will display the MARC record and
IN THE TAPE FILE prompt TAG: This is the EDIT PECORD step

of NEWLY CATALOGED ITEM.

For more information on EDIT RECORD press 'G'.

1.1.,5 ME item In MBF

If a search in the HBF and Tape File yields hits only in the MBF
:.S will reply:

THERE ARE ENTRIES ONLY IN THE MASTER FILE WHICH MATCH tyour entry

MASTER FILE MATCHES

ILS will then display 5 entries at a time.

:F YOU FIND A MATCH - Enter the index * and ILS will prompt
IN THE MBF you to ENTER BARCODE DATA,

:F YOU DO NOT FIND - Enter - or '/Mone' and ILL will prompt
A MATCH IN THE PjlF CALL : and you may search by call number.

For sore information on ENTER 3ARCODE DATA press 'G'.

9.1.2.5 ME Items In Neither Tile

ILS will display:

NO ENTRIES IN EZTHER THE MASTER FILE OR TAPES MATCH !your entry:

LS will automatically put you in EDIT RECORD mode allowing you to enter
-ata directly Into the MAF.
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For more information on the EDIT RECaRD step of ,NEWLY CATAIOGED ZT_ press
the 'G'.

9.1-2.7 4E Edit Record

EDIT RECORD allows the user to enter new data into the nBF or to edit records
already in the MBF or Tape rile.

ILS will prompt: User enters:

TAG! MARC tag number (050, 245)
Be sure to include leading zeroes.

IX: MARC indicator (two characters)

If not appropriate for this tag press RETURN

SUBFIELD: Subfield code (a, b. z)
This entry MUST be in lowercase letters.

ILS will prompt: User enters:

1> Information to appear in the subfield.

2> ILS will prompt for second and third appearances
of the subfield until user enters RETURN which
will cause TAG: to reappear.

If the user is EDITING data already in the MBr or Tape rile, the following
sequence may occur.

ILS will prompt: User should enter:

TAG: MARC tag number already in the record.

SUBFIELD: Subfield code already in the record.

ILS will prompt: User enters!

REPLACE: Enter the characters which you wish to delete or
replace.

WITH: Enter the corrocted data.

MOTE that !IS will replace the first matching character(s), If the subfield
contains the text 'Medicined' and the user enters 'd' in response to REPLACE
the result would be 'Medicined'.The user should enter 'ned' in resronse to
REPLACE and 'ne' in response to WITH. This would result in 'Medlcine'.

The sequences for entering or editing data will repeat until ILS prompts
TAG: and the user answers RETURN. Then ILS will move to ENTER BARCODE DATA.
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Sr- more nformation on £XT 3ARCODE DATA press 'F

9.1.2.8 HE Enter 3arcoda Data

This final step of EALf CATALOGED ::ES will prompt the jser cot :asrmatn
to ne coded onto the baccode label for the -tem.

:LS wll prompt' User enters:

LAW OR USNERAL: G/ '1' for Law or press tETURM for 5eneral
'Other options may appear in this postion. Its purpose
is to assign items to special :ollections if desicet,

MONO OR SERIAL: M/ 'S' for serials or press RETURN for monographs.

Type:/ Enter a number desi;nated by your Itorary to specify type
or press RETURN to skip this option

LOAN PERIOD: Enter a valid loan period for your litrary -2 eeks,
4 weeks, etc.

:-' will prompt: User enters:

VZIPS? N/ Press RETURN to skip this opt-on. If you enter 'Y'
1LS will display:

VOLUhE: Volume number.
ISSUE: Isrue number.
PART: Part number.

SUPPLEMENT' Supplement name or number.

COPY #: A number MUST be entered here.

Press RETURN and the item will be entered into the Mester 3ibliographic File.

1LS will prompt TITLE! and you will be at step one, SEARCH FOR PrEP.

9.1.3 XE Special Features

A SPECTAL FEATURE of NZWLY CATALOGED ITEM is the use of - or 'up-arrow'.

I. In the SEARCH FOR PTEP step - When IS prompts CALL 8: and the user wants

to search by title. praessng the - dey will
cause 1LS to prompt TITE- The user may then
search by title.

AMD

If :.5 finds natches in the *eF and the Tape
File it will display the matches of the nF
first. ZI the user enters - -lS will display
the Tape File matches.
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Z. in any other stop Th~e - key will take the user back t , the

!rev~.ous step. This allow~s the usez to
start 0 Z..
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3 PATRON ACT:'V:TY

. :N:RODUC::OM

PATROM ACCTVI:: permits authorized users to viea nidorna':or. about any
patron's library activity. :niormaton a.aIlabla -nc'.;deo otems turrent-l
checked out. items on reserve, messages associated wit the oatron, and total
number of items ever borrowed by the patron.

AVAILABLE ZNFTRNAT:CX

1. Overview of Patron Activity

Z. Step by Step Procedures For Patron Activity

3. Special Features for Patron Activity

Please ante: the number of the type of cniormation you desire:

10.1.1 PA Overview

PATRON AC IVITY parmitr authorized users t3 view the following items on a
patron's record:

o items curertly checked out end due kes

otitle of any :2setas b&ing held !,z the patzon

o amount of any outstanding dones

o any messages attached to the patron record

?ATRON ACTUTVTY does not display address, telephone number. etc.
To dlsptay these fields. use PATRON STATUS.

10 1.2 PA Step By Step

To view the patron record the user must identify a specific patron in ItS.
LS Will then display information from the patron record -n the dor:uat below.

:TEIS CURRENTLY CHECKED OUT
ZD TITLE AUTHOR DUE DATE RENEW

- - E S OM RESERVE
-- D TITLE AUTHOR RE2UESTED ON MO HEED AFTER
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TOTAl ET S CHECKED OT'
tESSAJE13)

RET'UR0N CO NT:NUE ZLL wil agai:, prompt for PATRON

For HELP witn pat:on identification enter ' and a RETUR.

'3. .2. * dentilying the Patron

Any and all !IS functions involving patron data require that the patron ce
accurately identified in the :1S. A patron may be identified by either uandun;
the bar code on their library card, or entering the equivalent car code n-.ier
or the patzon's last name. (:f tne wand us not used. enter the patron's last
name instead of the bazcode number to avoid typing mcstakes).

PATRON IDENTITICATION OPTICNS

NAE-This is the most common way to enter the patron data. Znter the -ll last
name or enough characters of the Last name to narrow the list isun scffdzent>
to display the desired patron entry. If there are more than 5 matnes. -IS
say 'THERE*S MORE) and the user may then press F or 3 to orew audutional
entries that match. :± the 5th entry seems to be the correct one. press F to he
sure tnat the 6th or 7th ones are not Identical names. to see more in:ormatiun
for a patron in the list, enter D followed by the index number beside the
patron's name. For example, if you had a list like:

I JONES. JOHN 3.
2 JONES, JOHN 0.
3 JONES. JOHN 2.
4 JONES, :OHN F.
5 JONES, JOHN A.

and you wanted to display more information from the pptron's record to select
the correct entry. you could enter D2 or D3 to view further undormatirn from
the patron record to accurately identify the patron from the list.

Once /ou're sure that you ie found the correct entry, enter the index # which
appears in the first column in response to the prompt PATRON:

PATRON 1D 6- The Patron :D S is equivalent to the bar code conlig :_tuon which
appears on each patron's library card. it is 'ade up of numbers and other
characters whuch are transformed into a pattern of thizk and thin lines and
opaces which together mace a codo to identify both items and patrons. A patron
may be udentifded oy thus code. however, it is suggested that *he staff use the
wand or type un the patron name whenever possu _be thereby minimizung the
chance of a typing error

P1T0H R!E:STRAT:O - U the patron us not already regustezed in the patron
lust, it will be necessary to enter tne:r patron lata into the system before
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ii PRINT BARCODE

i1.1 INTRODUCTION

The PRIXT BARCODE procedure permits authorized users to print bazcodas for
teams or patrons. Patrons may lose their card, which has the barode on it or

the barcode on an item may have been removed or become unreadable. The user may
use PRINT BARCODE to produce barcode labels for items which have records in 'he
Master Bibliographic File (MBF) or patrons already registered in the system.

AVAILABLE INFORNATIO

1. Overview of Print Barcode •

2. Step by Step Procedures For Print Sarcode

3. Special Features for Print Barcode

Please enter the number of the type of information you desire:

11.1.1 PB Overview

The PRINT BARCODE procedure permitr authorized users to print barcode- for
items or patrons. Usually a barcode labal will be produced for an item during
the KEWLY CATALOGED ITEM procedure ez d a lAk*sl will b produced for a patron
during PATRON REGISTRATION. If a duplicate label is needed. PRINT BARCODE wz.'l
produce it for items which have records in the Master Bibliographic File (MBF;
or patrons already registered in th* syatem.

PRINT BARCODE gives the user 3 alternatives:

I - Will print a defined item.

P - Will print a defined patron.

£ - Will start batch printing.

For HELP on these choices enter 'F' and a RETURN.

11.1.2 PB Step By Step

The PRINT BARCODE option enables the user to:

1. Print Bareode label for an :team (1) - :dentify the item for which a
3arcode Label is to be printed and store the data. This data %ay
be stored for any length of time deter ined locally.
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Z. Print Baroode Label for a patron tP) - :dentify the paron for whom a
3arcode Label is to be printed and stoae the data. Th:s data may
be stored for any length of time determined locally

3. Batch Print Barcode Labels (B) - Using the stored data, produce Barcode
Labels on the printer. Thiv can be done days or weeks afer: the
data is entered using I or 2 above.

Each alternative has its own step by step procedure.
For more HELP enter the number of the desired choice or FORWARD to SPECIAL
FEATURES:

1). .2.1 PS Identity Items

To print a Sarcode Label for an item, the user must identify that item
in the Master Bibliographic File ([BF), The user may select any of the 3
access optlons below tor the message option which allows the user to affix
a short message to the item record). For example:

ILS will prompt: User enters;

ITEM: TK=(title of the item (see number 6 below))

OR

ITEM: CA-(cell numbez of the item (see number 3 below)l

1LS will displey the title choacn and the message, DATA IS STORED IN 9UEUE.
When the user asks ILS to print (alternztiva 3 of PRINT SARCODE). data stored
in the queue will be printed on labels.

These are the options available for identifying an item in 1L5:

1. IID$- Item Identiiication $ 6. TK - Title Key
2. AU - Author 7. AT - Author/litle Key
3. CA - Call Humber 8. SE - Series
4. I5 - ISSM/IS3M 9. 'II - message (for item just entered)
5. LC 6- Library of Congress 6

For mora HE-P enter the number of the desired option.

11. 2 z Access by Item Identification Number

:dentifying items by their ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER is one possible, yet
uncommon way to access an item in the ILS system. The ::DO is the alpha and
numeric equivalent to the pattern of vert-cal black lines which make up the bar
code and is found on the bar code label. -t can be up to 10 characters long.

To access by the item identification number, enter the key "::D#" in response
-to the 1L5 prompt ITEM. 7LS will then ask for the 11D# and the user should
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enter the symbols as they appear on the item's bar code label.If a user chooses
this option, it is essential that the characters be entered evactly as they
appear.Any discrepancies in the spacing of the characters or typos will yield a
wrong match or no match. The user may combine these steps into one step by
entering IIDS-O $0 I 90 4 in response to the prompt ITEM.

SAMPLE: ILS prompts ITEM: ILS prompts :Zrn
USER types IDS OR USER replies ::D$-O $5 1 90 4
ILS asks for the IIDS
USER enters 1ID# value

11.1.2.3 Access by Author

Accessing an item by the AUTHOR is a popular access option. The ILS system
will accept either a full author surname or a partial surname. This is done
to afford the user the greatest amount of flexibility to view either an
individual or range of entries:

SAMPLE: AU=ANDERSON ILS will display all entries with ANDERSON as
author, without regard to which ANDERSON. The
user may select the desired item by its item
number. If there are more than 5 entries the
user may scan through them by pressing F to
FORWARD through the list or B to BACKUP.

ID TITLE AND AUTHOR
I The Silver Skates by Anderson. Hans Christianson
Z The Biography of by Anderson, Sandy E.

DISPLAYING THE FULL ENTRY

If the user is unsure about an entry being the correct entry the D command
(DISPLAY) can be invoked to display the full record of this item. to verify
that it is the correct entry. The D command is particularly useful when the
truncated title string gives either little or ambiguous information or is
otherwise not fully meaningful to the user. 11 the correct record cannot be
found using this access option, the user may select another search key or
quit entirely.

11.1.Z.4 Access by Call Number

Located in most instances on the spine or some other visible part of an item,
the CALL NUMBER is perhaps the most efficient, and popular way of gaining
access to the record of a specific item. Although various call number:ng
schemes are used by libraries all over the world. (Dewey, Library of Congress.
and the National Library of Medicine's being the more renown schemes) they
each require that a unique number be assigned to each piece in the collection.
The call number can be as long as is the collection requires. Sometimes thin
items have long call numbers and thick items have short ones.
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To access by call number the user nust tyse in CA n response to th'e
p ro In tr C :12 .,S : reply a, :.h ENTER THE FIJI OR PAR71AL r L VU13tR. Then
the user :an enter the call numzer desired. If instead the isar isnes to
combine these two steps the user may enter CAugA76.15 In response to the :IS
prompt :TEM. This may save some time. :1 the user wishes to see a range of
entries beginning with the same call number ILS will display 5 entries at a
time on the screen. The user may press F to FORWARD or 3 to go BACKWARDS through
the list.To see the full record of an item enter D and the item's ID numner.

11.1.2.5 Access by ISSH or ISBN

The ISSH and ISBN are numeric conventions which have been established to
standardice the identities of both serials and monographs zespectively.
They are heavily used in the acquisitions process by publishers and
libraries alike as they afford a succ:nct means of specifying a desired
item. The numbers are a code which identifies both the publisher and
the specific item.

To access by either the ISSN or ISBN enter IS in response to the ILS prompt
ITEM. ILS will respond with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL ZSSN/:SBN. The user
must then enter in the value. The user may instead combine these two steps
into one by typing IS-0700223738 in response to the 1LS prompt ITEM. :IS Alll
retree and then display on the screen all items which match. If the user
wants a specific item, care must be exercised to enter the value exactly
correct. If the user wishes to see a range of entries beginning with the same
numbers then only a partial ISSA or ISBN need be entered.

SAMPLE: 1LS prompts 31EM 1LS prompts 1T7t
USER replies IS OR USER replies IS=0700223738
ZLS says ENTER THE FULL...
USER enters 0700223738

ILS will then search the ISSH/ISBN index to find all possible matches, and will
display them on the screen. if there are more than 5 matches :IS will display
the first 5 and say THERE'S MORE. The user may browse through the matches by
typing F for FORWARD or B for BACKWARDS. If the correct entry is found the user
must type the ID # of the correct match. If the user wants to see the full
record for any entry, enter D and that entry's ID

11.1.2.6 Access by LC Card Number

A LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CARD NUMBER is assigned to each item cataloged by the
Library of Congress. This number is used by libraries to order printed

_catalog cards from the library of Congress. The number is usually one of the
cataloging elements included in publishers' Cataloging :n Publication (CI?)
data. :t is typically composed of 2 characters followed by a hyphen and
3 to 6 additional numbers.

To access by the LC a the user must type in LC in response to the ILS prompt
ITEM. IL will then respond with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL LC $-user
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must than type in the LC 8. It is poss .ble t cvrLo3.ne these 2 steps into one
by entering LC%79-123456 in response to the 1LS prompt ::E. :s ill then
search the LC $ index to iind appropriate matcnes. (If the entire LC 6 was
entered there will be only one match; it a partial LC 0 was entered ttere may
be several matches). The user may browse through the matches by pressing F ts
FORWARD and B to BACKUP. if the correct entry is found, enter the ZD # for that
entry. If the user is not sure that it is the correct record the full record
may be celled up by pressing D and the entry's 1D S.

SAMPLE: 1.5 prompts ITEM ILS prompts ITEM
USER replies Lt OR USER enters LC'79-123456
11S says ENTER THE FULL...
USER enters 79-IZ3456

11.1.2.7 Access by Title Key

Title access in the ILS system is almost the seme as what is done in the OCLC
system. Users may type in a truncated search key composed of the first few
characters of the first few significant words in the title. Articles and
other stop listed words (e.g. a, an, the, and. United States) are ignored. The
key 3,2.2,1 is used to match the first 3 characters of the first word. the
first 2 characters of the second word, the first 2 characters of the third
word, and the first character of the fourth word in the title.

To access by title key. the user iust enter TK in response to the 1LS prompt
ITEM. LS will resgond with EXIT ThY. 11111.E Wz IN FORMrAT 3.2.Z.1. (NOTE: if
a title has fewer than 4 words eAter commas consectively to !:Ii in the key.)
These 2 steps may be combined by typing (e.g.) TK DORYL,MED. ILS will reply
by searching for and displaying all entries vhtch watch the search key. If
there are more than 5 matches the system Will ray THERE'S MORE and the user .ay
browse through the entries by typing F for FORWARD or B for BACKWARDS. To be
sure that you have the correct record type 2 and the entry's ID S.

11.1.2.8 Access by Author Title Key

The AUTHOR/TITLE key is a combination key used to sort out more quickly a
desired record. Although the same words may be found in the titles of different
works, it is likely that different authors may be associated with each title.
In this case a .4 combination key of both author and title would yield a more
precise retrieval than a 3,2,,1 title key.

To access by author/title key the user surt enter AT in response to the 1LS
prompt ITEM. ILS will respond with ENTER IST 4 CHARS OF AUHOR'S LAST SAME
IST 4 CHARS OF TITLE IF FORMAT 4,". The user must then enter the characters
as prescribed. It is possible to combine these Z steps by typing (a.;.)
AT-ALLR.SODY for the entry Body Functions by Jon Allied, :5 will respond by
searching for all author title combinations with these characters and display
them in groups of 5 on the screen. If there are wore than 5 entries IL5 will
say THERE'S MORE and the user can ?Les RETUP.N to 'is,., them. To scan through
the list press F for FORWARD and 5 for 3ACK:iARD. To be sure that an entry is
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for the zofrect record the aser i a press D for DISPLAY and the :D numter ,f

the entt, to see the full record if the entry.

11.1.2.9 Access by Series

Under the ILS system it is possible to access records :n the e!aster
Bibliographic File by the SERIES heading. araloaezs and other library staff
11y find this access point -,rtacularly convenient if they have series which
comptise many issues. These are most notable in the biomedical and physical
scIences and in special libraries that contain the reports of their agency or
corporation.

To access ILS via the series option the user must enter SE in response to the
prout ITEM. (NOTE: "his item option should not be confused with the /SE command
for serials check in which is another -eature of the circulation subsystem
and uses the SE command. Remember that the serials check in command requires
a SE o get out to that .transaction activity, whereas accessing a record by
series heaeding requres only SE in response to the ILS prompt IEl. ILS will
reply with ENTER THE FULL OR PARTIAL SERILS. :he user may then enter any or all
words of the series heading that are known ano LS will searcn the series index
to find a match. :LS will display all matches and if there are more than 5, the
user may view them by entering F for FORWARD or B for BACKUP.

11.1.2.10 Message (Item Just ELrered)

mmediately after a user :tts identified an itiL in tha Circulation
Subsystem. 1LS ello-, ior a shoxt msses to be entered.

1 .1.1.D11 PB Identify P&tron

If the user enters (PIATRO;( in responso to CHOICE>

LS will display: User entaes:

(BIATCH OR (S)SIGLE PTROH? S/ 'S' or RETURN - 1LS will prompt for PATRON:
The user must then use the PA'tRON

IDENTIFICATION options discusred below.

OR

'B' - ILS will print a list of names from
the print queue in ciphabotical order.
The user may specify the first and final

names on the list. ILS will print all
names which fall between those names.
If 'B' is chosen ILS will follow the

sequence on the next screen.
:LS will display: Usoe enters:

PRINT PATRON LABEL
FROM ArnE: The fizst lame to be printed, for example - Blair.
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THROUGH NAME: The final name to be printed. for example - Conn.

'(U)HPRINTED NAMES ONLf OR 'U' - Prints only the labels which have never been
(A)LL NAMES: printed before in the alphabetic sequence from

Blair to Cohn.

'A' - Prints all labels in the alphabetic sequence
from Blair to Cohn.

For more HELP with PATRON IDENTIFICATION OPTIONS press RETURN.

To produce a Barcode Label a patron must be accurately identified in the 1LS.
A patron may be identified with one of the three options discussed below.

PATRON IDENTIFICATION OPTIONS

MAME-This is the most common way to enter the patron data. Enter the full last
name or enough characters of the last name to narrow the list down sufficientli
to display the desired patron entry. If there are more than 5 matches, :LS ail!
say (THERE'S MORE) and the user may then press r or B to view additional
entries that match. If the 5th entry seems to be the correct one, press F to be
sure that the 6th or 7th ones are not identical nemes. To see more information
for a patron in the list, enter D followed by the index number beside the
patron's name. For example, if you had a list like;

I JOKES. JOHN a.

I JONES, JOHN 0.
3 JONES, JOHN D.
4 JONES, JOHN F.
5 JO(ES. JOHN R.

and you wanted to display more information from the patron's record to select
the correct entry. you could enter DZ or D3 to view further iniormation liom
the patron record to accurately identify the patron from the list.

Once you're sure that you've found the correct entry, enter the 6 which
appears in the first column in response to the prompt PATRON:.

PATRON ID #- The Patron ID 0 is equivalent to the bar code configuration wnich
appears on each patron's library card. It is made up of numbers and other
characters which are transiormed into a pattern of thick and thin lines and
spaces which together make a code to identify both items and patrons. A patron
say be identified by this code, however, it is suggested that the staff type in
the patron NAME whenever possible, thereby minimizing the chance of an error.

PATRON REGISTRATION - If the patron is not already registered in the patron
list, it will be necessary to enter their patron data into the system before
any transaction can be recorded into ILS. Local :LS sites may devlise their own
procedures for gathering patron information and putting it into the system at
a later time. for a fuller discussion of patron regiscration refer to the

-path PATRON REGISTRATION.
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tI.1.2.t PB Batch Print

The Batch Print choice of PRINT BARCODE allows the user to print 3arcode

Labels using data stored in the print queue. Printing may be done days or
even weeks after it was stored. The data stored in the queue will remain
there until removed by the local system administrator.

3atch Print has 3 options:

L - WILL PRINT ALL UNPRINTED LABELS - This option uill cause the pr:nter
to produce barcodes from data stored in the print queue. The printer
will only produce labels which HAVE MOT been printed before.

P - WILL PRINT ALL PRINTED LABELS - This option will cause the printer
to produce barcodes from data stored in the prtnt queue. The printer

will only produce labels which HAVE been p=inted before.

A - WILL PRINT ALL ENTRIES - This option will cause the barcode printer

to produce labels from all data stored in the print queue o'hether
or not it has been printed before.

Now press 'T' to go back to STEP BY STEP PROCEDURES for PRINT 3ARCOLE or
press 'F' and a RETURN twice to get to SPECIAL FEATURES.

11.1,3 PB Special Features

1. The print queue is a very important concept for an understanding of the
PRINT BARCODE procedure. ANY INFORMATION entered using the Patron or Item
elternatives will be stored in the print queue WHETHER OR MOT it is printed.
When the user enters an item or patron .n response to an ILS prompt for !T!':
or PATRON: the label information will be stored in the print queue. The label
may be printed immediately but the information will remain in the print queue
until removed by the local system administrator.

In addition, each piece of label information in the print queue will be
marked to indicate whether or not a label has been printed. It is this feacure
which allows the user to 'print all unprLnted labels', 'print al printed
labels' or 'print all entries' when using the BATCH PRINT alternative.

2. The Barcode Label printer must be turned ON before the user begins to print
labels from the data stored in the queue. If it is OFF, ILS will prompt the
user to CHECK PRINTER POWER, but there is a chance that data could be lost if
the user attempts to produce labels with the printer OFF
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12 PATRON DELETE

12.1 INTRODUCTION

The PATRON DELETE procedure permits authorized users remove patrons from the
patron list.

AVAILABLE NxFORMATION

1. Overview of Patron Delete

2. Step by Step Procedures For Patron Delete

3. Special Features for Patron Delete

Please enter the number of the type of information you desire:

12.1.1 PD Overview

The PATRON DELETE procedure permits authorized users to remove patrons
from the patron list. When the user has positively identified and deleted
a patron.the patron's name is removed from every pert of the ILS system.

For Step by Step Procedures press 'F' and RETURN.

For Special Features of PATRON DELETE press 'F' and RETURN twice.

12.1.2 PD Step By Step

PATRON DELETE consists of the following steps:

1. IDENTIFY THE PATRON
Search IL3 for this patron's record.

2. DELETE THE PATRON

Remove this patron from the patron list.

For more HELP concerning either of these steps enter the number of that step
and press RETURN.
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For information on SPECIAL FEA7URES of PAITON DELETE press 'F' and =ETJRM.

1 2..1 Identifying the Patron

Any and all ILS functions involving patron data require that the patroi, be
accurately identified in the :LS. A patron may e dentilied by eLther wanding
the bar code on their library card, or entering the equivalent bar code number
or the patron's last name. (1f the wand is not used, enter the patron's last
name instead of the barcode number to avoid typing mistakes).

PATRON IDENTIFICATION OPTIONS

NAME-7his is the most common way to enter the patron data. Enter the full last

name or enough characters of the last name to narrow the list down sufficiently

to display the desired patron entry. If there are more than 5 matchs, :1L5 will
say (THERE'S MORE) and the user may then press F or B to view additional
entries that match. If the 5th entry seems to be the correct one, press F to be
sure that the 6th or 7th ones are not identical names. To see more information
4or a patron in the list, enter D followed by the index number beside the
patron's name. For example, If you had a list like:

1 JONES, JOHN B.

2 JONES, JOHN D.
3 JONES, JOHN V.
4 JONES, JOHN F.
S JONES, JOHN R.

and Vou wanted to display more information from the patron's record to select
the correct entry, you could enter DZ or 03 to view further information from
the patron record to accurately identify the patron from the list.

Once you're sure that you've found the correct entry, enter the index 0 which
appears in the first column in response to the prompt PATRON:.

PATRON ID *- The Patron ID # is equivalent to the bar code configuration which
appears on each patron's library card. It is made up of numbers and other

characters which are transformed into a pattern of thick and thin lines and
spaces which together make a code to identify both items and patrons. A patron
may be identified by this code, however, it is suggested that the staff use the
wand or type in the patron name whenever possible, thereby minimizing the
chance of a typing error.

PATRON REGISTRATION - If the patron is not already registered in the patron
list, it will be necesrazy to enter their patron dwta into the system before
any transaction can be recorded into 1L5. Local ILS sites may devise their own
procedures for gathering patron information, putting it into the system at some

ater time. For a fuller discussion of patron registration refer to the path
PATRON REGISTRATION.
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12.,1.2.2 PD Delate Patron

When the pvtron has been Aentified, :ls will isp-ay the patron's name. Than.

ILS will ?rompt: Jser enters:

OK TO DELETE' NO/ RETURN to cancel this tzansaction

OR

'Y' to remove all record of the patron from
the ILS system.

PATRON :S DELETED

TO CONTINUE, 41T -RETURN RETURN

PATRON: The i3er vay now :epeat the process and
de-ete another patrnn or enter '/' to

return to the CIRCULATION SU3SYSTEI.

12.1-3 PD Special Features

There are two Special Features of PATRON DELETE.

1. :f the user attempts to delete a patron who has items checked out, :LS wll
display the following message:

%v NOT DELETED xss

PATRON HAS THE FOLLOWING ITEM(S)
PLEASE CHLCK IN THESE ZTEM(S) BEFORE DELETING PATRON

1D TITLE AUTHOR DUE DATE

The items checked out to that patron will then be listed.

2. When the user daeates a patron, that patron's name is removed from the
entire ILS system. The patron will automatically be removed from reserve
and routing lists.
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PRIX7 rTlIPCRARY LABELS ier:M atrZA Zr , riC srrr
.abels -5,:.j the razcoda orintet-

IVAILALE LFR~:l

1. D-Irv-W t Prunt T-oPorary, late-s

Z. Step by Step Procedu4res For ?r-nt temporary e1

3. Special Features forz Pr-nt 7amporary L-asels

Please enter thie number of the type of information you teo :o

31' P7 Iverolew

PUNT (7trP2 LASSLFS peruits authorroed users to preduce tempcrory 3arcode

Labels ur~ng thas sac tube pran;te. -Lemporasy kaIcslt '4suld noznaily be dsed

when a libr..zy &~s riot :onverting ,.*. recordls to tacticn readable torn Or

if the library wished to crcrulate an azenm ber-ore -,t Was processed. A
tenporary/ -migsaht also be usnd on a book obtained throuqn1 Thoterl-brary
Loan.

A temporary label is a barcode label that contains ccl:, an -:entiiat-cn

oumber. the barcode printer will. produce two copies of cachi label, one

for thie 300< and one for the book card.

Prelss 'F in a PfNto qe' to Step 
3
y Step proced:,res icr R-'4

TE'IPORARY LIBELS

12 p-, Step 3y Step

?RM ERIPOPARY LABEL should follow these stops:

4L7 pro tMpt 'iser ' ntnr3

HEr 1AS: 7t-:POPUAIY Ittli 33USD!E 8 7 325 --13 1-:- list the numter od i

.ast erporary .na rcouc;
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ENTER STARTMG %ABEL UnBR: 325/ Press RE:UAJ. If this tunbe: s
correct.

HOW MANY LABELS: !nte_ the .lumber of labels you
want.

PRINTING ... The requested labels wall he
produced-

13,1.3 PT Special features

As of June 2?, 1980 the are no Special Featuzes for PRINT TEMPORARY LABELS.
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4 ?tpitX RESISTRATItM

. :MTRODUCT:DN

PATRON REU;STRAT:ON permits authorized users to add naies to the list of

registered borrowers or to edit :nformation in the pat on record [address.
telephone nuaber, etc).

AVAZLABLE :NFORMAT:On

I. Oveiview of Patron Registration.

Z. Step By Step procedures.

3. Special Features.

Enter the number of the type of information you want.

I 4.1) ?R Overvoew

PATRON RSGISTRATION petanits authocized users to add nases to the lit of
registered borrowers or to edit information in the patron record (address.

telephone numba , etc).

Registration - II5 will display a patron rpqist:e'ior form on tne screen. As
the aser entans iniiorseton the cursor will move down the screen
tc the next prompt. Opt-onai fialds may be ski.pped !y pressing
RETURN.

Editing - Existing ,atron records can be edited by entering the patron's name
in response to NAJIE:. When the patron 'as been identxf:ed "'S will
display the oragmnel registration ior (with the blanks f :.Ad in) and
the user ay now edit t(e record.

Press 'F' and RETURN to get to Step 3y Ste procedures or PATRON

RESZSTRATION.

14.1,2 PR Step By Step

PATRON REGXSTR)T:ON permits the :ser to tnte cc:r, -ecord. the
screen acts as a registration for, .auZ, tie ct an :

To ADD a new patron:

:L5 may prompt: User can enter

MiME: Patron's mnie in per fnroa 5t tasetirot name)
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TYPE Faculty, Student, 2llitary, :cunt7 resident, :nstitu-ion
or any other type of borrower o:ciwed in the liorary
:nformation entered hare detarmines which Trompts ill:

appear below.

TITLE: 'rI, 'rCs Ms, Miss. Dr. etc. if 'Institution' was en~areq
in response to TYPE: a prompt such as 'Contact Person'
might be displayed instead of TITLE.

ILS may prompt: User can enter:

DEPT: This prompt might only appear if 'Staff' or 'Faculty' was
entered in response to TYPE.

STREET:
CITY: If this information changes the user may edit it.
STATE: / (see EDITIng below)
ZIP: o

EXPIRATION DATE: ILS will automatically supply the iat- The user may
override it by entering another date.

NOTE: If the user enters a name which is already in the patron file !LS will
display the matching name(s). To register a new patron with the same name
press RETURN and follow the process above. To EDIT, see below.

To EDIT the Patron Record:

Enter the name of the patron. A list of names which match the entered name
will be displayed. The user enters the index * of the correct patron and the
patron's original registration will be displayed. The cursor will appear at
the top of th,: form. If the data is to be left unchanged the user should press
RETURN and the cursor will move to tha next prompt. If the data is to be
changed the user should enter the new data and a aETURN. lhe new data will
replace the old in the patron record.

Press 'F' and RETURN to get to Special Features.

14.1.3 PR Special Features

1) Some information asked for on the registration form may be optional. 'or
example there may be a space for HOME PHONE 0 and WORK PHONE b. A patron
may not have a work phone number. The user say press REI:VRN and the cursor
will move to the next item. Some information may be require6 in all cases.
If the user pressed RETURN in response to TYPE' 113 would respond RE2UIRED
F:ElD-PLEASE ENTER. in this case the user MUST enter a response.

Z) While entering information the user can press a '-' to move the cursor j?
the screen. 7his allows the user to go back and correct mistakes made on the
registration form. The user can move down by pressing RETURN as many times

as necessary.

-3) f any of the prompts on the registration form are unclear the 'sor may
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enter a 7' and a RETURM 1LS will respond with :he ontons availaole.

The next screen contains information for the System Adminis tator.

Special Feature of PATRON REGl'TRATIOM for the System Adeinistrator:

The prompts dar PATR3M REGISTRATION (and the structure of your patzon : le:
depend on your local software. The Help Text for ?ATRCN RES:5TRAT7tN is
written to cover various possibilities. You will probably -:sh -o edLt the
Help Text for PATRON REGISTRATION to conform accurately to your specr::cat:ons.
The Step 3y Step paragraph should last each prompt exactly as it Aill appear
on the screen. You may wash to indicate which faelUs are zequired and ThLth
are not. You can anclude the correct format for various prompts.
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13 PATRON STATUS

15.1 INTRODUCTIOK

PATRON STATUS permits authorized users to view the complete patron record
as it was created during PATRON REGISTRATION and information on PATRON
ACTIVITY. The information displayed varies with the type of patron.

AVAILABLE INFORMATION

1. Overview of Patron Status

Z. Step by Step Procedures For Patron Status

3. Special Features for Patron Status

Enter the number of the type of information you desire;

15.1.1 PS Overview

PATRON STATUS permits authorized users to view information in the patron
record and information displayed by PATRON ACTIVITY. This data can consist
of name. address, and status of the patron. It will also list items currently
chocked out or on reserve and any messages associated with the patron.

For Step By Step procedures of PATRON STATUS press 'T' and RETURN.

15.1.2 PS Step By Step

To view PATRON STATUS the user must identify a specific patron in :LS.
Information entered during PATRON REGISTRATION and current PATRON ACTIVITY
will be displayed in the format below.

1R. JOHN A SMITH *STAFF* EXPIRATION DATE; 13/19/82
ORGANIZATION: OSD OFFICE SYMBOL: XYZW ROOM*: 1234
PHONE: 555-1234 MAILSTOP1 HERE
ADDRESS! IZ3 MAIM STREET

SMALLTOWN VA 22302 HOME PHONE: 123-4567
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:TES CURREXTL: CHECKED OUT
:3 TITLE AUTHOR DUE DATE RZ MEw
(All items currently checked out will be listed.)

ITEMS ON Rt ERVE
ID TITLE AUTHOR REQUESTED ON NO NEED AFTER
(All items on reserve will be listed.)

TOTAL ITEMS CHECKED OUT:
MESSAGE( S)
RETURN TO CONTINUE: (ILS will again prompt for PATROM)

For HELP with Patron Identification press 'I' and a RETURN.

IS.f.z.I Identifying the Patron

Any and all ILS functions involving patron data require that the patron be
accurately identified in the LS. A patron may be identified by either wanding
the bar code on their library card, or entering the equivalent be: code number
or the patron's last name. (1f the wand is not used, enter the patron's last
nai.sa instead of the barcode nunber to ae.od typiig mistakes).

PATRON IDERTIICITION OPTIONS

NAME-This is the most common way to enter the patron data. Enter the full last
nams or enough chractars of the last name to narrow the list down sufficientlv
to display the desired patron entry. If there are more than 5 matches, 1LS will
say (THERE'S MORE) and the user cay then press F or B to view ndditlonal
entries that match. f the 5th entry seems to be the correct one, press F to be
sure that the 6th or 7th ones are not identical names. To see more information
for a patron in the list, enter D followed by the index number beside the
patron's name. For epample, if you had a list like:

1 JONES, JOHN B.
Z JONES. JOHN D.
3 JOXES, JOHN D.
4 JONES, JOHN F.
5 JOKES. JOHN R.

and you wanted to display more information from the patron's record to select
the correct entry, you could eater 52 or 33 to view urther znformatlon from
the patron record to accurately identify the patron from the list.

Ince you'rc sure thz. you've found the correct entry. enter the index 0 which
-atyears in the fmzst ;o!umn in response to the prompt PATRON:.
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PATRON ID 8- The Patron ID I is equivalent to the bar code configuration which
appears on each patron's library card. Zt is made op of numbers and other
characters which axe transformed into a pattern of thick and thin lines and
spaces which together make a code to identify both items and patrons. X patron
may be identified by this code. however, it is suggested that the staid use the
wand or type in the patron name whenever possible, thereby minimizing the
chance of a typing error.

PATRON REGISTRATION - If the patron is not already registered in the patron
list, it will be necessary to enter their patron data into the system before
any transaction can be recorded into ILS. Local ILS sites may devise their own
procedures for gathering patron information, putting it into the system at some
later time. For a fuller discussion of patron registration refer to the path
PATRON REGISTRATION.

15.1.3 PS Special Features

As of June 16, 1980 there are no known special features for the Patron
Activity function.

NOTE to the SYStEM ADMINISTRATOR: Format of the PATRON STATUS display
will vary from site to site. You may wish to alter the text of the
PS - STEP BY STEP paragraph to reflect your own displays.

Reproduced from
besfLa jf. he opy.
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I6 TNIE a DATE

16.1 IMIRODUCTIOM

THE TIME & DATE option tells the user the correct time and current date
as it is known within the ILS computer. The computer has a "clock and a
calendar' bui:t into its internal working parts, and it can supply users
with the correct time and date very easily.

To find out either the correct time or date, the user must enter TD or /TD
(the / is only necessary if you are in the middle of some other function)
uLS will respond by displaying the current data and time. The display will
remein on the screen fox several seconds; then :LS will take the user back
to the last transaction before going to TIrE C DATE.
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